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India today suffers from an extreme scarcity of food. T h e country reached
a state of near famine within a few decades of the coming of the British,
and we have remained in that state ever since. Indians today consume o n e
third less of staple foods compared to the people in almost any other part
of the world, and cattle and animals in India get almost n o grains or roots
at all. Yet we have chosen to believe that we grow more food than what we
need.
India was never so callous about scarcity and hunger. Growing an abundance of food and sharing it in plenty, annabahulya and annadana, have
always constituted the essence of dharmika living for us. Annabahulya and
a n n a d a n a are in fact at the foundation of d h a r m a ; all else, even the search
for moksa is built on this foundation.
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This book is a recollection of this great Indian tradition of a b u n d a n c e
and sharing. Based on the highly regarded texts of Indian civilizational
identity, the sruti, itihasas, puranas, and dharmasastras, the book presents
a compelling glimpse of the intensity with which Indians have thought
about annabahulya and annadana. And, in the process it offers a fresh
understanding of the essence of Indian civilization.
This book has been placed at the feet of some of the foremost acaryas of
India, who have blessed the effort a n d expressed the h o p e that India shall
soon a n c h o r herself again in the d h a r m a of annabahulya and annadana.
T h e book carries mahgalasasanas of the following acaryas:
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In the task of nation building it is the spirit and
willingness of the people alone that matters. T h e
tools and resources can always be created once a
nation decides to move ahead towards its goal with
self-confidence and determination. We displayed
such intensity of spirit and determination in
the first half of this century, when u n d e r the
leadership of Mahatma Gandhi we harnessed all
our energies for a great national effort.
But, after achieving independence, we somehow lost the spirit and determination which
Mahatma Gandhi had evoked in us, and slipped
once again into the debilitating habits of mental
sloth and mechanical imitation acquired during
the long years of bondage. For nearly fifty years
now, we as a nation have been living a spiritless existence, trying mindlessly to imitate and catch u p
with the west, and meanwhile to somehow cope
with the present. We have made no real effort
to understand our situation or that of the world
a r o u n d us, and have been moving according to
whatever seems fashionable at any given time, or
whatever is being purveyed as the panacea for
the ills of all nations in the international marketplaces, or perhaps according to whatever is forced
u p o n us by the structures and institutions left behind by the British.
It seems that we have to start afresh. We have
to somehow rekindle the spirit and determination
that builds nations. For that to h a p p e n it is essential that we acquire a clear overview of ourselves
and our position and role in the world of today.

Srijagadgu.ru Sankaracarya ofSrngeri Sarada Pitha
Sri Kaliyan Vanamamalaijiyar

CENTRE FOR POLICY STUDIES MADRAS
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Centre for Policy Studies has been founded to
initiate this effort of c o m p r e h e n d i n g the Indian
situation and to help in formulating a polity that
shall provide all Indians with the challenge and the
opportunity to get into the task of nation building
with an abiding passion.
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Preface
India today suffers from an extreme scarcity of food. For almost
two h u n d r e d years, average availability of foodgrains for h u m a n
consumption in India has remained below 200 kg per capita per
year, which the British administrators considered to be the minimal
requirement for averting famines. The country, it seemed, reached
a state of near famine within a few decades of the coming of the
British, and we have remained in that state ever since.
Most countries of the world today have access to at least twice the
amount of basic foods —foodgrains and edible roots —per capita
compared to us. And, in the relatively affluent countries average
supply of foodgrains and roots per capita is as high as four to five
times that of ours. Consequently, the Indian people consume one
third less of staple foods compared to the people in almost any
other part of the world, and cattle and animals in India get almost
n o grains or roots at all.
India was not always like this. A mere two h u n d r e d years ago,
people in the relatively dry coastal areas of the Chengalpattu region
around the southern city of Madras used to obtain such a plenty
from the lands that it ensured the availability of almost a ton of
foodgrains per capita. Today we have come to believe that a fifth
of that amount is sufficient for us, and that we can afford to grow
and provide no more.
The gravity of the situation has been known to all those who have
anything to do with public polity and have access to statistical information. Even to those who do not deal with or believe in statistical
data, hunger of both the people and animals in India has been only
too visible. Yet we have chosen to believe that we grow more than
enough food.
When attitudes on issues of life and death for a people get so
fossilized as to obscure the obvious, then it is time to turn inwards,
to search within and meditate on what is important in h u m a n life
and in the life of a nation, and what is merely incidental. This book
is intended to help in this search.

XI

PREFACE

Indians have always considered growing a plenty of food and
sharing it in plenty with others as the primary attribute of human
living. Food and sharing of food, anna and annadana, are at the
foundation; all else, even the search for moksa, the ultimate state
of liberation that Indians are taught to always strive for, is built on
this foundation.
In this book, we have tried to bring together some glimpses of the
intensity with which India has thought about food and the sharing
of food. For this discourse on anna and annadana, we have relied
largely on the highly regarded texts of Indian civilizational identity,
the sruti, itihasas, puranas, and dharmasastras.
India has the resources and the skills to produce the amount of
food necessary to provide dignified living to all her people, and
thus regain her civilizational dignity and glory. We hope that this
book will be of some help in turning the attention of the country
towards the hunger of the many, and towards thoughts of anna
and annadana. We also hope that at least parts of this book shall be
found useful by some to teach their children about what it means
to be,an Indian, and about the greatness and the responsibility that
this identity bestows upon them.
Since, for the Indians, growing an abundance of food and sharing
it in plenty is a question not merely of economics, but of the essence
of dharmika living, therefore we have put this book at the feet of
some of the foremost acaryas of India today. We are indeed grateful
that all of them have blessed this effort, and expressed the hope that
India shall soon anchor herself again in the dharma of annabahulya
and annadana, of growing food in plenty and sharing it in plenty.
Many of the acaryas have also been kind enough to go through the
book and to send their maiigalasasanas, which we have reproduced
here in the original sarhskrt as well as in the english translation. We
bow before them in reverence and express our humble thanks for
having so sanctified this effort.
Many people have contributed to the making of this book.
We are especially thankful to our colleagues Sri K. V. Varadarajan
and Sri S. Gurumurthy, who have been a source of strength and
confidence at every stage. Sri Banwari went through an early draft
of the book and offered many useful suggestions. Sri S. S. Vasan
a n d Smt. Radha Rajan helped with the editing of the book.
We have repeatedly looked u p to Sri R. Krishnamurthy Sastrigal
xn
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and Sri K. Ramasubramanian for identifying and interpreting the
sarhskrt sources.
We have often drawn upon the expertise of Sri Buddhadev Bhattacharya in book-design. However, without the personal interest
that Sri Bal Menon of Laser Words took in this work, the book
would not have acquired its present form.
The writing of this book has been a pleasure, especially because
of the constant support of our wives, Smt. Kusum Bajaj and
Smt. R. Vijayalakshmi, who read the earliest drafts and ensured that
we carry the work to its completion.

Madras
dhatrvatsarlya vyasa purnima kali 5098
July 30, 1996
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MANGALASASANAS:
Blessings of the Acaryas in English translation

Sn Srngen Srijagadgurumahasamsthanam
mmatparamahamsaparivrdjakdcdryavarya
padavdkyapramdnapdrdvdrapdrina
yamaniyamasanapranayamapratyaharadharanadhyanasamddhyastdngayogdnusthdnanistha
tapascakravartyanddyavicchinnasnsankardcaryaguruparampardprdpta saddarsanasthdpandcdrya
vydkhydnasimhdsanddhisvara sakalanigamdgamasdrahrdaya
sdmkhyatrayapratipddaka vaidikamdrgapravartaka
sarvatantrasvatantrddirdjadhdnividydnagaramahdrdjadhdni
karndtakasimhdsanapratisthdpandcdrya
snmadrdjddhirdjagurubhumandaldcdrya
rsyasrhgapuravarddhisvara tungabhadrdtiravdsi
snmadvidydsankarapddapadmdrddhaka sri jagadgurusnmadabhinavavidydtirthasvdmigurukarakamalasanjdta

Sri Jagadguru Srrigerl
Srlmadbharatltlrthamahasvamibhih
srividyasankara
Bringing our mind to Srlnarayana, we send these blessings; let these
please all the astikas, all those who believe in the truthfulness of
being.
In this world, following dharma is the only great path to sreyas,
well-being, for mankind. Dharma can be followed only by those
who have healthy and strong bodies. And, health and strength
of body is possible only through proper food and proper living.
Those who do not eat and those who eat too much, both of them,
are rendered incapable of following dharma. Bhagavan SrTkrsna
XXXV

has said in this context that yoga is neither for those who overeat
nor for those who do not eat at all, natyainatastu yogo 'sti nacaikantamanasnatah. That is why those who know yogasastra say that eating
proper and nourishing food in the proper measure is indeed tapas.
The term anna implies, chiefly, ahara; what is eaten is anna. The
greatness of anna is proclaimed in several srutis, like, annarh na
nindyat, 'do not look down upon anna', annam na paricaksita, 'do
not neglect anna', and annam bahu kurvita, 'endeavour to secure
an abundance of anna', and so on.
Thus growing food in the proper quantity and proper manner,
and ensuring proper distribution of food, indeed leads to the wellbeing of the people. Ignoring proper production and proper distribution of food, and investing effort in other pursuits, strongly
reminds one of the saying of the wise that asks, kimastyanupanitasya
vajapeyadibhirmakhaih, 'what has an anupanita, one who has not
been initiated into vaidika learning, got to do with high yajhas like
the vajapeya'.
Now, to raise awareness about the importance of anna, the Centre for Policy Studies is publishing a book entitled, Annam Bahu
Kurvita. They also propose to organize a conference on this subject.
Several scholars, many mathadhlsas and many important persons
shall gather in this conference and, after discussing the subject,
shall try to generate awareness and respect for anna amongst the
people.
We too are pleased to learn about this programme. We wish that
through the prasada of Srlsaradacandramaulisvara the Centre may
obtain the necessary strength for accomplishing the task they have
resolved upon; and may this conference also be successfully accomplished. This is our wish and our blessing.

iti

narayanasmaranam
sri

Sriigagirih
dhatrvatsanya vaisakhakrsnadasaml bhanuvasarah
12. 5. 1996
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Srimatparamahamsa
Sri Kaliyan Vanamamalai Jiyar Swamigal
Sri Vanamamalai Matham
Nariguneri
abhinandanapatram
swasti s'rirdisatat. On March 13, 1996, two teachers of physics and a
teacher of economics came to the Srimatham and gave us the pleasure of a long discussion with them. These three were: Sri Jitendra
Bajaj, Sri Mandayam Doddamane Srinivas, and Sri Varadarajan,
who is the son of the great scholar, the renowned late Srimadubhayavedantacarya Karppankadu Sri Veiikatacarya Swamigal. They came
to us on behalf of their organization, the Centre for Policy Studies,
Madras.
Our discussion with them was greatly detailed and fruitful. They
also presented us with a pre-publication copy of a valuable work entitled, Annam Baku KurvTta, composed by the two physics scholars.
We have gone through this book from the beginning to the end,
in spite of pressing demands of other work.
We are now fully convinced that this kind of work is for the
first time seeing the light of day. While diligently pursuing the
objectives of their Centre, these two scholars have taken an
exceptionally novel path, and have composed a competent and
brilliant work. It is transparendy obvious that the two authors
of this work have painstakingly studied and carefully imbibed
a number of sruti, itihasa and purana texts before undertaking
this composition. Based primarily upon the descriptions of the
greatness of anna and annadana found in the Taittiriyopanisad of
the Krsnayajurveda, and taking its title from the Taittiriyopanisad's
resounding proclamation of the inviolable discipline of ensuring a
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plenty of food all around, annam bahu kurvita, this work of theirs
analyses and explains different aspects of this issue in a well-ordered
sequence of chapters and in a greatly pleasing and touching style.
In this work one finds hundreds of verses of Sriramayana and
Srimahabharata, aptly quoted at the proper place and in the proper
context; and one finds several stories quoted from the various
puranas, each befitting the context, like the story of Raja Sveta,
which has been narrated here from the Bhavisyapurana.
We find the Taittiriyopanisad laying down the discipline of honouring the atithi in its teachings like matrdevo bhava, pitrdevo bhava,
acaryadevo bhava, atithidevo bhava, "let the mother be a god unto
you, let the father be a god unto you, let the teacher be a god unto
you, let the atithi be a god unto you". This teaching of the TaittirTyopanisad has been a sanatana siddhanta, a principle accepted
a n d adhered to by all at all times, in this holy land of Bharatavarsa.
And, this book quotes several verses from the puranas and itihasas
that explain and elaborate upon this sanatana siddhanta of India.
The verses quoted in this book also remind us of similar enunciations of the Tirukkural, the renowned sahgha period classic of our
own Tamil language.
The term 'atithi' applies to anyone who appears at our door unexpected and uninvited; he does not have to send us prior information about the date and time of his arrival. Such was the greatness
of our ancient Indian civilization. Comparing the state of India in
the earlier ages with the present, we find that, in spite of the great
strides made in the fields of science and technology, the earlier
times were indeed greatly superior in the matter of producing a
plenty of food and making the food available to the people in plentyful measures. Today we seem to have hardly enough food. This
becomes especially clear when we look at the present day availability
of food in India in comparison with the rest of the world. Sri Bajaj
and Sri Srinivas have presented this important issue in great detail through a systematic and comprehensive analysis of the factual
statistics.
We heartily bless the two scholars who have composed this valuable book, which seriously enquires, for the first time, into an issue
that forms the basis of all life and has always constituted the foundation of our civilization. We wish that they may continue to shine
in their endeavours. We warmly bless that this excellent work be
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read far and wide and become greatly fruitful. We pray at the lotus feet of our kuladaiva, the divine couple, Srivaramahkamba and
Sndevanayakavibhu, that the two authors of this book may live long
and keep serving this land of our birth, the great Bharatavarsa of
ours, through several offerings like the present one.
sarve bhavantu sukhinah sarve santu niramayah
sarve bhadrani pasyantu ma kascid
duhkhabhagbhavet
Sriramdnujan
Srikaliyan Vanamamalai Ramanuja Jlyar Swam!
Nariguneri
19.3.96
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mmatparamahamsaparivrajakacaryavarya
Msankarabhagavatpadacaryaparamparagata

Jagadguru Srisarikaracarya
Sri Niscalananda SaraswatI Maharaja
Sri Govardhanapltha
Purl
Always ensure an abundance of anna, annarh bahu kurvita, this is
the TaittirTyopanisad sruti. Thus does the upanisad teach us the importance of producing, gathering and distributing anna in plenty.
The physical body is constituted of five essential elements, the five
mahabhutas, and the five mahabhutas are also given the narne of
anna in the Pancadasi. In the Chandogya it is said that, ahara, what
is eaten, is anna.
From the philosophical point of view, anna is the bhogya of the
bhokta; what is eaten by someone is anna. Thus everything that
exists for another is anna. In the Saptannabrahmana all things that
are partaken of by devas, men and other living beings are referred
to as anna. Thus, the performance of darsapaurnamasa is anna for
devas; foodgrains like vrlhi, wheat, etc., are anna for men; grasses
and shrubs etc., vTrudhah, are anna for animals; and vak, manas
and prana, thought, mind and the vital winds, are anna for all
living beings.
The rsis of India have always thought of anna as all that is eaten by
all beings; those who eat may belong to whichever loka, whichever
world, and whatever class of beings, whether they be svayambhu,
those who have been born of themselves; manasija, those who have
been born of the mind; jarayuja, living beings that are born from
the womb; andaja, living beings that are born from the eggs; udbhija, living beings that are born from the earth; or svedaja, the
living beings that are born from the sweat of others. Thus, amrta is
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the anna of devas, sudha is the anna of nagas, svadha is the anna
of pitrs, virudhas are the anna of animals, grains like vrihi are the
anna of men, and pranah, the vital winds, are the anna of all.
All annas are born of jala, water. In Srlmadbhagavata, Sri
Vyasacarya gives a detailed description of the various annas in the
context of prthvidohana, the milking of the earth, in the story of
Prthu. And, jala is the source of all anna; in fact, ap, water stands for
soma through which all anna obtains the necessary nourishment
for growth. That is why the greatness of annadana and jaladana, of
the giving of food and water, is superior to all others. The danavlras,
the ones who give food and water to others, attain to the best of
lokas after their death and achieve great glory. They also live a long
life and obtain great wealth in this world.
The Mahabharata, describing the greatness of annadana and
jaladana, says:
na tasmdt paramam danam kincidsastiti
memanah
anndt prdnabhrtastdta pravartante hi sarvasah
Dear Yudhisthira, I believe that there is no dana greater
than the dana of food and water; because all beings are
indeed born of anna, and from anna alone do they obtain
sustenance for living.
tasmddannam param loke sarvalokesu kathyate
anndd balam ca tejasca prdninam vardhate sadd
That is why anna is said to be the highest in this world. The
bala, strength, and tejas, vitality, of all living beings always
depends upon anna.
anne datte nareneha prdnd dattd bhavantyuta
prdnaddndddhi paramam na ddnamiha vidyate
The one who gives anna indeed gives prana, gives life itself.
And what can be a greater dana in this world than the dana
of life?
annam vdpi prabhavati parity at kurusattama
nirajdtenajii vina na kincit sampravartate

.

But, Kurusrestha Yudhisthira, anna itself is born of water.
In fact, nothing can exist without the anna, that is born of
water.
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nirajatasca bhagavdn somo grahaganesvarah
amrtam ca sudha caiva svaha caiva svadhd tathd
annausadhyo rnaharaja virudhasca jalodbhavah
yatah prdnabhrtdm prdndh sambhavanti visdmpate
devanamamrtam hyannarh naganam ca sudha tathd
pitfndm ca svadhd prokta pasundrh cdpi virudhah
Soma, the god of grahas, celestial bodies, is born of water;
and so are amrta, sudha, svaha and svadha; and, rnaharaja,
so are anna, foodgrains, osadhis, herbs, and vlrudhas, the
grasses, etc. O protector of the people, all living beings are
born of and live on these various annas that are all born of
water. Of these, amrta is said to be the anna of devas, sudha
of the nagas, svadha of the pitrs, and vlrudhas of the animals.
annameva manusydndm
prdndndhurmanisinah
tacca sarvam naravydghra pdniydt sampravartate
tasmdt paniyaddndd vai na varam vidyate kvacit
The manlsis, the thinkers of India, have described anna as
the prana, the very life, of men. And, O lion amongst men,
all kinds of anna is born of water. Therefore, there is no dana
that is greater than the dana of water, giving of nothing else
can compare with the giving of water.
tacca dadydnnaro nityam yadicched
bhutimdtmanah
dhanyam yasasyamayusyam
jaladdnamihocyate
satrumscdpyadhi kaunteya sadd tisthati toyadah
Therefore, the one who aspires to well-being in this world
and beyond should always give water to the thirsty. Jaladana,
the giving of water, is said to endow the giver with wealth,
fame and longevity in this world. Kaunteya Yudhisthira, the
giver of water always finds himself to be superior to his
enemies.
sarvakdmamavdpnoti
Mrtirh caiva hi sdsvatim
pretya cdnantyamasndti pdpebhyasca pramucyate
He, the giver of water, attains to the fulfilment of all his
desires and everlasting fame in this world; and after accomplishing his life here, having been washed of all his sins, he
enjoys unending pleasures in the worlds beyond.
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toyado manujavyaghra svargam gatva mahadyute
aksayan samavapnoti lokanityabravinmanuh
O, the shining lion amongst men, the one who gives water
to the thirsty attains to the immortal lokas on reaching the
heavens. This is what Manu has said.
Niscalanandah
Purl
28.03.96
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Sri Sri Tridandi
Snmannarayana Ramanuja Jlyar Swamljl
Sltanagaram

abhinandanam
srimate ndrdyandya
namah
anekani
mangalasdsandni
We have gone through this worthy and beautiful work entitled,
Annam Baku Kurvita.
This book, which has been composed by SrT Jitendra Bajaj and
Sri Mandayam Doddamane Srlnivas in the form of an exposition
of the sruti, annam bahu kurvita, has evoked our keen interest. The
book quotes several extracts concerning the subject of anna and
annadana, of growing a plenty of food and sharing it in plenty, from
numerous canonical texts of India. The book clearly shows the competence of the two authors in their subject, and their dedication to
and faith in the work they have undertaken.
The reader of this book is systematically introduced to a series of
verses and stories concerning diverse aspects of anna taken from
the sruti, smrti, purana and itihasa texts. Food is certainly crucially
important for mankind. All h u m a n societies must learn to appreciate the greatness of anna. Therefore, this work that weaves together
several verses and stories from the ancient canonical literature of
India deserves the highest approbation.
It is our belief that this book shall be heartily welcomed by both
those who have an abiding faith in the canonical literature of India and those who may be devoid of such faith. This book brings
together the entire thought of the great rsis of India about a n n a
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at one place; the wisdom of the great rsis of the past ages indeed
shines through this work.
It is certainly not true that Indians in the earlier times made
efforts only towards the acquisition and propagation of spiritual
insights; they equally diligently looked after their material welfare
and organized their worldly affairs.
Living a spiritually anchored life one certainly attains happiness/
and fulfilment both in this world and the world beyond. The wise
of the past indeed followed this dictum with firm faith and great
perseverance. In fact, during the times when the astika-buddhi of
India, the natural faith of India in her understanding of the essence
of the universe, finds itself free of the fear of any attack or restriction, then the proper pursuit of material happiness also remains
acceptable to everyone. There is a well-known ancient saying that
makes this aspect of the Indian way absolutely clear; it is said that
anisiddhasukhatyagi pasureva na samsayah, "the one who gives up
even those pleasures that are not forbidden in the sastras is a mere
animal, there can be no doubt about it."
Even those who have no faith in the vaidika learning, but are
anxious to bring about a healthy way of life in the society, they
too must know the nature, utility, application and distribution of
anna; because their life too is dependent upon anna. Where is the
man whose heart is not touched by the teaching of the upanisads
that, aharasuddhau sattvasuddhih, "purity of food leads to purity of
being"? Where is the man whose head does not respectfully bow
while listening to the hundreds of sayings of the wise in this context
such as, annamayam hi saumya manah, "the mind is indeed formed
of anna"?
It is certainly true that only pure thoughts and emotions flow
through a pure mind, and when everyone displays purity of thought
and emotions then the society as a whole takes to the proper path
and moves towards the realization of truth. That is why we can say
with firm conviction that this book —that offers complete knowledge concerning the subject of anna which is the primary support
of all human life — is likely to be beneficial for all and is worth possessing by everyone.
Of the various objects that the mortal beings desire, like wealth,
gold, carriage, etc., it is anna alone that provides complete satisfaction. Only when the people get anna in sufficient quantities, do
they turn away from the unhealthy tendencies of mutual violence,
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theft and malice, etc., that vitiate social living, and then stable peace
prevails over the world.
Therefore, we should never alienate agricultural lands to industrial or residential purposes. For these purposes, only the barren
lands ought to be utilized, not the lands that yield valuable foodgrains. If we follow this dictum we shall be able to grow much
more food than what we are able to grow today. With the lands
yielding an abundance of food, we should also be able to establish annadanakutas, public places for the provision of food to all
those who come, all around us. When that happens, then everyone shall have access to sumptuous and proper food to satiate his
hunger; and then peace and contentment shall certainly reign over
the whole world.
In the earlier times, several generous men of noble leanings who
followed the vrata of annadana, the discipline of sharing food with
others, set up numerous dharmasalas, numerous places where food
and shelter was provided to the seekers. For the maintenance of
these dharmasalas they donated large sums of money and vast
lands. Even today cities, towns and villages across the whole of
Bharatavarsa maintain such dharmasalas. This is well known to most
of us.
All of us have heard about the great rsis of Bharatavarsa, who
on obtaining a little food after their intense tapas stretching over
thousands of years gave away that little to the hungry seekers, and
returned to their tapas without caring about their own hunger or
thirst. We all know of the generous Bharatiya housewife who gives
away her hard-earned food to satiate an atithi. We can hardly ever
forget the story of cakravarti king Sibi who gave away the flesh of his
own living body to assuage the hunger of an eagle and thus save the
life of the pigeon, who had sought refuge under the king's care.
And, we respectfully remember the great sacrifice of the pigeon
of Mahabharata, who offered the flesh of his own body to assuage
the hunger of the hunter who had come seeking shelter under his
tree-house with a cage in his hand in which the wife of the pigeon
herself had been caught.
Alas! How the times have deteriorated! What can we say about
the present times?
It is said that the bhiksu, who goes begging from door to door,
is in reality not begging but propagating an essential teaching. He
teaches us to give and continue to be like ourselves, continue to
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retain the capacity and the generosity to give. And, he teaches us
to avoid becoming like him by refusing to give; because by not
giving one indeed loses the capacity to give, all generosity and
abundance is withdrawn from such a one, and he himself becomes
like a bhiksu. In fact, the ancient Bharatiya understanding has
always been that the one who comes to our door seeking food or
anything else comes not to beg but to teach us, and to bless us so
that we may remain secure in our well-being.
We bless and desire that this book that has been composed by Sri
Jitendra Bajaj and Sri Srlnivas with great effort may generate awareness about the generosity of the ancient Bharatiyas, who followed
the vrata of annabahulya and annadana, the discipline of producing a plenty of anna and sharing it in plenty. May this book show
the path of annabahulya and annadana to the Bharatiyas of today,
and spread the glory of the Bharatlya-danasaundata, the Indian
propensity to give generously, throughout the world.
All those who have helped in bringing this book to light deserve
our appreciation. We send our blessings for all of them.
anekani mangalani asasmahe
jaya
srimannarayana
Sltanagaram
March 13, 1996
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Sri Viswesatirtha Swamiji
Sri Pejavara Adhoksaja Matha
Jagadguru Madhwacarya Samsthana
Udupi
Bhagavan Brahma proclaimed the primary sound of' da' and thus
taught dana, the virtue of giving, to the mankind that is otherwise
afflicted by greed and unworthy desires. The essence of this teaching is to keep giving and thus live a life of tyaga, selflessness. But,
today in our public life everywhere we see only dmata in place of
ddnitd, we see only despondence arising from want instead of the
affluence and generosity of giving. This is what we see, and we state
this with great sorrow.
Amongst the danas, annadana, the giving of food is especially
extolled in the sastras. "Whoever is hungry deserves to be fed",
such is the command of the sastras. Thus the sastras have taught us
to satisfy the hunger of all, without discriminating on the basis of
the caste or status of the hungry.
Bhagavan SrTkrsna has announced that the one who eats for oneself alone, without sharing, without giving food to others around
him, eats in sin. Such a one partakes not of anna, but merely of congealed sin that has taken the form of food. Such is the importance
of annadana.
This book offers an exhaustive exposition of the greatness and
significance of annadana based on a systematic study and comprehension of the various granthas, the various canonical texts of
Indian civilization. We warmly welcome this work. We wish that this
book may evoke the necessary awakening in our social life. This is
our desire, and our blessing.
iti saprema
Tirupati
24.12.1995
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Sri Viswesatirtha Swamiji
Sri Pejavara Adhoksaja Matha
Jagadguru Madhwacarya Sarhsthana
Udupi
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Virakta Siromani Sri Swami Vamadevaji Maharaj
Akhila Bharatiya Santa Samiti
Ananda Kutlra
Vrindavana
sri ganesaya namah
I have gone through this book entitled, Annarh Bahu Kurvita, composed byjitendra Bajaj and Srinivas with great effort, annarh bahu
kurvita is a Taittinya sruti. What is the meaning of this sruti? The
meaning of the sruti is that when there is an abundance of anna,
of food, then there is also an abundance of anriadana, of the giving of food. What happens when there is an .abundance of annadana? Then nobody suffers from hunger or anxiety, nobody remains asanta, none is found lacking in peace of mind or body. And
when there is none who is asanta, when no one lacks peace, then
all, securely established in a happy life, acquire tatvajijhasa, the desire to know the essential truth of the universe, which is the proper
goal of human life. Tatvajijhasa arises only in those who are free
of the worries of food and other necessities of life, and thus are
at peace, are keen to live a life of dharma, and have a clear-quiet
:v
intellect.
Tatvajijhasa leads one to engage in reflection. And, by"reflecting on the tatva, on the essential truth, one attains tatvajhana, the
knowledge of the truth. In this context Srlmadbhagavata says, dharmasya hyapavargyasya nartho'rthayopakalpate, "the phala of dharma
is moksa not artha, dharma is fulfilled in liberation from the cycle of life and death, and not merely in the attainment of wealth
and riches in this world." What leads to apavarga, moksa, is called
apavargya, which is nothing but tatvajhana; dharma indeed gives
rise to apavargya which is tatvajhana. Mere attainment of material
wealth cannot be the goal of dharma.
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Those who give dana, share their material possessions with others, attain vividisa, which is the same as tatvajijnasa. Thus through
dana both the giver and the receiver become worthy and both their
lives are fulfilled. The receiver obtains the dana and the giver acquires vividisa andjijnasa. This is what Brhadaranyaka teaches in the
sruti, tametam vedanuvacanena brahmana vividisanti yajnena danena
tapasa'nasakena, which means that the brahmanas attain vividisa,
the desire to know, through recitation of the vedas, yajna, dana
and disciplined tapas.
Let me summarize what is described in this book about the phala
of dana: Annadana is in fact pranadana, which is the same as giving
the gift of life. Only the one who lives can possibly pursue the four
purusarthas of dharma, artha, kama and moksa, the four essential human endeavours towards what may be roughly rendered as
virtue, wealth, pleasure and ultimate liberation from the confines
of the self. It can indeed be said that by giving annadana one endows the seeker with the four purusarthas. Therefore, in the sastras,
one often hears condemnation of the one who does not offer food
to the hungry seeker, to the atithi or to the one who has a right to
receive bhiksa, like a sarhnyasin, brahmacarin or a brahmana. The
first part of this book is an exhaustive compilation of the teachings of the sastras in this context. As is recalled there, devas are
pleased through yajhas, and devas thus pleased by the yajhas fulfil
the earth with plentiful rains, and the earth thus fulfilled yields an
abundance of anna.. The one who partakes of the anna thus produced through the prasada of devas, without first offering it to the
devas, indeed nurtures only his physical body. Such a one, even if
he attains to the svargaloka, through the strength of his tapas and
other virtuous acts, is condemned to remain hungry even in the
svarga and to partake of the flesh of his own physical body. Such is
the importance of annadana.
This book also shows the depth of social concern that prevailed in
India even under the rule of monarchal kings; their concern indeed
gave rise to a much more harmonious and effective social order
compared to the so-called socialism of today. And this harmonious
socialism of India also flourished on the basis of annadana and
other kinds of danas. This aspect of the Indian polity has been
illustrated through a description of the polity of Thanjavur in the
latter part of the book. This description of the Thanjavur polity
deeply touches our hearts. We learn that even in those times, when
Hi

the means of transport were hardly advanced, a stream of pilgrims
used to keep flowing from the Himalayas up to the Indian ocean.
This too was made possible by the prevalence of annadana; this too
is to be attributed to the greatness of annadana.
The book shows that those who undertake annadana with an
abiding faith, also attain greater atmabala, greater strength in themselves; and without such atmabala, it is indeed impossible to attain
paramatma. The sruti too proclaims that this atma is not accessible
to the weak, nayamatma balahinena labhyah.
Why say more? Those who have the urge to know more must turn
towards the book itself.
vidvadanucarah

paramahamsa

Vrindavana
10.05.96
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snsankarabhagavatpdddcdryaparampardgata

Jagadguru Srisarikaracarya
Sri Jayendra Saraswati Swamigal
Srlkamakotipltha Mahasarhsthanam
KancTpuram
"There is no dana greater than annadana and tirthadana, the giving of food to the hungry and water to the thirsty"— so goes an
ancient sarhskrt saying. But, who is the proper recipient for annadana, the gift of food? The unequivocal answer to the question
is that anyone who is hungry deserves to be fed,
Amongst the danas, annadana has a particularly exalted place.
Recipient of no other gift ever attains satiation, ever obtains the
feeling that he requires no more. But the one who receives the gift
of food, he on eating to his fill spontaneously attains the feeling of
satiation. "I am satisfied, I have had my fill, I need no m o r e , " he
thinks and says thus.
The meaning of 'anna' is 'ahara'; what is eaten is anna. The life
of all living beings, from man to the least of the worms, depends
upon anna. In the Snmadbhagavadgita, Snkrsna tells Arjuna that
anna is in fact the cause of all life, all beings are born of anna,
annddbhavanti bhutani, etc.
It has given us great pleasure to go through the book entitled,
Annam Baku Kurvita. Sri Jitendra Bajaj and Sri Mandayam
Doddamane Srinivas of Cennapurl have undertaken a very
detailed exposition of the greatness of anna and annadana, and the
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result of their efforts is seen in this book, which is being published in
three languages, Tamil, Hindi and English. In this book they offer
an exhaustive description of the greatness and special significance
of anna and annadana with profuse quotations from the upanisads,
itihasas, puranas and the manudharmasastra; and they have retold
many an ancient and moving anecdote concerning anna and
annadana found in these texts.
Nowadays we have begun to follow several new techniques for
growing foodgrain-crops, and for the preservation and processing
of foodgrains. These new techniques seldom preserve the quality
and vitality of food. These seem to be aimed solely at the mere
quantitative enhancement of the produce. In the earlier times, we
certainly used to be greatly concerned about ensuring plentiful
production of food, yet in the cultivation, preservation and distribution of foodgrains we followed a path that ensured the health of
all and was in consonance with dharma. That is indeed the path of
sreyas, which alone can lead to the welfare of all for all times.
This book offers a complete exposition of the greatness of anna
and annadana. It ought to be read by all Indians, and all of our
countrymen should begin to perform annadana to the best of their
capabilities. This is our earnest desire, and our blessing.
Narayanasmrtih
KancTpuram
31.08.1995
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ANNAM BAHU KURVITA

CHAPTER

1

dadasvannam yudhisthira
Greatness of Food and the Giving of Food
dadasvannam dadasvannam dadasvannam yudhisthira
"Give food! Give food! Give food!" Thus spake Srikrsna to Yudhisthira, while advising him on dana, the discipline of giving, in the
Bhavisyapurana. 1
The Bhavisyapurana is probably recounting the conversation
that takes place in the Mahabharata between Srikrsna and Yudhisthira at the culmination of the asvamedhayajha undertaken by the
latter after the victory in the war. Before the yajha, Yudhisthira
along with his brothers, and in the presence of Srikrsna, sits at the
feet of Bhlsma lying on his bed of arrows, and at his request, the
grand old man instructs the freshly anointed king of Hastinapura
on all aspects of dharma. BhTsma's instructions run to about 25,000
verses, constituting almost a quarter of the epic, and comprising
two major parvans, the santiparvan and anusasanaparvan of the
Mahabharata. It is at the end of this great instruction that Bhlsma
leaves his mortal body, and Krsnadvaipayanavyasa and Srikrsna advise the grief-stricken Yudhisthira to undertake asvamedha, the
yajna of the great kings.
After performing the asvamedha, and being relieved of the great
effort and activity that such a yajna involves, Yudhisthira wants to
be instructed by Snkrsna himself on the intricacies of dharma.
Srlkrsna's instructions run through another 1,300 verses, constituting the vaisnavadharmaparvan in the southern reading of the
Mahabharata.

^havisya 4.169.2, p. 526
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Towards the end of this grand discourse on dharma, Yudhisthira
asks Srlkrsna for the essence of the entire teaching of BhTsma:
bhismavdkyat sarabhutam vada dharmam suresvara?
To which Srlkrsna replies: annena dhdryate sarvarh jagadetaccaracaram... annadah pranado loke pranadah sarvado bhavet. tasmadannam
visesena datavyam bhutimicchata? "The world, both animate and
inanimate, is sustained by food... The giver of food is the giver
of life and indeed of everything else. Therefore, one who is desirous of well-being in this world and beyond should make special
endeavour to give food."
This is how Srlkrsna summarizes the monumental teachings of
BhTsma. It is not for nothing therefore that the Bhavisyapurana
renders the essence of dharma as conveyed by Srlkrsna in the
urgendy imperative command: dadasvdnnam dadasvdnnam dadasvdnnam yudhisthira.

Annaddnamdhdtmya: the greatness of the giving of food
Srikrsna's exposition of the essence of BhTsma's teachings is presented in just 15 verses. The first ten of these lay down the centrality
of annadana, the giving of food, in the life of a householder; and
the next 5 celebrate the greatness of food, its emergence out of
the vital essences of earth and its intimate connection with all life.
Most of the vast classical Indian literature on annadana, some of
which we shall have occasion to recall in the following, seems to be
in the nature of an elaboration of these 15 verses.
Teaching the greatness of annadana to Yudhisthira, Srlkrsna
says:4

3^n^=# STFT: wsi ^nf^r w 11
annena dhdryate sarvarh jagadetaccardcaram
annat prabhavati pranah pratyaksam nasti samsayah

2
3
4

Maha asvamedhika 92, p. 6355
Maha asvamedhika 92, p. 6355
Maha asvamedhika 92, p. 6355
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The world, both animate and inanimate, is sustained by
food. Life arises from food: this is observed all around, and
there can be no doubt about it.

kalatram pidayitvd tu dese kale ca saktitah
ddtavyarh bhiksave cdnnamdtmano
bhutimicchata
Therefore, one who wishes to attain well-being in this world
and beyond should offer food to all who seek. One should
give food in accordance with time and place, and should
keep giving to the limits of one's capacity, even if it were to
cause inconvenience to one's own family.

vipramadhvaparisrantam
balarh vrddhamathapi
arcayed guruvat prito grhastho grhamdgatam

vd

Finding an old person, a child, a tired traveller or a venerable
one at the door, a householder should offer him worshipful
hospitality, with gladness in his heart, as he would to his own
teacher.
3H^kRiRrtffa: <TWf^P£c[% II
krodhamutpatitam hitvd susilo vitamatsarah
arcayedatithim pritah paratra hitabhutaye
Desirous of well-being beyond this world, the householder
should purge himself of all anger, all jealousy, and offer
worshipful hospitality, with grace and courtesy, to the one
who appears at the door.

=T£^ J fl'N< u i =TT#f^T*iW II
atithim ndvamanyeta ndnrtdm giramirayet
na prcched gotracaranam nddhitarh vd kaddcana
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Never offer slight to a person appearing at your door, never
let a falsehood escape from your lips in his presence, and
never ever ask him about his lineage or learning.

iu^5n"W#^^^:*#TSlW: I
candalo va svapako vd kale yah kascidagatah
annena pujaniyah sydt paratra hitamicchatd
The one who appears at the door at the proper time, even
if he were an outcaste or such a one as partakes of the flesh
of dog, deserves to be worshipped with the offering of food
by him who seeks well-being beyond this world.

pidhdya tu grhadvaram bhunkte yo 'nnarh prahrstavan
svargadvatapidhanam
vai krtam tena yudhisthira
O Yudhisthira, the one who shuts his door on all comers
and indulges in the enjoyment of food for himself alone is
certainly ensuring that the doors of heaven shall be shut
upon him.

% =TC ^TWT%TFT 3 ^ f W q^[_ 11
pitfn devdnrsin viprdn atithimsca nirasrayan
yo narah pnnayatyannaistasya
punya phalam mahat
And his virtue is indeed great who propitiates with food
the ancestors, the gods, the sages, the venerable ones, the
destitute and all those who appear at his door.

sfT^FM f^rVf # # : a j ^ T 11
krtvd tu pdpam bahuso yo
dadyadannamarthine
brdhmandya visesena sarvapdpaih
pramucyate
The one who gives food to those who seek, and especially to
the brahmana seekers, is rid of all sins, even if his sins were
immense.
4
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3Ft^: W\$ $fe WKi *T# ^

|

annadah pranado loke prdnadah sarvado bhavet
tasmadannam visesena ddtavyam bhutimicchata
The giver of food is the giver of life, and indeed of everything
else. Therefore, one who is desirous of well-being in this
world and beyond should specially endeavour to give food.
Annamahatmya:

the greatness of food

The ten verses above lay down the basic precepts associated with
annadana. The next five verses define the pre-eminence of food in
the creation;and sustenance of all life. Srikrsna says:5
3R s^d PM l£H 5RTT ¥^i I
annarh hyamrtamityahurannam prajananam smrtam
annapranase sidanti safirepanca dhatavah
Food is indeed the preserver of life and food is the source
of procreation. When there is no food, the five elements
constituting the body cease to be.
•d<WK*i
ft^r^Wv^lft
^ II
balam balavato nasyedannahinasya dehinah
tasmadannam visesena sraddhayasraddhayapi va
Without food even a strong man loses all his strength. Therefore food, whether taken in reverence or otherwise, has a
special place in life.

5

Maha asvamedhika 92, pp. 6355-6
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3 ^ 5 ^ m ^ T Wti ^ffrT < T T ^ I
ddatte hi rasam sarvamddityah
svagabhastibhih
vdyustasmdt samddaya rasam meghesu dharayet
tat tu meghagatam bhumau sakro varsati tadrsam
tena digdhd bhaved devi mahiprita ca bharata
The sun, through his rays, draws out the vital essences, and
vayu, the wind god, gathers these and places them in the
clouds. The vital essences thus collected in the clouds are
showered back on the earth by indra. Suffused with the showers, the goddess earth, O Bharata, is verily in contentment.

^ i H ^ s f ^ H d H i ^R^%^T^"f|: II
tasyarh sasydni rohanti yairjivantyakhilah
prajah
mamsamedo 'sthimajjdndm sambhavastebhya eva hi
Out of the contented earth grow the food-crops, which sustain all life. Flesh, fat, bone and marrow are formed of these
alone.
Thus in these fifteen verses Srikrsna says all that needs to be said
about the importance of food and the giving of food. He defines
the major precepts associated with annadana: the great and incomparable virtue associated with the giving of food, the imperative of
offering food to others before eating for oneself, the imperative of
giving food in worshipful humility towards the receiver, the imperative of giving to all those who come without ever enquiring into
their antecedents, and the great sin that results from eating one's
fill without first having fed others who may be waiting at the door.
And Srikrsna goes on to teach about the central place that anna
occupies in the Indian understanding of the plan of the universe.
These precepts appear again and again in the Indian classical literature in different forms and different contexts. In the following
chapters, we shall explore some of the more vivid expressions of
these precepts found in Indian literature.

6
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Karmayoga: the discipline of acting in the world
But, in the SrTmadbhagavadglta, SrTkrsna himself seems to sum
up these precepts and place them within the larger Indian understanding of the universe and the role of man in it. While teaching
karmayoga, the discipline of acting in the world, to Arjuna in the
third chapter of the GTta, we find SrTkrsna offering a short, yet intensely meaning-laden, exposition of how sharing of anna is the
essential yajha — the essential action in accordance with the discipline of creation — in a universe that manifests through a sequence
of mutual give and take between man and devas, between man and
all other aspects of creation: 6
^TfTT: MT: ^ " 3 ^ ? ^ MFTTrT: I
sahayajnah prajah srstva purovdca prajapatih
anena prasavisyadhvamesa vo 'stvistakdmadhuk
At the beginning of creation, prajapati —Brahman in the
aspect of the creator —created the human beings along with
the yajha, disciplined action, and then blessed them thus:
Flourish through yajna. Let yajha be your istakamadhuk, let
it fulfil all your wishes and desires.

W R ^TFTW: ^\: WFfrWT 11
devan bhavayatanena te deva bhdvayantu vah
parasparam bhavayantah s'reyah paramavapsyatha
Propitiate the devas through yajha, and let the devas propitiate you. Propitiating each other thus, let both of you, the
devas and the humans, achieve paramasreyas, the best that
there is.

' SrTmadbhagavadglta 3.10-16, in Maha bhisma 27.10-16, pp. 2614-16
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istan bhogan hi vo deva dasyante yajnabhavitah
tairdattanapradayaibhyo yo bhunkte stena eva sah
Propitiated by the yajha the devas enrich man with all desirable objects. Therefore, one who enjoys what is given by the
devas without giving it back to them is indeed a thief.
^RlSilRlH: ^ J ^ ^ r + f c ^ : I

3^^rW<W^Ti||r^K I J !l<JUI
yajnasistasinah santo mucyante sarvakilbisaih
bhunjate te tvagham papa ye pacantyatmakaranat
Those who partake of the left-overs of yajha — those who eat
after having offered proper shares to all others and all of
nature — are the virtuous. They are cleansed of all sins. Those
who cook for themselves alone are the sinners: in eating
alone they partake of only sin.
W^f^'T^Ht^TfR ch4^=l: II
anndd bhavanti bhutani parjanyadannasambhavah
yajnadbhavati parjanyo yajnah karmasamudbhavah
All beings are formed of anna; anna arises from the rains;
rains arise from yajna; and yajfia arises from karma, action.
^sl^DvH M£sl*>ll!*K^=IHJ

^^^Trri^rftrq-^yRifad^ii
karma brahmodbhavam viddhi brahmaksarasamudbhavam
tasmat sarvagatam brahma nityarh yajne pratisthitam
Know that karma arises from Brahman in the aspect of veda,
the knowledge, and Brahman in this aspect arises from
aksara, the imperishable first sound. Therefore, know that
Brahman, though he permeates all, is always resident in
yajfia.
^^^^sFHI^^rfH^: I
evam pravartitam cakram ndnuvartayatiha yah
aghayurindriyaramo mogham pdrtha sajwati
8
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This is the cycle of mutual dependence initiated by Brahman. He who does not act according to it, who does not
keep the cycle moving, is a sinner who is immersed merely
in the pleasure of the senses. The living of such a one, O
Partha, is a waste.
These teachings of Srlkrsna define the essence of the Indian understanding of anna and annadana. What follows may be taken as a
commentary on the precepts taught in these verses of SrTmadbhagavadglta, and on the urgent command of Srlkrsna, that indeed arises
from these verses:

W W W W «WW j f r f k II
dadasvdnnam

dadasvdnnarh

dadasvannam

yudhisthira

CHAPTER

2

nadattamupatisthati
The Story of King Sveta
Srlkrsna's advice to Yudhisthira to give food and to keep giving,
appears at the beginning of the discourse on annadanamahatmya,
the greatness of giving food, in the Bhavisyapurana. Continuing
the discourse, Srikrsna recalls that even Srirama, during his days in
the forest, has to run around in search of food. While thus searching for food, once Srirama begins to wonder why, while the earth
is laden with food, he along with his brother, Laksmana, has to
live in want. And he concludes that it must be because of their
not having sufficiently given of food earlier. Because as Srirama
tells Laksmana:
W wA ^^M ft^TT 'fk^T ^T I

^t^<+.y=)i<lsq-HKTt^Riaft n
yanna prapyam tadaprapyam vidyaya paurusena
satyo lokapravddo 'yam
nadattamupatisthati1

va

What we have not earned, we shall not get, neither by knowledge, nor by prowess. It is truly said that what is not given,
cannot be enjoyed.
Having recalled this precept from the experience of Srirama for
the edification of Yudhisthira, Srikrsna begins to tell the story of
Sveta, the king who lived a life of dharma and who was generous
with his giving at the proper occasion, but who gave no food to any
seeker, and therefore had to suffer the pangs of hunger even in the
heavens that he had earned by his otherwise righteous conduct.
^havisya 4.169.6, p. 527.
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Exasperated by the hunger that persisted with him even in the
heavens, Sveta approached Brahma, who told him that he was suffering the consequences of having failed to perform annadana during his life on earth:

anannadanasya phalarh
tvayedamupabhujyate.
tarhyannaddnato
nanyaccharirarogyakarakam
nanyadannadrte purhsarh
kincitsanjivanausadham2
O Sveta, you are reaping the fruit of arannadana, of not
having performed annadana. Except for annadana there
is nothing that can keep the body healthy. And except
for anna, there is no other sahjlvanausadha — life restoring
medicine — amongst men.
Sveta was finally relieved of his terrible fate by sage Agastya, who
accepted food from his hands and thus freed him of the taint of
anannadana. After satiating him, Sveta offered sage Agastya an iridescent necklace in daksina, as a token of gratitude for having
accepted his worshipful offering of food. That same flamingly iridescent necklace of Sveta was given by sage Agastya to Srirama,
when the latter visited him at his asrama.

Sage Agastya recounts the story to Srirama
Srirama, according to the Valmiklyaramayana, visits the asrama
of sage Agastya during ajourney that he undertakes to establish and
protect dharma on earth. As a mark of respect for the visiting king,
sage Agastya offers him Sveta's necklace and begins to tell him how
he came to acquire that celestial ornament. Sage Agastya says:3
"Srirama, what I am narrating to you happened long ago, in
an earlier tretayuga. At that time, there was a great forest, that
2
3

Bhavisya 4.169.22-23, p. 527.
Ramayana uttara 77 an<i 78, pp. 1627-30.
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extended to a hundred yojanas on all sides. But there were no
animals, nor any birds, within that vast expanse.
"I entered that lonely and quiet forest in search of a place to
perform tapas —high austerities. The grandeur of that forest was
beyond description. There were many a tree of different kind and
shape, and there was a great plenty of sweet roots and fruit. In
the midst of this abundance, there was a lake that spread over a
yojana on each side. Birds of rare grace — hamsas, karandavas and
cakravakas — adorned the waters of the lake. Water lilies and lotus
flowers covered its surface. And there were no weeds anywhere.
The lake was a wonder to behold. Its water tasted like none other.
A drink from it left one greatly refreshed.
"In the vicinity of that serene lake of clean pure water swarming
with birds of rare grace, there was an ancient asrama. The asrama in
its grandeur rivalled the lake: it was big, it was a place of great piety,
it was a wonder to behold. And there was nobody inhabiting it.
" O SrTrama, the best amongst men, I spent that summer night in
that asrama, and getting up early in the morning began to prepare
for a bath, on the banks of the lake. Suddenly, I saw a dead body
floating on the waters. It was a well-formed and well-nourished
body. It was clean and fresh. It showed no signs of decay. And, it
was lying on the waters irradiating great splendour.
"I was baffled by the sight of that body. Wondering about it, I
sat on the banks of the lake for a while. And soon I saw a celestial
chariot descending there. The chariot was carried by hamsas, it flew
around with the speed of thought, its grandeur was unimaginable,
nothing like it had been seen before.
" O n that celestial chariot there sat a man from the heavens. He
was surrounded by thousands of apsaras who were all adorned with
celestial ornaments. Some of them were singing for his pleasure.
Others were playing on various musical instruments. Some others
were dancing. And still others, of lotus eyes, were gently fanning
him with celestial fans, which in their whiteness glistened like the
rays of the moon and whose handles were made of pure gold.
"And then, what do I see, O SrTrama, the delight of raghukula?
Like the sun, the god of light, descending from the peaks of the
Meru mountains, that man from the heavens got down from his
celestial chariot, and he, in front of my very eyes, began to eat the
flesh of the dead body floating on the lake. After taking his fill of
12
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the well-nourished and plentiful flesh of that body, he entered the
lake and began to wash.
"Having performed his ablutions with ceremonial thoroughness, he was getting ready to ascend his celestial chariot, when I
approached him and asked:
'O gracious and heavenly one, who are you? And why do you
partake of such vile food? Who can have such divine attributes and
yet be eating of such food? I am perplexed. I cannot conceive that
this dead body is the proper food for you. I want to hear the truth
behind these strange happenings.'
"Paying heed to my enquiry, couched in proper and pleasant
words, that man from the heavens replied with folded hands, thus:
'O Brahman, the great one, listen to the story of my past, which
is the irrevocable cause of both my good and bad fortune in the
present, and about which you have sought to know.
'It happened long ago. My illustrious father, Sudeva, was then
the king of Vidarbha. His prowess was great and he was renowned
in the three lokas. He had two wives. In time, both of them gave
birth to a son each. I was the elder of the two. I was named Sveta,
and my younger brother was given the name of Suratha.
'On my father's ascension to the heavens, the people anointed me
the king. There I ruled, carefully observing the dictates of dharma.
I was engaged in protecting the people and running the state in
accordance with dharma, and thus a thousand years passed by.
'Then, as luck would have it, I somehow came to know of the
destined extent of my life on earth. Knowing of the inexorability
of kala, of the unchangeable flow of time, I left the kingdom and
took to the life of a forest-dweller.
'It was then that I came to this forest, which is difficult to reach
and where there are neither animals nor birds. And I sat on the
banks of this auspicious lake to perform tapas.
'Having placed my younger brother, Suratha, on the throne, I
performed tapas on the banks of this lake for a long long time. I
was immersed in severe tapas in this great forest for three thousand
years, at the end of which I attained to brahmaloka, the heavenly
world where Brahma himself resides.
'However, O Agastya, the first among the twice-born, even in that
heavenly world of Brahma I was harassed by persistent thirst and
13
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hunger. I was sorely distressedf My hunger and thirst were "sb great
that I felt their pangs tormenting everyone of my sense organs.
'Once, in my distress, I went to Brahma, the foremost amongst
the gods in the three lokas, and said,'Bhagavan! The brahmaloka,
this heavenly world of yours, is.said to be free of all hunger and
thirst. Then why So I keep suffering from these even here? The
consequences of what karmas >of mine are thus being visited upon
me? And, O Brahma, what is to be my food now? Please tell me what
is it that I should eat to satisfy this thirst andjiunger that persists
in me even in your heavenly world?'
.'Responding to my request; Brahma said:
'O son of Sudeva, you should eat the delicious flesh of your own
corporeal body. That is assigned to be your food. Partake of it everyday.
'O Sveta, you indeed undertook tapas of high order in your
earthly life. But you nurtured only your own body. Not even a
morsel of food was ever given out of your hands. And you, with
your high intellect, must know that what is not sown can never be
reaped: anuptarh rohate sveta na kadacinmahafnate.4
'Since you did not ever give food on earth, therefore, even here
in the heavens,you are destined to suffer the pangs of hunger and
thirst.
'Therefore, partake of the flesh of your body that you have nurtured so well during your life on earth. That body is full of nourishing rasas, life-giving essences. That alone is your proper assigned
food. Live off it.
'You shall be released from this state when, in the far future,
sage Agastya arrives in this forest. He, the sage Agastya, is capable
of granting moksa to even the devas. Offering a reprieve to you,
who are so deeply in the grip of hunger and thirst, is a small matter
for that great sage.''
"And Sveta continued his story thus:
'Bowing to the will of Brahma, I began to partake of the vile food
assigned to me. I have been eating the flesh of this corporeal body
of mine for many many years. Yet it has remained undiminished,
and it has been satisfying my hunger.
4

Ramayana uttara 78.15, p. 1630.
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'I am thus fallen in great misery. Please release me from this
state. You, who have arrived in this forest, can be none else but the
sage Agastya. O gracious sage, the first amongst the twice-born, let
all auspiciousness visit you. Please accept this ornament from my
hands, and bestow your pleasure on me.
'O sage, this celestial ornament provides gold, jewels, clothes,
food and riches of all kinds. By giving this ornament to you I am
also giving away all desires and enjoyments. Bhagavan, I beseech
you, be pleased upon me and release me from this state.' "
Having narrated this sorrowful story ofSveta in Sveta's own words
thus far, sage Agastya tells Srirama that he accepted that celestial
ornament from the hands of Sveta. And as soon as he received
that auspicious ornament, the corporeal body of Sveta disappeared
from the lake without a trace. With the destruction of his body king
Sveta was gready relieved and, suffused with heavenly bliss, he once
again ascended to brahmaloka.

Sri Varaha lays down the vrata ofannadana
The story of Sveta also appears in the Varahapurana, where it
is told by Sri Varaha, an avatara of Visnu, to dharanl, the goddess
earth, when she asks to be instructed about the vrata —the sacred
observance — that the earthly man with his short life and limited
capacities may undertake without too much effort. Sri Varaha says
that long ago a similar request was made by king Sveta to sage
Vasistha, to which the latter had replied:

annadanarh dadad rdjan
sarvakalasukhavaham
annena caiva dattena kirk na dattam mahttale5
O king, give food. Giving of food ensures well-being at all
times. One who gives food gives all that is worth giving on
the surface of the earth. Having given food, nothing remains
un-given.
5

Varaha 98.61, p. 345.
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King Sveta, says Sri Varaha, was not impressed by sage Vasistha's
advice. He thought that food was too insignificant an object to be
worthy of giving at the hands of a great king like him. He, therefore, gave away precious jewels, expensive garments, priceless elephants and flourishing cities. He conquered the earth, performed
a thousand asvamedhayajnas, and at the end of each gave away
unfathomable riches. But he never gave any food or water.
In time, the great king Sveta died and was duly received into
the heavens. But he continued to be afflicted by hunger and thirst
there. O n e day he saw sage Vasistha in the heavens and eagerly
implored him to relieve him of his terrible fate. Sage Vasistha began
to wonder about how to release Sveta from this state, but even he was
not sure what he could do for the poor king. Because as he said,
echoing the teachings of Srirama quoted in the Bhavisyapurana:
adattam nopatistheta kasyacit kimciduttamam.6
And the sage went on to remind Sveta of the imperative of giving
food, which he had tried to impress upon him even earlier:

ratnahemapradanena
bhogavdn jay ate narah
annadanapraddnena
sarvakdmaistu
tarpitah
tanna dattam tvaya rdjan stokarh matva narddhipa7
By giving away gold and precious stones men come to enjoy great luxuries. But it is by giving of food that they get
complete satisfaction. And, O king, food is what you did not
give. For, you did not find it to be of any significance.

Annaddna is saddvrata
The story of king Sveta also appears in the thirteenth century
work Caturvargacintamani of Hemadri, the scholarly minister of
the Calukya kingdom who compiled the essentials of dharma as laid
6
7

Varaha 98.75, p. 346.
Varaha 98.75-76, p. 346.
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down in the itihasas, puranas and other smrtis in his voluminous
compendium.
O n e of the relatively longer books of Caturvargacintamani is
named the vratakhanda. This book is concerned with detailed
descriptions of the fasts and observances that a householder is
required to undertake regularly. The book consists of 32 chapters,
each of which describes the virtue that accrues to the one who
undertakes some prescribed fast or observance. The text also lays
down the calendar for such fasts and observances, and the proper
procedure for their performance. The twenty-first chapter of vratakhanda is about nanatithivratdni, the various observances relating
to those who arrive at one's door. One of the longer sections of
this chapter concerns annadanamahatmya, which is taken from
the corresponding chapter in the Bhavisyapurana, and recounts
the story of king Sveta.
While attributing his section on annadanamahatmya to the
Bhavisyapurana, Hemadri adds that annadana is sadavrata.
Concluding the section, he says: iti snbhavisyottare sadavratarh
namannaddnamdhatmyam.8
Literally, sadavrata implies a vrata, an observance, that is performed at all times. And from the context in which Hemadri uses
this term, it obviously implies that while the various fasts and observances described in the rest of the vratakhanda are all undertaken
at particular times — at particular seasons, particular days and particular conjunctions of the celestial objects — the vrata of annadana
is not subject to the considerations of time. It is to be undertaken always, at all times. Annadana is sadavrata, while all others are naimittikavratas, vratas of specified times and occasions.
Sadavrata, incidentally, is the name that Indians across the country prefer to use for annadana even today.

Sharing anna is the discipline of living
Annadana is thus sadavrata, the vrata that must be performed
by all at all times. And the greatness of annadana, the annadanamahatmya, is to be understood through the story of Sveta, the
righteous king who lived and ruled according to the dictates of
Caturvargacintamani vratakhanda 21, p. 475.
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dharma, who performed great yajnas and gave away great riches in
charity, but who failed to offer food or water to anyone, and who was
therefore reduced to the eating of the flesh of his own corporeal
body to assuage the pangs of hunger and thirst that kept tormenting
him even in the heavens. The story of Sveta is emblematic of the
Indian understanding of the precept of annadana.
The story, as we have seen, keeps appearing in different contexts
with varied details and emphases, but always with the imperative
injunction that what is not given cannot be enjoyed, and therefore
the one who has not assuaged the hunger and thirst of others during his life is bound to remain hungry and thirsty ever after. This is
what Srlrama tells Laksmana in the forest, this is what Brahma tells
Sveta, and this is what is told to Sveta by the sage Vasistha.
We have also heard sage Vasistha telling Sveta, in the Varahapurana's rendering of the story, that no amount of giving of diverse
riches in charity can substitute for the giving of food. All the righteous living of king Sveta and all his generous gifts could be of no
avail in offsetting his failure to give food. Because, giving of food
is not a matter of merely earning virtue, which may be exchanged
with virtue earned otherwise. Giving of food, before sitting down
to eat, is a matter of the essential discipline of living, and as we
shall see later, for the Indians such giving is in the nature of a debt
repaid. There is no virtue to be earned from such repayment, there
is only a transgression to be avoided.
T h e story of the great king Sveta being reduced to the eating of
his own flesh in fact evokes the image of not someone who lacks in
well-earned virtue, but of one who has committed a terrible transgression. The mere act of living, according to the Indian understanding, involves partaking of the share of other components of
the universe, which creates a debt not only towards other members
of the human society but towards the universe in general. Giving of
food, before eating, is both a recognition and a partial repayment
of that debt. Not recognizing and not attempting to repay that debt
is a transgression that puts one outside the pale of the intricate relations of give and take on which the universe is structured. And
this makes one an outcaste, a candala, not merely from the human
society, but from the universe as it were. And then there is nothing
in the universe that may be assigned for him as food. All that is left
to him is his body which alone has been nourished by him to the
exclusion of the whole universe. He therefore must live on himself,
18
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literally partake of his own flesh. And king Sveta indeed looks like
an outcaste from the universe.
The descriptions of king Sveta eating his own flesh often seem
repugnantly detailed. But the image is probably meant to convey
the repugnance that Indian society, functioning according to its
own norms, would have felt towards the act of eating without sharing. In the following we shall hear again and again of the terrible
sin of eating with one's doors shut upon others; of having one's
fill, while men, animals and birds around remain un-fed; and of
enjoying a meal while young children watch witlrhungry eyes. The
great and righteous king Sveta sitting all alone on the banks of a
beauteous lake in the midst of a rich forest full of delicious roots
and fruit, and eating the flesh of his own corporeal body, represents
the culmination of such eating without sharing.
The fate that befalls Sveta is thus the fruit of his conduct. It is the
inexorable consequence of violating what Indians regard to be the
appropriate attitude towards food and its place in the universe.
This attitude is enshrined in the most basic of Indian texts. Thus,
the TaittirTyopanisad advises in its resounding verses:

^ " 3 1 3 ^ 1 31KM<WI ^ • H R M N ^ I I
na kamcana vasatau pratydcaksita.
tadvratam.
tasmddyayd kayd ca vidhayd bahvannam
prapnuyat.
drddhyasmd
annamitydcaksate.9
Do not send away anyone who comes to your door, without offering him food and hospitality. That is the inviolable
discipline of mankind;
Therefore, have a great abundance of food, and exert all
your efforts towards ensuring such abundance;
And announce to the world that this abundance of food is
ready, to be partaken of by all.
And, the upanisad goes on to authoritatively lay-down the inviolable principle that anna is obtained strictly in the same measure
in which it is given:
9

TaittUp3.10, p. 230.
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etadvai mukhato 'nnam raddham. mukhato 'sma
annam rddhyate.
etadvai mddhyato 'nnam raddham. madhyato 'sma
annam rddhyate.
etadva antato 'nnam raddham. antato 'sma
annam rddhyate.10
One, who prepares and gives food in abundance with high
care and veneration, obtains food in abundance with the
same high care and veneration;
One, who prepares and gives food in a modest measure with
modest care and veneration, obtains food in the same modest measure and with similarly modest care and veneration;
And the one, who prepares and gives food in a small measure
with low care and veneration, obtains food in the same small
measure and with similar abjectness.

'TaittUp3.10,p. 230.
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3

prahrstamudito lokah
Yajrias of the Great Kings: Ramayana
Before laying down the inviolable discipline of not letting anyone
go un-fed and un-cared for from one's door, the Taittiriyopanisad
lays down another vrata:
•••"">'!

annarh bahu kurvita.

tadvratam.1

Endeavour so that there be a great abundance of food. That
is the inviolable discipline of mankind.
Being bound by such explicit discipline, it is not surprising that
the celebrated kings of Indian classical literature seem to be perpetually engaged in organizing an abundance of food and sharing
it with all. Such annadana, as we shall see, happens all the time.
But the great yajhas of the great kings about which so much is said
in Indian literature are especially grand celebrations of the giving
of food to large numbers over long periods of time.
The yajrias of the great kings, of course, involve much more than
merely annadana. These are occasions for the dispersal of all kinds
of wealth that accumulates in a capital city over a period of time.
And such periodic dispersal forms one of the basic principles of
the Indian theory and practice of political organization.
The yajrias are also occasions for grand displays of the skills of
the great craftsmen: the builders, the sculptors, the carpenters, the
metal-workers and others. These are occasions for the coming together of the best of the musicians, dancers, athletes, artists, scholars, poets and grammarians, all of whom have the opportunity in
1

Taitt Up 3.9, p. 229.
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these yajhas to show-off their competence and skills, and also to
compare notes with their professional colleagues and competitors
from far and wide.
And, perhaps most important of all, the great yajfias of the great
kings, are occasions for the re-assertion of the territorial and cultural oneness of Bharatavarsa. These gatherings of the princes and
kings of diverse dynasties, of the venerated leaders of diverse republics and communities, and of the foremost experts of diverse
disciplines, all of them representing the farthest nooks and corners
of the Indian sub-continent, are obviously in the nature of grand
celebrations of the unity of India and her people, notwithstanding the multiplicity of political arrangements that they devise for
themselves in keeping with the essential Indian understanding that
political power, if it is to remain within the bounds of dharma, must
remain widely dispersed.
But at the centre of all the great celebration and activity there
always is, according to the descriptions of the great yajfias in the
classical Indian texts, a great feeding. Great yajhas involve great annadana. Annadana alone, without any other observance, may constitute a yajha, but there can be no great yajha without annadana.

The asvamedhayajna

ofSrirama

O n e of the greatest of yajhas described in the Indian literature is
the asvamedhayajna of SrTrama that marks the culmination of his
reign, and ends with the return of Sri Sita to the welcoming lap
of goddess earth, whose daughter she is. After this yajha the only
great event that the epic describes is the departure of SrTrama from
Ayodhya, followed by his brothers and all his people, to return to
his eternal abode.
SrTrama begins preparing for the yajha immediately on his return from the asrama of sage Agastya, where he is told the story of
the great king Sveta. It seems that SrTrama has made up his mind to
perform a great yajha even before reaching Ayodhya. As soon as his
flying chariot, puspakavimana, descends into the central quadrangle of his palace, he gets down, dispatches the vimana, and asks the
door-keeper to quickly call his brothers, Bharata and Laksmana.
And, upon their presenting themselves before him, he informs
them of his determination, almost without any preliminaries.
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There follows a discussion between Srirama and his brothers
on whether he should perform a rajasuyayajna or an asvamedha.
Srirama is initially inclined towards the undertaking of the rajasuyayajha. But Bharata gently reminds Srirama that it would be inappropriate for him, who is universally acknowledged as the foremost
among kings and who is known to protect all kings and all living
beings like a father, to perform a yajna that is likely to lead to the
extinguishing of all kingly dynasties on earth, and the disappearance of all initiative amongst the brave and resolute. The dialogue
is of course merely to recall and assert once again one of the fundamental principles of ramarajya, the Indian model of ideal polity: In
ramarajya political power is widely shared and, as is said in the very
first chapter of the ValmTkiyaramayana, it is an attribute of Srirama
that during his reign the number of rajavarhsas, kingly dynasties,
rises a hundred-fold: rajavamsanchatagunan sthapayisyati raghavah?
Thus advised by his brothers, Srirama decides to undertake an
asvamedhayajna, in which Srlrama's horse, escorted by Laksmana,
would visit various kingdoms and receive the veneration of the
kings; such offerings of veneration would presumably only enhance
the dignity of the kings, and not challenge the sovereignty of their
domain. Having made the decision, Srirama asks Laksmana to invite Vasistha, Vamadeva, Jabali, Kasyapa and all other venerable
persons of his time to seek their advice and blessings for the great
undertaking. Presently, preparations for the yajna begin in earnest
and Srirama begins to give detailed directions for the proper conduct of the ensuing event.
The preparations
The first step in these.preparations is to send urgent invitations to
Sugriva and Vibhisana, the two kings of extra-human kingdoms —
one of the vanaras and the other of the raksasas—who become
Srlrama's friends and allies during his campaign against Ravana.
These extra-human kings, Sugriva and Vibhisana, with their armies
of vanaras and raksasas, are to perform the duties of the hosts of
this great yajna of Srirama.
The next step is to send invitations to all the kings, all the brahmanas and the twice-born, all the rsis, tapasvins and other scholars,
2

Ramayana bala 1.96, p. 30.
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and to all the artists and performers, living within the country or
elsewhere — all of them to come with their families and followers
and be the guests of Srirama. Next, SrTrama asks for the preparation of a vast ground for the yajha in Naimisaranya, the forest
on the banks of the GomatT, which flows some distance away from
Ayodhya. He also instructs that santikarma, the ritual invocation
for the quieting of all obstacles, should begin immediately at the
place selected for the yajna.
And once these preliminaries are over, Srirama advises Laksmana
to quickly invite all the people — the term used is janah, all people
without any distinction — and to ensure that everyone who comes
returns satiated, greatly nourished and highly honoured: tustah,
pustah, manitah. Thus, says Srirama:

3^: ggsr ^fs# inform wfrfr i
yfrNlwRl q%$nyHIH-^di3FT: II
tustah pustasca sarvo 'sau mdnitasca yathavidhi
pratiyasyati dharmajna sTghramamantryatdm
janah3
For such feeding of great multitudes, great quantities of food
would of course be required. And SrTrama gives specific instructions about the provisions to be gathered for the yajria:

ifTrf=ll^^l u li d^cMHi ^ d l H J

iui=hni 3>fc^Hi mm dww ^ i
3 ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ s f w f r ^ T II
satam vdhasahasrdndrh tandulanarh
vapusmatam
ayutarh tilamudgasya prayatvagre mahabala
canakanam kulitthanam mdsanarh lavanasya ca
ato'nurupam sneharh ca gandham samksiptameva ca4
Let hundreds of thousands of pack animals carry fine
healthy-grained rice, let tens of thousands of them carry
sesame, green-gram, black-gram, other lentils and salt. Let
3
4

Ramayana uttara 91.18, p. 1649.
Ramayana uttara 91.19-20, p. 1649.
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there be ghee and oil appropriate to the quantities of
other provisions. And also let there be enough of fragrant
substances. O mahabala, the mighty Laksmana, let all these
go in the front.
All these provisions, along with several crores of gold coins and
much more of un-coined gold, are to reach the yajha grounds in
advance. And these are to be followed by a huge concourse that
includes, besides a large number of cooks, craftsmen, entertainers, traders, scholars and priests, also the elders, women and children of Ayodhya. Srirama assigns the responsibility of escorting
this great movement of people and provisions to Bharata and his
armies.
Theannaddna
The feeding at Naimisaranya begins even before the commencement of the yajha proper. Bharata reaches Naimisaranya, and immediately, Sugriva and his army of vanaras take over the task of
serving food to all; and Vibhisana, his raksasas, and the women of
Ayodhya take up the responsibility of according a proper welcome
to the arriving guests.
It is only after all these preparations have been made that SrTrama
sends out an auspicious dark horse with a sheen like that of a black
deer, assigns Laksmana as its escort, and proceeds to Naimisaranya
to begin the yajha. The yajha lasts a whole year. Throughout this
period Srirama stays at Naimisaranya, personally supervising the
arrangements, accepting the veneration of the kings who arrive
from all over the earth, and in turn honouring them with gifts of
food, drink and raiment.
Besides this exchange of honours between SrTrama and the kings,
what seems to be going on at Naimisaranya during that year of the
asvamedhayajha is a grand and unending feast, under the competent, careful and enthusiastic direction of Sugriva and Vibhisana
and their extra-human armies. Valmlki describes the scene of the
yajha and the feasting thus:
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RR^lPl^Ifi^r<=llIJ^lPl^^"l

idrsam rajasimhasya
yajnapravaramuttamam
nanyah sabdo 'bhavat tatra hayamedhe
mahatmanah
chandato dehi dehiti ydvat tusyanti yacakdh
tdvat sarvani dattdni kratumukhye
mahatmanah
vividhani ca gauddni khdndavani tathaiva ca
na nihsrtam bhavatyosthad vacanam
yavadarthinam
tavad
vdnararaksobhirdattamevabhyadrsyata5
Thus proceeds the great yajna of the lion amongst the kings.
In this asvamedha of mahatma Srirama, there is only one
cry that keeps rising again and again: serve, serve, serve
properly. And the servers keep serving till the guests are satiated. In this foremost of the yajnas of mahatma Srirama,
a great variety of food is being served, including numerous
kinds of sweetmeats prepared especially for the occasion.
The armies of vanaras and raksasas rush to fulfil even the
unexpressed desires of the guests. Before the guests can
open their mouths to ask for.what they want, the vanaras
and raksasas are there to do their bidding.
And the feeding is so abundant and sumptuous that amongst
the multitudes gathered in Naimisaranya there is not one who
looks emaciated, downcast or distressed. Everyone present in that
great yajna seems to exude well-being; everyone is well-fed, wellnourished and in high cheer:

na kascinmalino vdpi dino vapyathava krsah
tasmin yajnavare rdjno
hrstapustajanavrte6

5
6

Ramayana uttara 92.10-13, p. 1650.
Ramayana uttara 92.13-14, p. 1650.
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Such is the asvamedhayajna of SrTrama. And such is the greatness
ofannadana that takes place in this yajna. The ultimate tribute sage
ValmTki pays this yajna is that, throughout the period of a year and
more that the yajna lasts, nothing is ever found wanting there:

*H^<H*ft*THf ^ " ^ ^ t ^ t i II
idrso rajasirhhasya yajnah
sarvagunanvitah
samvatsaramatho sagram vartate na ca My ate7
Departure of Sri Sita
There are of course many an event of great import occurring in
this yajna. ValmTki himself, the seer who sees the events of SrTrama's
life on earth and narrates them in the epic poetry of his Ramayana,
arrives there with Lava and Kusa, sons of Srlrama who are born to
SrT Sita while she is in exile at the asrama of the sage. On the advice
of ValmTki, Lava and Kusa go around the yajna grounds melodiously
reciting the story of Ramayana in the various streets and squares.
The strains of their singing reach the ears of SrTrama from afar, and
listening to the story of his own life being recited in high verse and
to the accompaniment of incomparable music, SrTrama invites the
two young men to sing the story before a great gathering of kings,
elders and the foremost scholars of different disciplines. And as
the story proceeds, it is revealed that the two young men are in fact
SrTrama's sons.
Then, SrT Sita herself is invited to that gathering of kings, scholars and others. And SrTrama, in a striking exhibition of abject deference by a revered king to the norms of society, insists that SrT
Sita should prove her purity and innocence in the presence of all.
SrTrama, once earlier, subjects SrT Sita to a similar ordeal, when
after his victory over Ravana he insists that before being received
back into the folds of raghukula she should prove her innocence by
passing through fire. Sri Sita undergoes that ordeal with fortitude.
On this occasion, however, Sri Sita calls upon the goddess earth, of
whom she is born at the beginning of Ramayana, to stand witness
to her innocence and receive her back into her lap. And, in the
7

Ramayana uttara 92.19, p. 1650.
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presence of the great gathering, the earth opens up and Sri Sita b
reverentially gathered back into the warm embrace of her mother.*
These are momentous events, which leave even Srlrlma ben u m b e d with grief for a long while, and their import ob dously
reverberates through sage Valmlki's description of the asvan- edha
of Srirama. But, these events occur in the background of the great
annadana that continues unabated. Annadana is at the centre, the
events seems to unfold around it.
The asvamedhayajna of Srirama ends with the heart-rending departure of Sri Sita into the warm depths of mother earth. Srirama
lives and rules for thousands of years during which he performs
thousands of yajhas. In fact, the whole of his long rule is a continuous yajha during which he endeavours to ensure that there be
n o n e in want of food, and there be n o disease and no disturbance
of the natural order of the universe. As sage Valmiki says:
^

*#fa T ^ r : g f W f^MT f^r: I

kale varsati parjanyah subhiksam vimala disah
hrstapustajanakirnam
pur am janapadastatha
nakale mriyate kascinna vyadhih pranindm tatha
nanartho vidyate kascid rame rajyam prasasati8
While Srirama presides over the rajya, it rains at the proper
time; there is an abundance of food and an air of clean
freshness all around; the capital city and the diverse regions
are thickly peopled with multitudes of healthy, cheerful and
well-fed people; nobody dies an untimely death, and no living being suffers from any disease; and nothing untoward
happens anywhere.
Thus the ramarajya goes on. But the epic, it seems, is complete
with the completion of the asvamedhayajna of Srirama and the
departure of Sri Sita.
Ramayana uttara 99.13-14, p. 1661.
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It is not perhaps merely incidental that such climactic events are
placed in the sanctified ambience of a great annadana. In fact, the
phrases that keep occurring repeatedly in the closing chapters of
the ValmTklyaramayana-that describe the sorrowful event of Sri
STta's departure and the later long and uneventful ages through
which a lonely SrTrama, often with a golden image of Sri STta by
his side, presides over the great ramarajya — happen to be the ones
that are connected with describing a healthy, well-fed and wellnourished people. The phrases that keep reverberating throughout
are: tustah, pustah, hrstah, and of course, manitah.

The asvamedhayajna of king Dasaratha
The ValmikTyaramayana describes another great asvamedhayajna, the one that king Dasaratha performs at the beginning of
the epic. There is a great difference between the ambience of the
two yajnas: Srirama's asvamedha marks the sorrowful culmination
of the story of his life on earth, while Dasaratha's yajha is in joyful
anticipation of the coming of SrTrama. Accordingly there is an
obvious difference between the pace at which the preparations for
the two yajnas unfold, and in the scale of preparations made.
The resolution takes form
Preparations for Srlrama's asvamedha, as we have seen, proceed
at a tearing pace. SrTrama, as he returns from the asrama of sage
Agastya, is in a great hurry to get on with the task he has determined upon; and the quick pace he sets at the beginning is retained
tl^oughout. It almost seems as if the hand of destiny is propelling
him towards the coming events.
The preparations for Dasaratha's asvamedhayajna, on the other
hand, proceed with slow and steady deliberation. As the resolution to perform an asvamedhayajna, to invoke the blessings of the
gods for the precious gift of sons, begins to take form in the mind
of Dasaratha, he places the thought for consideration before the
venerated elders and preceptors. Having obtained their approval,
he brings the proposal before his council and asks the ministers
to begin careful preparations for the great yajna, cautioning them
that any deviation during the performance of such a yajna would
bring forth terrible disaster. Next, he informs his wives about his
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determination to perform the yajha and asks them to begin preparing for the great event.
The ministers then begin making preliminary arrangements,
and Dasaratha, on the advice of his foremost counsellor, Sumantra,
travels to Ahgadesa along with his family and entourage to specially
request rsi Rsyasrhga to be the leading priest for the forthcoming
yajna and to personally escort the rsi and his wife, Santa, to Ayodhya.
The prelirrfinary preparations continue for a long time, and Santa
spends.many happy days in the company of Dasaratha's wives.
The preparations
*
•
It is much later that Dasaratha, finding an auspicious time at
the beginning of spring, makes u p his mind to formally begin the
yajfia. The position of the chief priest is now ceremonially offered
to Rsyasrhga, who, while accepting the honour, directs Dasaratha
to send out the yajha horse on its journey around the earth and to
prepare the yajha grounds oh the northern bank of river Sarayu
that flows by the city of Ayodhya. And Dasaratha once again calls
his counsellors and asks them to begin the final arrangements.
Another year passes in the making of such arrangements, and at
the beginning of spring the following year, Dasaratha approaches
sage Vasistha and requests him to take up personal responsibility
for the successful completion of the yajna. It is only at this stage
that Vasistha begins to issue urgent and specific instructions of the
kind Srirama is seen issuing immediately following the decision to
perform the asvamedhayajha. Sage Vasistha calls the great scholars,
priests and craftsmen, and puts them to the task of preparing the
yajha grounds. And he asks Sumantra to invite the kings and the
people to participate in the yajha.
Like Laksmana in SrTrama's asvamedha, Sumantra is instructed.'.
to invite the great kings and the ordinary people from all walks of
life. Thus, Vasistha instructs:

nimantrayasva nrpatin prthivydrh ye ca dhdrmikdh
brdhmandn ksatriydn vaisydnsudrdmscaiva
sahasrasah9
9

Ramayana bala 13.20, p. 55.
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Invite all the righteous kings on the earth. And invite brahmanas, ksatriyas, vaisyas and sudras in their thousands.
Sumantra is asked to go and personally invite the greatest of
the kings of the age. Kingjanaka of Mithila; the king of KasI; the
king of Kekaya, who also happens to be the elderly father-in-law of
Dasaratha; king Romapada of Arigadesa, whose daughter is married
to the chief priest, Rsyasrhga, of Dasaratha's yajha; Bhanuman, the
king of Kosala; and the king of Magadha: all of them are to be
invited in person by Sumantra. And kings of the eastern kingdoms,
the kings of Sindhu, Sauvira and Saurastra in the west, and those of
the south are invited through high ambassadors carrying personal
messages from king Dasaratha.
The preparation of the yajha grounds, as Vasistha directs it, is
more elaborate than that of SrTrama's asvamedhayajha. In the yajha
grounds on the northern banks of river Sarayu, hundreds of houses
are built for the brahmanas, as also vast complexes for the people
of Ayodhya, huge cantonments for the armies of the visiting kings,
and great palaces for the kings themselves. Vasistha also directs
special sheds to be erected for horses and elephants. And he has
all these houses and palaces filled with varied articles of food.
Sage Vasistha insists that everyone who comes to the yajha
grounds must be fed, and fed in great dignity and with respect.
He is particularly insistent that whatever is given to anyone must
be offered with respect and without compromising the dignity of
the receiver, and he expressly instructs all those connected with the
various arrangements for the yajha that:

Sf^rf W ^ y i ^ R ^r£d|: II
datavyamannam vidhivat saikrtya na tu lilaya
sarve varna yathd pujdm prdpnuvanti
susatkrtah10
Food should be offered with all ceremony and honour. Serving of food should never be undertaken with an attitude of
indifference; it should be done with such care that all varnas
feel revered and honoured.

10

Ramayana bala 13.14, p. 54.
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And later, when those assigned to various tasks come back to
report the completion of the arrangements for the yajna, sage
Vasistha once again advises them:

avajnaya na ddtavyam kasyacillilayapi vd
avajnaya krtam hanydd dataram ndtra samsayah11
Never give anything to anyone with indifference or contempt. Never affect such indifference or contempt even in
playfulness. Indifference or contempt shown towards the
receiver destroys the giver: there can be no doubt about it.
The yajna and annadana
After thus making detailed arrangements for the yajha and instructing all concerned in the proper conduct during the yajha,
sage Vasistha requests king Dasaratha to enter the yajha grounds.
And, it is then that Dasaratha and his wives are formally initiated
as the yajamanas, hosts of the yajha, and the yajha proper begins
u n d e r the guidance of rsi Rsyasriiga.
The yajha involves great ritual and a grand recitation by the gathered priests and scholars. But all the ritual and the recitation seem
to be taking place in the midst of a great and continuous annadana.
As in the asvamedha of Srirama, in this yajha too, annadana seems
to be at the centre of all activity, and notwithstanding the various
differences in the two yajhas, the epic describes the annadana of the
two in almost similar terms. Thus, describing the asvamedhayajha
of king Dasaratha, sage Valmiki says:
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na tesvahahsu srdnto vd ksudhito vd na drsyate
ndvidvdn brahmanah kascinnasatdnucarastathd
brdhmand bhunjate nityarh nathavantasca bhunjate
tdpasd bhunjate cdpi sramanascaiva bhunjate
vrddhdsca vyddhitdscaiva stribdldsca tathiava ca
anisam bhunjamdnanam na trptirupalabhyate
diyatdm diyatdmannam vasdrhsi vividhani ca
iti sarhcoditdstatra tathd cakruranekasah
annakutdsca drsyante bahavah parvatopamdh
divase divase tatra siddhasya vidhivat tadd
ndnddesddanuprdptdh purusdh strfgandstathd
annapdnaih suvihitdstasmin yajne mahdtmanah
annarh hi vidhivatsvddu prasamsanti dvijarsabhdh
aho trptdh sma bhadram te iti susrdva rdghavah12
Throughout that great yajna there is none who looks tired
or is in hunger, nor is there a brahmana who is not a great
scholar or one who is not accompanied by hundreds of
followers.
An unending feast is on: brahmanas are eating, ordinary
people are eating, tapasvins are eating, sramanas are eating.
The old, the sick, the women and the children are eating.
They are eating continuously, and yet none wants to stop.
Those who serve are being continuously urged to give, give
food and give clothes. And thus urged they keep going
12

Ramayana bala 14.11-17, p. 57.
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round and round, distributing food and clothes of various
kinds.
Day after day there are seen several huge mountains of food,
all cooked and prepared with great care.
In this yajha of mahatma Dasaratha, whole communities of
men and women that have arrived from distant places are
being carefully looked after with abundant food and drink.
The foremost among the twice-born are singing praises of
the feasting and they are blessing the king of raghukula thus:
"The food is delicious, it is properly cooked and served. We
are indeed contented. Let all auspiciousness visit you."
The description of annadana here is even more elaborate than
that of the annadana in Srirama's asvamedhayajfia. And in conformity with the generally relaxed and detailed narration of events
preceding and during king Dasaratha's yajha, the rituals associated
with the asvamedhayajfia, and the putrestiyajha that immediately
follows it, are described in great detail in sage Valmlki's epic. But,
notwithstanding these details, the narration leaves no doubt that,
anna and annadana, food and the giving of food, occupy the preeminent position both in the preparations for king Dasaratha's
yajna and its actual performance, just as they do in the yajha that
Srirama undertakes much later.

Ramarajya
Thus the great epic opens with a great yajha and ends with another; and these two yajnas, separated from each other by the whole
story of the life of Srirama on earth and hence very different in
their mood and object, seem to be very similar at the core. Both
yajnas are grand celebrations of anna and annadana. The story of
Srirama's life on earth is played out between two great annadanas.
It is no wonder that sage Valmlki's descriptions of ramarajya are
replete with images of the abundance of food for all at all times
and of the un-perturbed well-being of all creation:

y^Rdl ^1+^:^: g*nf%: 1
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prahrstamudito lokastustah pustah
sudharmikah
nirdmayo hyarogasca
durbhiksabhayavarjitah
na putramaranam kecid draksyanti purusah kvacit
ndryascdvidhavd nityam bhavisyanti
pativratah
na cdgnijam bhayarh kimcinndpsu majjanti
jantavah
na vdtajarh bhayarh kimcinnapi jvarakrtam tathd
na cdpi ksudbhayam tatra na taskarabhayam tathd
nagardni ca rastrdni dhanadhanyayutdni
ca
nityam pramuditdh sarve yathd krtayuge tathd13
There is happiness and cheer all around. All are contented.
All are well-nourished. All follow dharma. All are in good
health. All are without disease. And, all are free from fear
and hunger.
No parent witnesses the death of a child. No wife witnesses
the death of her husband. And, all women are chastely devoted to their husbands.
Fire causes no disasters. No living being ever drowns in water.
Winds remain benign. Fevers hold no fear. Nobody has to
worry about hunger. Nothing is ever stolen.
The capital cities and all parts of the country are laden with
grain and all kinds of wealth. Everyone is always happy. It is
as if krtayuga has returned.

' Ramayana bala 1.90-94, p. 30.
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dundubhirmeghanirghoso muhurmuhuratadyata
Yajrias of the Great Kings: Mahabharata
The other great epic of India, the Mahabharata, also opens and
ends with a great yajha. It is the rajasuyayajna of Yudhisthira,
described in the sabhaparvan, that makes the tiny kingdom of
the pandavas an object of jealousy for Duryodhana and thus sets
the stage for future events. And it is the asvamedhayajna that
Yudhisthira performs after the death of Bhisma that marks not
only the culmination of his reign, but also more or less the end of
Srlkrsna's sojourn on earth, who is born into this world towards the
end of dvaparayuga in order to relieve the earth of the great burden
of adharma that accumulates on her with the passage of time.

The rajasuyayajna of Yudhisthira
Rajasuyayajna, as Bharata says to Srirama, is a yajha that involves
the subduing of all kingly dynasties on earth. And the description
of Yudhisthira's rajasuya in the Mahabharata is largely a description
of how Yudhisthira and his brothers, through their great valour and
the unrivalled political acumen of SrTkrsna, achieve a position of
pre-eminence amongst the kings. This process of the establishment
of cakravartya in a polity, that by the very nature of its fundamental
doctrine is constituted of small self-respecting kingdoms, ought to
be of great interest to the students of political theory in India.
We, however, shall deal briefly with the momentous political events
that form an essential part of the preparations for Yudhisthira's
rajasuyayajna.
The first suggestion that Yudhisthira perform a rajasuyayajna
comes from Narada, the roving sage of Indian classical antiquity,
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who is almost an ally of kala, and who, by planting an ambition here
or inciting a jealousy there, keeps events moving along their destined course. Narada's suggestion to Yudhisthira in this instance
is in the form of a message from king Pandu, the father of the
pandavas, whom Narada happens to meet in the heavens. While
making his suggestion, Narada also cautions Yudhisthira that this
kind of yajha can lead to great disasters and wars, and he must carefully weigh the possibilities before deciding upon undertaking it.
Yudhisthira, of course, does not really need such cautioning. He
thinks long and hard, and repeatedly consults with his brothers,
with his counsellors, and with the great sages and rsis of his time,
all of whom agree that he is entirely capable of performing a
rajasuyayajha. But even this does not fully reassure Yudhisthira,
who keeps worrying about his resources and capabilities for such
an endeavour.
Establishing the cakravartya
Finally, he decides to seek the advice of SrTkrsna. SrTkrsna begins by saying that Yudhisthira indeed fulfils all qualifications of a
king desirous of performing a rajasuyayajna: sarvairgunairmaharaja
rajasuyarh tvamarhasi.1 And then he goes on to offer Yudhisthira
an exhaustive overview of the ksatriyakulas and kingdoms of the
time. He assesses the strengths and weaknesses of each of these
kulas and kingdoms, recounts their past and present alliances and
their future inclinations, and enumerates the military and political obstacles and openings that each of them is likely to present to
Yudhisthira's ambitions of cakravartya.
SrTkrsna's assessment, in brief, is that Jarasarhdha, the ruler of
Magadha in central India, is the keystone of the established military
and political arrangements of the time. If these arrangements are
to be altered so as to establish the primacy of Yudhisthira, then
Jarasarhdha will have to be eliminated: na tu sakyam jarasamdhe
jivamane mahabale rajasuyastvayavaptumesa rajan matirmama? And
Jarasarhdha deserves to be eliminated, probably because he has violated the dharma of cakravartya by imprisoning the kings that
he has subdued, and by playing the game of making different
1
2

MahaiaMal4.1,p. 706.
Maha sabha 14.62, p. 710.
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kingdoms fight amongst themselves merely for the sake of retaining
his superiority.
Jarasarhdha, however, seems invincible by ordinary military
means and, in any case, Srikrsna does not want Jarasarhdha to die
the honourable death that a ksatriya achieves by dying valiantly in
an armed military conflict. Therefore, Srikrsna himself travels to
Magadha with the pandava brothers, Bhlmasena and Arjuna, and
gets Jarasarhdha killed by challenging him to bare-handed oneto-one combat with Bhlmasena, who cannot be equalled in this
m o d e of fighting. After the victory, Srikrsna, along with the pandava
brothers, personally goes to the cave-prisons of Jarasarhdha and
releases the kings thatjarasarhdha had held in captivity. This victory
alone thus brings innumerable kings, constituting, as the epic
says, eighty-six percent of all kings on earth, under the protection
of Yudhisthira. And Sahadeva, the son of Jarasarhdha who is
designated the future king of Magadha by Jarasarhdha himself
before engaging in combat with Bhlmasena, also seeks and obtains
abhaya, protection, from Srikrsna and thus becomes an ally of the
pandavas.
Once the primary recipient of the reverence of the kings is thus
removed from the scene, the rest of the task becomes relatively
simple. The four brothers of Yudhisthira are sent in different directions to establish Yudhisthira's cakravartya over the earth. Arjuna
goes to the north, Bhlmasena to the east, Sahadeva to the south,
and Nakula to the west. The brothers reach the farthest corners of
the known earth: across the Himalayas up to the Meru hills in the
north; across the seas and up to the island kingdoms in the east;
to the coast and beyond to Sri Lanka in the south; and up to the
coast and across the seas again in the west.
Few of the numerous kingdoms that the pandava brothers pass
through offer them any resistance. Most of the kings, like the great
Vibhlsana of Sri Lanka and Sisupala of Cedi, accept the cakravartya
of Yudhisthira after hearing of his antecedents, of the valour of
his brothers and of Srlkrsna's friendship for them. Even where a
fight does take place — as between Arjuna and Bhagadatta of Pragjyotisapura or between Sahadeva and the vanara kings Mainda and
Dvivida - it is in the nature of putting the famed valour of the
pandava brothers to a proper test; and the battle often ends without any of the parties winning or losing. But, what is perhaps most
remarkable is that even when a king is defeated by force of arms,
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he is invariably re-installed on his throne. This happens even in the
case of what are known to be essentially alien kingships, like those
of the sakas, the hunas, the barbaras, and the mlecchas.
This is perhaps one of the finest illustrations of the basic principle
of Indian political doctrine according to which even a conquered
and alien people retain the right to rule themselves according to
their own ways and customs; in accordance with their own kula-,
jati- and desa-dharma, and under the kingship of their own venerated leaders. The acceptance of Yudhisthira's cakravartya by a king
during the campaigns of the pandava brothers never amounts to
an abdication of the rights and duties of the king and his people
within their domain. In the epic, such acceptance is almost always
described as an exchange of mutual honours between the visiting pandava or his envoys and the accepting king, and offers of
valuable gifts and other contributions towards the rajasuyayajna of
Yudhisthira by the latter. This is all that is demanded and received
by the pandava brothers from every king who agrees to accept the
primacy of Yudhisthira, whether after a defeat in war or in warm
and welcoming friendship.
Preparations for theyajna
It is after thus being accepted as the foremost amongst the kings
on earth, that Yudhisthira begins to prepare for his rajasuyayajna
in earnest. With the gifts and contributions brought by his brothers
from their various campaigns, and with the contributions that keep
flowing in every day from different kingdoms, his treasury is by
now overflowing with riches. And it has become almost incumbent
upon him to undertake the great yajha in order to redistribute the
accumulated wealth. As the Mahabharata puts it:

dharmyairdhanagamaistasya
vavrdhe nicayo mahan
karturh yasya na sakyeta ksayo varsasatairapi
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svakosthasya parimanam kosasya ca mahipatih
vijnaya raja kaunteyo yajndyaiva mano dadhe3
With the rightful contributions thus flowing in from all directions, Yudhisthira's wealth kept increasing. The accumulation reached such levels that it would have been impossible
to significantly diminish it even over hundreds of years. Having thus learnt of the extent of his treasury and the granary,
KuntT's son Yudhisthira resolved that such abundance could
be expended only in a yajha.
Yudhisthira informs Srikrsna of his resolution and obtains his
consent. And immediately afterwards, he begins to issue detailed
directions for the performance of the yajna. The preparations for
the yajha proper then follow more or less along the lines of the
yajhas of the Ramayana. The chief priests and hosts are appointed,
embassies are sent to all kingdoms to invite the kings and all their
people, great craftsmen are put to the j o b of constructing grand
houses for the visitors, which are then filled with abundant food
and all possible luxuries, and the best of the cooks are engaged in
preparing an unending supply of rare delicacies.
Theannaddna
And the yajha then proceeds amidst a plenty of food and a grand
feeding, during which the only sounds that are heard are those
conveying directions to serve and respectful requests to partake of
the food:

diyatdm diyatamesam bhujyatam bhujyatamiti
evamprakardh samjalpah sruyante smdtra nityasalf
"Serve, serve them, keep serving!", and "Please partake of
the food. Please eat!", such are the sounds that were being
heard continuously in this yajha.

3
4

Maha sabha 33.7-8, p. 767.
MahasaMa33.51,p. 770.
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Having recently acquired great riches, Yudhisthira also gives away
precious gifts in quantities that seem unusually large. But within this
surcharged flow of gold, silver and precious stones, the paramount
concern of the performers of the yajha seems to be the giving of
food, and ensuring that every One is well-fed, well-nourished and in
good cheer. Describing the great annadana that takes place during
this great yajha, the Mahabharata says:

r T f ^ f t d $ $ $ I Wd # *^ffft: I
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sarvanjanan sarvakdmaih samrddhaih
samatarpayat
annavdn bahubhaksyasca
bhuktavajjanasamvrtah
ratnopahdrasampanno
babhuva sa samdgamah
iddjyahomdhutibhirmantrasiksdvisdradaih
tasmin hi tatrpurdevdstate yajne maharsibhih
yathd devdstathd viprd
daksindnnamahddhanaih
tatrpuh sarvavarndsca tasmin yajne muddnvitdh5
All were honoured with plentiful fulfilment of all their desires. That gathering was overflowing with food and varied
delicacies. People everywhere were satiated. Precious stones
were being given away all around.
In that great yajha, great rsis, knowing the hymns and their
correct recitation, satisfied the devas with their singing and
with the plentiful offerings of ghee and other substances in
the homa.
Just as the devas were satisfied, so were the vipras, with the
offerings of plentiful food and wealth. All the varnas were
similarly honoured and satisfied in that great yajha. All felt
fulfilled.
5

Maha sabha 35.17-19, p. 773.
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Leading Yudhisthira to the asvamedhayajna
Yudhisthira's visada
At the end of the Mahabharata war, Yudhisthira is in a state of
inconsolable grief and deep remorse at the death of so many of
his near and dear. He holds himself responsible for the great destruction, and wishes to renounce the victory, earned with so much
effort, and to take to the life of a sarhnyasin. Almost all his wellwishers—the pandava brothers, Draupadi, Srikrsna himself, and
even Krsnadvaipayanavyasa, the grandfather of the kuruvarhsa and
the seer of the epic —try to dissuade Yudhisthira from this selfdenying course. They repeatedly urge and advise him, sometimes
in fairly strong words, to take the reins of the kingdom in his hands
and begin performing the kingly duties of protecting the earth and
undertaking great yajfias.
Draupadi, in particular, seems to find Yudhisthira's refusal to
accept the throne of Hastinapura beyond comprehension. She begins to worry about his state of mental health and goes to the extent of telling Yudhisthira that he is afflicted with some kind of
madness — unmada is the word she uses — and the same madness is
affecting his brothers too. And, she warns Yudhisthira that if he fails
to suppress his unmada, he would be inviting great trouble upon
himself.
It takes such insistent urging and persuasion before Yudhisthira
agrees to be anointed king of his rightful kingdom and sit on the
throne of Hastinapura, the capital city of kuruvarhsa. But SrTkrsna,
it seems, is not yet fully reassured of Yudhisthira's willingness to
fulfil his kingly responsibilities, and advises him to go to Bhlsma
and learn the way of righteous conduct from him, who, as SrTkrsna
says, is the sun of knowledge that keeps shining on the kuruvarhsa
and with whose death that light will disappear for ever:

STHMW J | R H R ) cfFTT^^t-^IH^iJI
tasminnastamite bhisme kauravanarh
dhuramdhare,
jnananyastam gamisyanti tasmat tvam codayamyaham6
Maha s'anti 46.23, p. 4531.
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And, perhaps not surprisingly, the first question Yudhisthira asks
BhTsma is that:

rajnath vai paramo dharma iti dharmavido viduh
mahantametam bhdram ca manye tad bruhi pdrthiva7
Those who know about dharma say that great indeed is the
dharma of the kings. I however find it to be a great burden.
O, great king, please enlighten me about it.
BhTsma, as is well known, instructs Yudhisthira in expansive
detail about different aspects of dharma, and especially about
rajadharma, the dharma of the kings. The instruction continues
almost till the beginning of uttarayana, till the sun changes his
course from the south to north, at which point of time BhTsma
chooses to end his earthly life.
Urgent entreaties of sage Vydsa and Srikrsna
At the end of this great instruction, Yudhisthira has still not
overcome his grief and remorse. In fact, the death of BhTsma
seems to make his grief even deeper. It is at this stage that he
is advised by Srikrsna and Krsnadvaipayanavyasa to perform an
asvamedhayajna and thus expiate the sin of war for which h e holds
himself responsible.
By this time, both Srikrsna and Krsnadvaipayanavyasa seem to
have been exasperated by the unnaturally prolonged grieving of
Yudhisthira, and there is an edge of urgency in their advice to him.
Thus Srikrsna tells him that one who grieves for the dead beyond
what is normal is in fact putting those dear and departed ones in
great grief. He, Yudhisthira, has already heard what is worth knowing and has done whatever needs to be done for the dead. Therefore, he must now get over his grief and begin performing the yajnas
proper to a king: yajasva vividhairyajnairbahubhih svaptadaksinaih.8
Krsnadvaipayanavyasa does not even care to hide his exasperation, when he tells Yudhisthira that there is hardly any use of his
7
8

Maha santi 56.2, p. 4560.
Maha asvamedhika 2.3, p. 6100.
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advising him any further, because all that is told to him seems to
have little effect. As far as he, Yudhisthira, is concerned, the teachings of the elders seem to be nothing better than futile ravings of
the senseless: kimdkdrd vayarh tatapralapamo muhurmuhuh?9
And then he goes on to insistently implore Yudhisthira not to
keep grieving like the ignorant ones, and to concentrate his mind
upon the performance of greatyajhas. Because, as Krsnadvaipayanavyasa says:

atmanam manyase cdtha
papakarmanamantatah
srnu tatra yathdpdpamapakrsyeta
bharata
tapobhih kratubhiscaiva ddnena ca yudhisthira
taranti nityam purusa ye sma pdpdni
kurvate10
O Bharata, if you still believe that you are responsible for
unrighteous conduct, then hear how such conduct is expiated. Those who fall into such unrighteous conduct always
get over their sins by tapas, yajna and dana — by undertaking
great austerities, by performing yajhas and by giving away
of gifts.
And, of all the modes of expiation, yajha is the primary for those
who have the resources and the prowess. Therefore, says sage Vyasa:
WW& ^Tfoi&T f ^ R \ ^ F T l ^ T T I
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yajasva vajimedhena vidhivad
dahsinavatd
bahukdmannavittena
rdmo dasarathiryathd

9
10

Maha asvamedhika 2.16, p. 6101.
Maha asvamedhika 3.3-4, p. 6102.
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yatha ca bharato raja dausyantih
prthivipatih
sakuntalo mahaviryastava
purvapitdmahah11
Perform a great asvamedhayajha. Perform it in the proper
manner, with abundant recompense for those who accept
your hospitality. Perform it so that all those who come, partake of food and other riches to their hearts' content. Perform a great asvamedhayajha, the way it was performed by
Rama, the son of Dasaratha, and the way it was performed by
your own great ancestor, king Bharata, the son of Dusyanta
and Sakuntala, who ruled the entire earth and who was
known for his great prowess.
Yudhisthira, however, continues to indulge in his grief, and asks
Krsnadvaipayanavyasa how, after having got all his near and dear
killed in this great war and having denuded the earth of all her
riches, would he now find the wealth to properly perform a yajha
like the asvamedha?
Sage Vyasa then tells Yudhisthira of the great treasure of king
Marutta, who ages ago performed a great yajna in which Samvarta,
the recluse son of rsi Arigira and brother of Brhaspati, the priest
to the devas, officiated as the chief priest. Samvarta's power was
such that even indra could not resist his invocation. Indra, the
foremost amongst the devas, had been trying to subvert the yajha
of Marutta and had even dissuaded Brhaspati from participating in
it. But, when invoked by Samvarta, indra could not but appear in
the yajha and accept the offerings along with other devas. For such
a great yajha, Marutta collected immense wealth, which could not
be expended even after the generous offerings made to all those
who attended that yajna. The great and varied riches that were
thus left over from the yajha were deposited by king Marutta in a
treasury built at the yajha grounds near the Meru hills across the
Himalayas.
Krsnadvaipayanavyasa advises Yudhisthira to bring this left-over
treasure of king Marutta for his asvamedhayajha. This brings some
cheer to Yudhisthira and he begins to consult his counsellors about
the possibility of his performing an asvamedhayajha.

11

Maha as'vamedhika 3.9-10, p. 6102.
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Watching Yudhisthira continuing to grieve inconsolably after the
departure of BhTsma, Srlkrsna in fact seems to have come to believe,
like DraupadT earlier, that Yudhisthira's continued distraction with
grief and remorse is a kind of disease, that needs to be treated urgently. Therefore, he sets about explaining the Indian understanding of disease to Yudhisthira, telling him that mental and physical
diseases are mutually dependent, that one cannot arise without the
other. Both result from an imbalance in the essential attributes of
the body or the mind. Srlkrsna goes on to advise Yudhisthira that
his mind seems to have lost its natural proclivities: he does not
know any longer how to be happy in happiness and how to grieve
in grief. He is only lost in past memories, and this is nothing but a
mental aberration: sa tvam na duhkhi duhkhasya na sukhisusukhasya
ca smartumicchasi kaunteya kimanyad duhkhavibhramat.12
Srlkrsna is worried about this state of affairs. He, therefore, reminds Yudhisthira that while he is immersed in the memories of
the battles he has fought with BhTsma and Drona, a much bigger
battle is ahead of him. This is the battle that he has to fight within
himself, in his own mind. This is also the battle that he has to fight
all alone: ho servants, brothers or friends can be of any help to him.
And, Srlkrsna goes on to warn him of the unimaginable disasters
that are likely to befall him if he fails to win this battle and pull
himself out of his diseased state of mind.
To win this war against his own desires and griefs, Yudhisthira
must learn to concentrate his energies on some great task, and
Srikrsna's explicit advice to Yudhisthira is to undertake the performance of an asvamedhayajha: yajasva vajimedhena vidhivad daksindvata.13

Ramarajya of Yudhisthira
The teachings of BhTsma, of Krsnadvaipayanavyasa and, of
course, of SrTkrsna, finally begin to have a soothing effect on
Yudhisthira. H e begins to feel deeply consoled and free of grief
and remorse. Thus returned to a state of health, he makes up his
mind to perform great yajhas and begins to apply himself to the
fulfilment of his kingly responsibilities.
12
13

Maha asvamedhika 12.7, p. 6125.
Maha asvamedhika 13.20, p. 6127.
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Yudhisthira's kingdom soon begins to flourish, and his reign
begins to approach that great Indian model of ideal times, the
ramarajya. In fact, as the epic describes it, Yudhisthira's reign has
all the characteristics that are associated with ramarajya: There are
plentiful and timely rains; there is n o hunger, thirst or disease; everyone endeavours to conduct himself righteously, even animals
take care to avoid hurting each other; cows yield plentiful milk,
bullocks are strong and docile; the earth is laden with rich crops
and, like kamadhenu, the celestial cow, offers all the wealth that
anyone wishes for; and the great dynasties of kings flourish and
multiply many-fold.
Description of the ideal rajya of the Indians' dreams presented
here is perhaps the most elaborate to be found anywhere in Indian literature. Sage Vaisampayana, the narrator of Mahabharata,
recalling the times when Yudhisthira ruled in Hastinapura, to king
Janamejaya, the grandson of the pandavas, says:14
W^KM"!

<i*fi <*i*Kfaf*n"i

¥Tc[ft: ^ T t sfrn^snft N ^ c - l k d : ||

yathd manurmahdrdjo rdmo ddsarathiryathd
tathd bharatasimho 'pi pdlaydmdsa medinim
nadharmyamabhavat
tatra sarvo
dharmarucirjanah
babhuva narasardula yathd krtayuge tathd
kalimasannamdvistam
nivasya
nrpanandanah
bhrdtrbhih sahito dhimdn babhau
dharmabaloddhatah
Yudhisthira, the lion of the bharatas, ruled, protecting and
nurturing tlie whole earth, as it was protected and nurtured by Manu, the great king, and by Rama, the son of
Dasaratha. While Yudhisthira ruled, there was no adharma,
all were inclined towards dharma — it was as if krtayuga had
dawned again. Knowing that the cycle of time was moving
nearer to the beginning of kaliyuga, the dear and wise king,
Maha asvamedhika 14, pp. 6129-31.
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Yudhisthira, along with his brothers, went beyond bounds
in acquiring the might of dharma.

vavarsa bhagavdn devah kale dese yathepsitam
niramayarh jagadabhut ksutpipase na kimcana
adhirnasti manyusydnam vyasane nabhavanmatih
Devas granted rains, at the right place and the right time, to
fulfil all wants. The world became free of all disease. There
was no hunger or thirst anywhere. There was no mental
suffering, and nobody was led astray by temptation.

brahmanapramukha varnaste svadharmottarah iivah
dharmah satyapradhanasca satyarh sadvisayanvitam
dharmdsanasthah sadbhih sa stribdldturavrddhakan
varnasraman purvakrtan sakalan raksanodyatah
All varnas, beginning with the brahmana, were secure in
the knowledge of the excellence of their respective dharma.
Truth governed dharma, and the truth resided in its proper
objects. Firmly established in dharma, and in the company
of the noble, Yudhisthira constantly endeavoured to protect the women, the children, the sick and the aged. Similarly did he endeavour to protect the time-honoured varnas
and asramas.

a^frlflrKHlMsll^N^kftl
3U^Pl4> M T n % ^ r . | ^ " 3 |
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avrttivrttiddnddyairyajndrthairdipitairapi
amusmikam bhayam ndsti aihikam krtdmeva tu
svargalokopamo lokastadd tasmin prasasati
babhuva sukhamekdgram tadvisistataram param
Those without livelihood were given livelihood. Yajnas were
provided for with abundant riches. There was abundance all
around. Thus, there were no worldly worries left for anyone,
and there was no cause to fear the world hereafter either.
While Yudhisthira ruled, the world indeed had become like
the heavens. Happiness on earth was, in fact, even greater
than in the heavens.
=TFf: MftsMl: fl^f^fcT: •Wtffxli: I

^Tb^Til: ^ T ^ J J : iflfd^H: I
3^:^U^H<>M<^I:^FN4^SMI: I

g f i s W ^ W ^ ^J#<i =KM-1 II
naryah pativratdh sarvd rupavatyah svalankrtah
yathoktavrttdh svagunairbabhuvuh pritihetavah
pumamsah punyasiladhyah svam svam dharmamanuvratah
sukhinah suksmamapyeno na kurvanti kaddcana
Women exuded beauty. They were all well dressed and
properly bejewelled. They were chaste in their devotion to
their husbands. Their conduct was proper in all respects.
They thus, with their inherent qualities, created an aura of
affection and love all around.
Men were steadfast in virtue and propriety. They followed
their respective dharma. Being happy in themselves they did
not ever indulge in even the slightest of the vices.

# W^dTferSW f ^ l R * I
^ E ^ R U : p?T: *P£J: swF&il: II

sarve nardsca ndryasca satatam priyavddinah
ajihmamanasah sukldh babhuvuh sramavarjitdh
Men and women always spoke pleasingly. They had no trace
of false-heartedness. There was a lucid transparency about
them. And they were thus free of all strain and fatigue.
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^TT: 3^5^ft: W^%: ^tej^%: I
f^TW: ^l-qichll: WW- ^ f # T ^ II

bhusitah kundalairhdraih katakaih katisutrakaih
suvasasah sugandhddhyah prdyasah prthivitale
All men and women on earth were well-ornamented. Their
ears, throats, wrists and waists were adorned with jewels.
Their bodies were covered in fine raiment, and they wore
pleasing fragrances.

#sl^Rl«t Ryi:^£nRPltedl: I
^Mfed$Hl^fl=IHl <{lWlRH: II
sarve brahmavido viprah sarvatra parinisthitdh
valipalitahinastu sukhino dirghajivinah
The venerable ones were all conversant with the essendal
truth about the universe. They were well-versed in all sastras.
They lived long happy lives, and yet their skin did not wrinkle
and their hair did not grey.
^ S T ^ ^rpq^pr 3 % ^ ^ ^ c : i
Hj,^l u li ^ K M W < l ^ 5 q ^ R r : ||

icchd na jdyate'nyatra varnesu ca na samkarah
manusyanam mahdrdja marydddsu vyavasthitah
O great king Janamejaya, there was no coveting of what was
not one's own. There was no confusion amongst the varnas.
All were steadfast in the discipline of their dharma.
df^^mfrl T I ^ t ^ M I M f l ^ l : I
3pft^qrrft TT% ^ WT^% 3^m" 11
tasminchdsati rdjendre mrgavydlasarisrpdh
anyonyamapi canyesu na bddhante kaddcana
When that indra among the kings ruled, even the wild beasts
and their prey, and the snakes and insects, never caused any
trouble, either to one another, or to anyone else.
ITT: f$frOjftm: gTT^PpJT^T: |
3#tefT: +<f+ltl4d<*Jlfad=lrU4>l: ||
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gdvah suksirabhuyisthah suvaladhimukhodarah
apiditah karsakadyairhrtavyadhitavatsakah
Cows were well-built. They had .well-formed heads, bodies
and tails. They gave abundant and nourishing milk. They
were never ill-treated by the husbandmen or any others.
They had calves that were free of all disease.
f ^ W ^ i 3 ^ T T % % I r r T : II
avandhyakala manujah purusarthesu ca kramdt
visayesvanisiddhesu vedasastresu codyatah
People did not while away their time. They worked towards
the fulfilment of the purusarthas, the human objectives, in
the proper order. They constantly engaged themselves in
the acquisition of vedas and sastras, and in the fulfilment of
their desires, which were always in conformity with dharma.
f f r f f f P T T : ^ : ^=MI<=II: ^ l ^ l : II

suvrtta vrsabhah pustah susvabhavah suhhodayah
Bullocks were well-built and healthy. They had an impressive
demeanour and pleasing nature. And, they were a source of
happiness for the husbandmen.

stf cfewt w jpftif TF^^ft 11
ativa madhurah sabdah sparsascatisukham rasam
rupam drstiksamarh ramyam manojnam gandhavad babhau
All objects of senses acquired a pleasing character: sabda,
sound, became melodious; sparsa, touch, became extremely
soothing; rasa, taste, became highly nourishing; rupa, vision, became pleasing to the eyes and the mind; and gandha,
smell, became gratifyingly fragrant.

wW*>w%* %r*-^*i mHHj
dharmarthakamasarhyuktam moksabhyudayasadhanam
prahlddajananarh punyarh sambabhuvatha mdnasam
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The mind reached a state of piety and tranquillity and was
properly directed towards dharma, artha and kama; and
thus it became the means for achieving perfection in this
life and moksa beyond.
FTTW^HIchll: ^^WM^IWfT I
sthdvard bahupuspddhydh phalacchdydvahdstathd
susparsa visahinasca supatratvakprarohinah
The trees were laden with flowers. They provided abundant
fruit and shade. They were pleasant to the touch and were
free from all toxins. Their foliage was beautiful, their bark
was healthy, and healthy saplings sprouted from them.

WW^iM^W^TlH^gfrll
mano 'nukulah sarvesam cesta bhustdpavarjitd
yathd babhuva rdjarsistadvrttamabhavad bhuvi
Everyone always acted in an agreeable manner. Earth became free of all tapa, all discomfort. In fact the righteous
ways of Yudhisthira, who was a rsi amongst kings, began to
be reflected in the whole world.
S ^ T W W T : TF^fT M4ilRul: I
;%T3=#T: # ^ 5 : (Sh<tfiHl: II
sarvalaksanasampanndh pdndavd dharmacdrinah
jyesthdnuvartinah sarve babhuvuh priyadarsandh
The younger pandavas acted according to the wishes of their
elder brother, Yudhisthira. They followed dharma scrupulously, acquired all auspicious characteristics, and became
pleasing to all.
Ri£l<H>lfad*)k|lfc)v>fi«l<!WWpMI:I
31MhJ*ll^:3f «H$n<*l farlPs^JI: ||

simhoraskd jitakrodhdstejobalasamanvitdh
djdnubdhavah sarve ddnasild jitendriydh
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They, the pandavas, were lion-chested, they had long arms
reaching up to their knees, and they positively glowed with
the strength of their intellect and body. They were generous in giving. They had conquered anger. In fact, they had
brought all their senses firmly under their control.

tesu sasatsu dharanimrtavah
svagunairbabhuh
sukhodayaya vartante grahdstdraganaih saha
While they ruled the earth, the seasons remained in their
natural aspects, and the stars and planets occupied configurations that boded happiness.

mahi sasyaprabahula
sarvaratnagunodaya
kdmadhugdhenuvad
bhogan phalati sma sahasradhd
Earth yielded abundant crops, and all precious stones. She
had become the provider of all goodness. Like kamadhenu,
the celestial cow, the earth offered thousands of luxuries in
a continuous stream.

3Frfrrsf^r <rc *raf: 3 % w n f r ^ 1
31«WKHI *MHl"fc|%'llil<i<MI: II
manvadibhih krtdh purve maryddd mdnavesu yah
anatikramya tdh sarvdh kulesu samaydni ca
anvasasanta rdjdno
dharmaputrapriyamkardh
The kings, who always endeavoured to please dhramaputra
Yudhisthira, ruled without violating the customs and practices of the kulas and the discipline of public life, that had
been evolved since the ancient times by Manu and others.

^I$tf|p| q f ^ ^ w t M w : I
H^ufltW fc*n%^IWi^^K|J|J|
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mahakulani dharmistha vardhayanto visesatah
manupranitaya krtya te'nvasasan
vasundharam
The kings, established in the ways of dharma, took special
care to let all the great kulas flourish. And, they all ruled the
earth in accordance with the precepts of Manu.

SrM+Hftwid iM^dl^IlM II
rajavrttirhi sd sasvad
prayo lokamatistata

dharmisthabhunmahitale
rajavrttanugamini

All over the earth the ways of the kings were perpetually and
firmly established in dharma. And, as generally happens,
people followed the ways of the kings.

W ^ R ^ I ^ ^ J I I ^ N H H I 11
evam bharatavarsam svarh raja svarge surendravat
sasasa visnuna sdrdham gupto
gandivadhanvana
Thus ruled king Yudhisthira, protected by Arjuna with his
gandTva bow, and blessed with the friendship of SrTvisnu in
the form of SrTkrsna. Yudhisthira's rule in Bharatavarsa was
indeed like the rule of indra in the heavens.

The asvamedhayajna

of

Yudhisthira

Preparing for the asvamedha
SrTkrsna tarries in Hastinapura till Yudhisthira's reign is well established in the image of ramarajya. He spends this time roving
around the hills, forests and the pleasant river-banks of the kingdom with his dear friend, Arjuna. And, on the request of Arjuna, he
teaches him again, in a different form, what he has already taught
him at the beginning of the war through the Bhagavadgita. The
Anugita that SrTkrsna teaches now, of course, embodies the same
sanatana truths about the universe and man's place and role in it,
as are taught in the Bhagavadgita. But the teachings in AnugTta
somehow keep returning to the centrality of anna in the plan of
the universe and in h u m a n life, and even to the details of how anna
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is the cause of both disease and health, of birth and death. It seems
as if, at the end of the hectic events of the war, Srikrsna wishes to
bring the thoughts of everyone back to the essentials of ordinary
life, and to re-establish the sanctity of the ordinary, of which anna
is perhaps the foremost attribute.
It is only after teaching the Anuglta to Arjuna, and after reassuring himself that Yudhisthira's reign is securely established, that
Srikrsna returns to his people in Dvaraka. And before leaving,
Srikrsna promises to return for the asvamedhayajna of Yudhisthira.
While Srikrsna is away in Dvaraka, Krsnadvaipayanavyasa visits
Yudhisthira again and directs him to endeavour to perform the
asvamedhayajna. Yudhisthira and his brothers then decide to undertake the long journey across the Himalayas to discover the hidden treasure of king Marutta.
Srikrsna returns to Hastinapura even before the pandavabrothers
return from their journey. And preparations for the asvamedha
begin in earnest as soon as the pandavas arrive with king Marutta's
treasure. On the advice of Krsnadvaipayanavyasa, Arjuna is assigned
the responsibility of escorting the yajha horse through its journey
across the earth, Bhimasena and Nakula are asked to look after and
protect the kingdom during the yajha, and Sahadeva is charged with
the care of the royal family.
Yudhisthira then sends Arjuna after the yajha horse, with the
advice that during his campaign across the earth he should try his
best to avoid war, and should endeavour to respectfully invite all
the kings to the yajha.
Re-establishment of cakrav arty a
Arjuna's journey however leads him into fierce battles with innumerable kings. It seems that n o n e of the ksatriyas whose near
and dear are killed in the Mahabharata war is willing to yield primacy to the pandavas without a battle. And the kiratas, mlecchas
and yavanas, who are defeated earlier, are impatient to assert themselves again. The battles that Arjuna has to engage in are therefore
so numerous that sage Vyasa, the seer of Mahabharata, feels that
he cannot possibly describe all of these, and chooses to describe
only the ones that happen to be especially fearsome.
The battles that sage Vyasa describes seem to involve the sons
and survivors of almost every great king felled, in the Mahabharata
war. Arjuna has to engage in separate batdes with.Suryavarman,
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Ketuvarmari and Dhrtavarman, the heirs to the Trigarta kingdom;
with Vajradatta, son of Bhagadatta, the king of Pragjyotisapura;
with those of the warriors of Sindhu who survive the death of
Jayadratha in the Mahabharata war; with Meghasarhdhi, the grandson ofJarasarhdha of Magadha; with the son of Sakuni, the king of
Gandhara; with Citrahgada of the Gandharvas; and with the son of
Ekalavya, the king of the Nisadas.
All these batdes are life and death struggles. In fact, the battles
that the pandava brothers fight at the time of the rajasuyayajha of
Yudhisthira seem to be almost like friendly contests in comparison
with the ones that Arjuna has to fight now. And, it is only because
Arjuna is bound by the advice of Yudhisthira to avoid war, that he
does not end up killing any of the sons and survivors of the great
kings felled in the Mahabharata war. Many of the battles are in fact
saved from a more serious culmination by the timely intervention
of the women of the various rajakulas, who, fearing the end of
the kula, themselves arrive on the battlefield and make their men
accept the primacy of the pandavas.
Arjuna himself is almost felled in one such battle. King Babhruvahana of Manipura, who happens to be a son of Arjuna from
Citrahgada, fatally hits Arjuna with a sharp arrow, and it requires
the extraordinary powers of his Naga wife, UlupT, to revive him.
It is no wonder that when Arjuna finally returns from these battles, he is greatly weakened in body, and he sends a special message
to SrTkrsna that he should advise Yudhisthira to make no incautious move during the yajfia and to ensure that all the kings who
come to the yajha are received in great honour, that all of them are
treated as the great amongst the great, and none of them is given
any cause for feeling slighted. Because, Arjuna feels, the earth cannot bear another carnage caused by jealousies amongst the kings,
or perhaps he feels that it is beyond him now to engage in another
war.
The ferocity and number of battles that Arjuna has to engage in
throughout hisjourney across the earth in the wake of Yudhisthira's
asvamedha horse, probably, explains the urgency with which Krsnadvaipayanavyasa and SrTkrsna insist that Yudhisthira perform an
asvamedha; their almost impatient exasperation at Yudhisthira's
indolent indulgence in his grief; and the dire premonition of great
disasters likely to follow such indolence that both SrTkrsna and
DraupadT express so strongly.
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The great war of Mahabharata, it seems, has destroyed the consensus around the cakravartya of Kuruvarhsa. Many of the kings
may have been defeated and killed in the war, but their survivors
and sons would see no reason to accept the pre-eminence of the
pandavas. The polity is therefore in imminent danger of disintegration, and it is essential that Yudhisthira undertake the asvamedhayajna to bring the younger kings and warriors back into the
consensual fold of his cakravartya. Srikrsna, Krsnadvaipayanavyasa,
and also Draupadi, see this, and that is perhaps what gives an edge
of urgency to their efforts to pull Yudhisthira out of his self-denying
grief.
And, as we have seen, it takes almost all the valour and military
skill of Arjuna, and almost the last reserves of his strength, to rebuild
the consensus, when Yudhisthira does finally decide to perform the
asvamedhayajha.
The great annadana
Preparations for the asvamedhayajha are complete with the return of Arjuna with the horse. The yajha proper begins almost
immediately afterwards, at the beginning of the spring month of
Caitra. And once the yajha begins, the stupendous effort that goes
into its preparation seems to be forgotten. The great political significance of the enterprise also seems to become irrelevant. And a
great annadana comes to occupy the central place in this probably
most remarkable of the great yajnas described in the Indian classical texts. Describing the scenes of the yajha, the narrator returns
again and again to the unending feeding that is going on there,
and the great display of skills and scholarship that is taking place
around that great annadana:
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evam pramuditam sarvam pasugodhanadhdnyatah
yajnavatam nrpa drstvd param vismayamdgatah
brahmananam visarh caiva bahumrstdnnamrddhimat
purne satasahasre tu vipranam tatra bhunjatdm
dundubhirmeghanirghoso muhurmuhuratddyata
vinanadasakrccapi divase divase gate
evam sa vavrte yajno dharmardjasya dhimatah
annasya subahun rdjannutsargdn parvatopamdn
dadhikulydsca dadrsuh sarpisasca hraddn jandh
jambudvipo hi sakalo ndnajanapaddyutah
rajannadrsyataikastho rajnastasya mahdmakhe15
The sight of the yajfia grounds — overflowing with joy and
densely filled with cattle, cows, foodgrains and all kinds of
wealth — left the visiting kings lost in great wonder.
There was no end to the food being offered to the
brahmanas and vaisyas. Drums were sounded after feeding
a hundred thousand of the revered guests, and the yajha
grounds were resounding with the thunderous sounds of the
drums being beaten again and again. As the days passed by,
the beating of the drums became so frequent that it seemed
as if they were being sounded continuously.
Thus proceeded the yajha of dharamaraja Yudhisthira,
whose intellect was always perfectly directed. In that yajha,
people saw numerous heaps of food that rivalled the
mountains, and they found rivers of curds and lakes of ghee.
And it seemed as if in that great yajha of king Yudhisthira
the whole of JambudvTpa with its numerous janapadas had
gathered together.
This great annadana was taking place under the direct supervision of Bhimasena, the most accomplished cook of the times
15

Maha asvamedhika 85.35-00, p. 6283.
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of Mahabharata, whose reputation indeed rivalled that of the legendary cook, Nala. It was the instruction of Yudhisthira that BhTmasena should personally and continuously supervise the feeding. It
is no wonder that while he served, nobody was left hungry or in
sorrow, none was to be found in a state of destitution or misery,
and, in fact, no one present in that yajha felt himself to be merely
one amongst the multitude:
^ cf5T fFT: ^ R ^ i t snjf f I

^r^#3frrft»fr<Niimwi?r5fri
na tatra krpanah kascinna daridro babhuva ha
ksudhito duhkhito vdpi prdkrto vdpi mdnavah
bhojanam bhojandrthibhyo ddpaydmdsa satruhd
bhimaseno mahatejah satatam rdjasdsandt16
The epic concludes the description of the asvamedha of Yudhisthira thus:

w r f ^ w ^ w n n 1^1 Pi«IIRH: I
RHI'-HI w

f e fcfpf: yi A$i<jjpji

mattapramattamuditam supfitayuvatijanam
mrdangasankhanadaisca manoramamabhut tadd
diyatdm bhujyatam cestam divaratramavdritam
tarn mahotsavasamkasam hrstapustajandkulam
kathayanti sma purusd ndnadesanivasinah
varsitva dhanadhdrdbhih kdmai ratnai rasaistathd
vipapmd bharatasresthah hrtdrthah prdvisat puram17
16
17

Maha asvamedhika 88.23-24, p. 6289.
Maha asvamedhika 89.42-44, p. 6293.
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The yajnabhumi was filled with people, who seemed to be intoxicated with pleasure. There were bevies of young women,
all of whom were radiating joy. Sounds of the continuously
playing drums and conches made the yajnabhumi, the yajha
grounds; greatly pleasing to;the.mind;
"Give, keep giving! Serve, keep serving!", such were the
commands that were heard unceasingly through day and
night in that yajnabhumi.
Those, who had come from different countries to that yajha,
kept talking for long about the large numbers of healthy
and satiated people that filled the yajnabhumi and the great
festivity that it occasioned.
After letting riches, luxuries, precious stones, and food rain
in torrents, that foremost among the bharatas returned to
the capital, having accomplished what he had set out to do,
and thus having cleansed himself of all sins.
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saktuprasthena vo nayam yajnastulyo naradhipah
Yajfias of the Tapasvins
At the end of Yudhisthira's asvamedhayajha — the great yajha during
which mountains of grains and rivers of ghee were consumed, and
kings and people from all over the world were served for days and
months together —a mongoose gets up, lets off a fierce growl that
thunders like lightning and makes the birds and animals tremble
with fear, and then adopting a human voice says:

fl<ftjji*^r % ^m ^ ^ " 1 ^rTTf^rr: i
^ ^ ^ H W ^ ^ N p H l R l H : II
saktuprasthena vo nayam yajnastulyo
naradhipah
unchavrttervaddnyasya
kuruksetranivdsinah1
O kings of the earth, this great yajna of yours has not yet
equalled the one single measure of roasted grain given away
by a generous resident of Kuruksetra, who himself used to
live off the left-over grains painstakingly collected from harvested fields and marketplaces.
And on being asked the reason for this unbelievable assertion,
the mongoose begins to tell the story of the austere, but generous,
brahmana of Kuruksetra.

Story of the

unchavrttibrdhmana

Once upon a time in Kuruksetra, the land of dharma, the land
that is always inhabited by those who know dharma, there lived a
1

Maha asvamedhika 90.7, p. 6293.
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brahmana. He obtained his livelihood by unchavrtti - by gathering
the left-over grains from harvested fields and marketplaces. Like a
pigeon, he would painstakingly collect his food grain by grain. And
on such food did he nurture his whole family, comprising his wife,
son and daughter-in-law.
This brahmana family, though living the life of a worldly household was engaged in great austerities. They were pure in their
thoughts and actions. They had subdued their worldly desires. Of
the meagre food that they gathered, they ate only once in six mealtimes. And if for some reason they had no food when the sixth
mealtime arrived, they would skip the next five and wait for the
sixth again.
And then it so happened that the land was visited upon by a terrible famine. The crops in the fields dried up. There were no grains
to be collected from anywhere. The brahmana family, who lived off
the left-over grains gathered afresh for every meal, of course had
no stocks in their home. They were reduced to total destitution.
The sixth mealtime arrived and passed again and again, but the
brahmana family had nothing to eat.
They remained without food for many weeks. Then, one hot
summer afternoon, when the sun was emitting fire, the whole of
the brahmana family went out in search of left-over grains. They
were suffering greatly from the hunger and the heat, yet they kept
searching for long to somehow find enough grains for their meagre
meals. They returned empty-handed. They could not find even a
single grain of food.
They waited and somehow survived the next five mealtimes. And
then they set out again in search of food. This time they were in
luck. They were able to gather one measure of barley. They brought
it home, roasted and pounded the grain, and prepared for their
long-awaited meal. They performed the proper ablutions and made
their offering to the fire. And, only then did they divide the roasted
and pounded grain into four quarters and sit down to partake of
that austere meal.
But before they could begin eating, there appeared a twice-born
guest on the door. Hungry though they were, the sight of a guest
arriving at mealtime pleased them no end. They warmly welcomed
him, enquired about his welfare, acquainted him of their own learn :
ing and antecedents, and escorted him into their little mud-house.
And the head of the family respectfully invited him to take a seat
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and partake of his quarter of the roasted grain, assuring him that
what was being offered had indeed been justly acquired.
On being thus invited and assured of the justness of the offering,
the guest ate the quarter measure of grains. But this could hardly
satisfy his appetite. And when the host saw that the guest had remained hungry, he felt deeply worried. How could he let someone
go away hungry from his door?
Noticing the anxiety of her husband, the wife suggested that her
quarter-share of grains might be offered to the guest. The husband remembered that his old wife had been suffering the pangs
of hunger for many many days: lack of nourishment had extremely
weakened her and she had been reduced to a mere skeleton. He,
therefore, felt hesitant in accepting the suggestion of his wife. But
the wife insisted, reminding him that she was an equal partner in his
dharma and artha, his duties and his seekings. The brahmana then
took her quarter-share of grains and respectfully offered it to the
guest. The guest partook of this second quarter measure of grains,
but even this did not fully satisfy his hunger. And the brahmana
host was left worrying again.
At this the son offered his quarter-share of grains to be given to
the guest. The father was even more reluctant to accept this offer.
For him, as he said, the son — even if fully grown up — remained a
child. And how could he deprive a child of essential nourishment?
But the son insisted, reminding him that the sons are sons because
they help in preserving the dharma of man, and in any case a son
is the man himself born again. The brahmana was pleased to find
that the son had well learnt the ways of self-control and propriety.
H e took the quarter-share of his son and happily offered it to the
guest. But, the guest was still hungry.
Then it was the turn of the daughter-in-law to respectfully urge
the father-in-law to accept her quarter-share of grains and offer it to
the guest. The hesitation of the father-in-law in accepting this offer
was perhaps the most extreme. The daughter-in-law was a mere
child, who was suffering the pangs of hunger, and who had been
entirely enfeebled by days and days of fasting. It was his duty, as he
told her, to protect her in all respects. How could he deprive such a
one—who was a child, a woman, a fasting person and an enfeebled
one — of her meagre food? And after all she, as the daughter-in-law,
was the font of love and affection for everyone in the family.
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The father-in-law was indeed hesitant. But the daughter-in-law
insisted, telling him that for her he as the elder of the house was
both the teacher and the god. And her dharma, her earthly body,
and the life that animated it, were all dependent on the service of
the elders. She implored him not to deprive her of this honour.
The father-in-law was greatly pleased. He profusely blessed her and
took her quarter-share of grains to offer it to the guest.
The guest was finally satisfied. And, the guest was Dharma himself, who had appeared in the human form to test the depth of the
brahmana's commitment to dharma. The brahmana had proved
himself. He and all his dependents had offered justly and painstakingly collected food to a guest, even as they themselves were almost
dying of hunger. Even the gods in the heavens were struck with
wonder at the tenacity with which the brahmana and his family
held on to the dharma of annadana, to the discipline of satisfying
the hungry before eating for oneself.
Such selfless offering of food, as Dharma told him, was greater
than all the gifts offered in several asvamedha- and rajasuya-yajnas.
With the gift of that one measure of roasted and pounded grains, he
had in fact conquered, for all times, the brahmaloka: saktuprasthena
vijito brahmalokastvayaksayah?
Soon a celestial chariot appeared there. The brahmana, invited
with great reverence by Dharma himself, took his place in the chariot along with his wife, son and daughter-in-law. And all of them
ascended to the brahmaloka in great glory.

Turning dust into gold
After narrating the story, the mongoose informs the gathering
of the great in the asvamedhayajna of Yudhisthira that he himself
witnessed the whole sequence of events from his hole in the ground
nearby. He came out of the hole after the ascent of the brahmana
with his family. The smell of the roasted and pounded grains offered
by the brahmana family to their celestial guest entered his nostrils,
the soil moistened with the water offered by the brahmana touched
his body, and he came in contact with a few grains that had fallen
from the hands of the generous hosts and the celestial guest. Such
2
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contact with that meagre, yet great, gift of anna turned the whole
of his head and half of his torso to gold.
The mongoose goes on to say that since then he has been roving across the earth to find a place or occasion that would make
the rest of his body golden. He has attended many yajfias and
visited many a forest where the tapasvins perform their great austerities; but to no avail. He came, he says, to the yajna of Yudhisthira
in great expectation. But his hopes have been belied. The grand
annadana of Yudhisthira's asvamedha has failed to compare with
the gift of one measure of roasted and pounded grain made by
that austere brahmana of Kuruksetra. A few grains fallen from the
hands of the giver and the receiver of that insignificant gift of food
turned half his body golden, but the unending annadana and other
gifts of the asvamedhayajha could not repeat that miracle. That is
why, says the mongoose, h e is convinced that this great asvamedha
has not equalled the giving of that single measure of justly and
painstakingly obtained grains: saktuprasthenayajno'yam sammito neti
sarvaiha?
The kings and the rich, of course, must keep performing great
yajhas and distributing anna and other precious gifts. Such distribution of food and wealth is a part of their responsibilities as
repositories of power and riches in society. It is for them to so organize the affairs of society that nobody is left in hunger or want. It is
for them to organize great yajhas so that the wealth accumulated in
the treasuries may begin to flow through the society again, and the
diverse skills emerging amongst the people may find opportunities
for concerted expression.
Such formulation of the responsibility of the kings and the rich,
especially of their responsibility to ensure eradication of hunger
and destitution, is part of the essential doctrine of political organization in India and we shall explore it further in subsequent
chapters.
The responsibility for sharing of food is, however, placed much
more widely in society. It is for everyone to share food with others before partaking of it oneself. This, according to the classical
Indian texts, seems to be the basic precept of righteous living as
a human being. We have discussed this precept to some extent in
3
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the earlier chapters and we shall have occasion to discuss it further
in the following.
The story of the unchavrttibrahmana of Kuruksetra, however,
seems to teach that the call of dharma goes beyond the responsibility of the kings to distribute and the householders to share
what they have. Dharma may even require going hungry oneself to
assuage the hunger of another. Distributing wealth accumulated
in the treasuries and sharing the food before eating oneself are
of course righteous acts, but these merely amount to performing
one's assigned duty. All kings and ordinary householders must do
it in order to remain within the discipline of dharma. But it is the
giving away of the last morsel of food one has that conforms to
dharma at its best. Kings who perform great yajhas and give away
plentiful food and wealth, and householders who always feed others
before eating for themselves, merely avoid incurring great sin; it is
only those who feed others even when they themselves have nothing to eat who earn great virtue. The former are the upholders of
the worldly order, they make the world move; the presence of the
latter, however, turns even dust into gold.

The story of the kapotadampati
The Mahabharata records another touching story of a host giving
u p his all, in fact his very life, to satisfy the hunger of the guest. The
host in this other story is a bird, a pigeon, and the guest a hunter
who has earlier encaged the bird-wife of the pigeon. The story is in a
way a premonition of the story that the mongoose tells towards the
end of Yudhisthira's asvamedhayajna: the story of the brahmana
who gathers his food grain by grain, like a pigeon, and gives up
what he has gathered for the sake of a guest, putting his own life
and the life of his entire family in jeopardy.
The story of the self-sacrificing pigeon is told, in the apaddharmaparvan of santiparvan, to Yudhisthira by Bhisma, who says that in
earlier times it was told to Mucukunda by Parasurama, when the
former had sought to know the dharma of looking after one who
comes to the abode seeking protection. The story goes thus:
Once upon a time in a great forest there roamed a terrible hunter.
He was fearsome to look at. With red eyes on a dark body, dark like
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a black crow, huge thighs, small feet, broad face, and a wide chin:
he looked like kala, the god of death himself. His cruelty knew
no bounds. No gentle thought ever crossed his mind. Everyday he
would set up his snare, catch birds of the forest in droves, kill them
all, and sell them for their flesh. This was his daily routine. And
he continued to ply his cruel trade day after day, for a long long
time.
One day, while he was going about his business of dispensing
death in the forest, suddenly there arose a vicious storm. Mighty
winds began to fell the trees, the sky was overcast with dense clouds,
and the darkness was broken only by the occasional glow of lightning. Soon it began to rain. And in no time the whole earth was
covered deep in water.
The hunter almost fainted in that incessant rain and the sudden
cold. He lost his way. And while moving around wildly without direction, he could not even make out the mounts and the ditches in
the forest. Around him he saw droves of birds and herds of animals
running around in great fright.
Birds hid themselves in their nests, animals sought out the safety
of dry high lands. But many perished in the rain and cold. The
hunter was also half-dead with cold. He could neither stand, nor
walk. In this state he saw a she-pigeon lying on the ground. Suffering
from severe cold, she was unable to move or fly. The hunter too
was in an equally helpless condition. But, even then, by sheer force
of habit, he picked her up and consigned her to the cage. Used to
living in sin, he could think of nothing better even in his hour of
intense suffering.
Then, all of a sudden, he saw a big tree. Its foliage was thick, dense
and dark like a cloud. Numerous birds, seeking shade, shelter and
fruit, had made it their home. It seemed as if the tree, like a saint,
had taken form only for the purpose of serving others. As soon as
the hunter saw that tree, the clouds began to break, and bright stars
began to shine through.
In the clear dark night lit by the shining stars, the hunter noticed
that he had strayed far away from his home. And, he was still shivering with cold. Therefore, he made up his mind to spend the night
under the tree. And invoking the gods of the tree for protection,
he spread some leaves on the ground and lay down with a stone as
his pillow.
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As luck would have it, there lived a beautiful spotted pigeon on
that tree with all his relatives. His wife had been away in search of
grain since the morning. She had not returned in the evening. And
as the night fell, the pigeon began to worry about her. When the
hunter reached the tree, the pigeon was crying for his dear wife,
recalling her beauty and her unswerving faithfulness. He recalled
the way she provided him constant companionship and unerring
assistance in all difficult situations. And he wondered what kind of
a place would his home be if his loving and caring wife were not
there to enliven it with her pleasant speech? Would such a home
be any different from the wild forest?
His wife, ensnared in the hunter's cage, heard him wailing thus
for her. And she felt greatly fulfilled. If her husband was so intensely
pleased with her, there was nothing more that she wanted in the
world. Forgetting her own woes, she could think only of protecting
the dharma of her husband. And she advised him that he had a
guest in the house, and it was his primary duty to look after him.
H e should therefore stop worrying about her and prepare to offer proper hospitality to the hunter. She even advised her husband
that he had been blessed with sons and daughters, he had already
fulfilled himself, and therefore he need not be constrained to protect his own body while arranging the necessary hospitality for the
guest.
The pigeon almost cried with pleasure on listening to the sage
advice of his wife. And immediately, he offered himself and his
house at the service of that cruel guest. He graciously welcomed
the hunter, asked him to feel free as if he were in his own house,
and lovingly enquired after his needs. The pigeon also reassured
him that he, the hunter, had come to his house and even an enemy
coming thus ought to be offered proper welcome. After all, a tree
does not withdraw its shade from the one who comes to it with the
intention of cutting it down: chettumapyagate chayam nopasarhharate
drumah.^
The hunter, accepting the offer of hospitality from the pigeon
requested him to find a way of saving him from the biting cold.
The pigeon gathered a large heap of dry leaves, and then flew to
the blacksmith to bring fire. Soon he had a big blaze going. The
4
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hunter luxuriously warmed himself up on the fire. He was relieved
of the cold. And then he began to feel the pangs of hunger.
There was of course no food accumulated in the nest of the
host. He was a pigeon, who ate as he picked the grains. He had
no occasion to put away any of the grains he picked for use at a
later time. For once he felt unhappy about such livelihood of a
pigeon. Of what use was this livelihood that left him with nothing
for entertaining the guests at his door?
But, whatever be the kind of livelihood assigned to him, he could
hardly allow a guest to go hungry. He, therefore, thought for some
time and, quickly making up his mind, gathered some more leaves
and let the fire blaze high again. He told the hunter that he had
no food to offer him, but requested him to accept his body instead.
With this request and with the resolve to satiate the hunger of his
guest, he went around the fire thrice and then dropped himself
into the blaze.
The hunter was shocked to the core of his being. He had seen the
pigeon so gladly sacrificing himself to honour and satisfy a guest
like him. He could no more bear to continue the life he had been
leading till then. He quickly released the she-pigeon that he had
encaged, and leaving behind everything ^ the stick, the torch, the
snare and the cage —he set out on a great journey, that would lead
to his death, with the resolve that he would follow the example of
the pigeon and bring himself back to the life of dharma by incessant
fasting and by undertaking great austerities.
The she-pigeon, released from the cage, began to recall the
happy times she had spent with her husband, and unable to bear
the pain of separation, she too j u m p e d into the fire. Soon she was
united with her husband, and the two of them together ascended
to the heavens in a celestial chariot, escorted by hundreds of crores
of men of great virtue, each of whom was sitting in his own celestial
chariot.
The hunter, overcoming all temptations, entered a deep and
inhospitable forest, full of thorny shrubs and savage beasts. Soon
he was consumed by a great forest-fire, which cleansed him of all his
sins; and thus he too found a distinguished abode in the heavens.
Thus did the sage pigeon-couple serve their guest, and fulfilled the
dharma of grhasthasrama. Their commitment to dharma was, of
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course, extraordinary. Through such commitment they not only
earned a place for themselves in the heavens, but also brought a
violent person, like the hunter, back to righteousness and opened
the path of heavens for him.
But in honouring and endeavouring to serve the guest who had
come to their house, the pigeon and his wife were performing,
though indeed with extraordinary rigour, what is known to be the
ordinary dharma of a householder. Because, as the pigeon told the
hunter:
SKM^Rld 4>l4Hl(d«t^MIJld I
^ M F k ) 3NTH>Ki^ fT: II
aravapyucitam karyamatithyam
grhamagate
chettumapy agate chayam nopasarhharate drumah5
Even if an enemy comes to the house, he ought to be offered
all hospitality. After all a tree does not withdraw its shade
from those who come to it with the intention of cutting it
down.
And further, he said:
$KuIMdW <+><MHlfd«f f^JPerT: I

w n m s % %ra" ^tfrr ^ra*r i
cR^TTFT =T^"TTf ^T^t"HTfrT^frT: II

saranagatasya kartavyamatithyam hi prayatnatah
pancayajnapravrttena
grhasthena visesatah
pancayajnamstu yo mohdnna karoti grhdsrame
tasya nay am na caparo loko bhavati dharmatah6
It is the duty of all to offer hospitality to the one who comes
to their house. But it is the special duty of the grhastha,
the householder, who is committed to the observance of
pancamahayajha..

5
6
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The grhastha who is so immersed in ignorance that he fails
to perform pahcamahayajna cannot rightfully obtain a dignified place, either in this world or in the world hereafter.
A grhastha is indeed like a great tree that provides sustenance to
all who seek his shelter. The discipline through which the grhastha
fulfils this onerous responsibility is pancamahayajha, the details of
which we shall explore in the next chapter.
The pigeon, and the brahmana of Kuruksetra who had
adopted the kapotavrtti —had taken to the livelihood of
a pigeon — performed extraordinary pancamahayajha. In the
following we describe the ordinary pancamahayajha of the ordinary
grhastha.
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Yajnas of t h e Grhasthas
We have so far described the great yajnas of the kings and the
tapasvins. The kings and tapasvins are of course essential to the
Indian way of life, but the core of social life is constituted by the
ordinary grhasthas, the householders. It is they who carry forward
the normal routine of day-to-day living. And it is their yajnas consisting, as we shall see, mainlyof a relatively modest annadana —but
performed unceasingly, everyday, day after day — that sustain all life
on earth.
The yajfias of the grhasthas of course cannot rival either the
splendour of the yajnas of the kings, or the sacrificial intensity of
the yajfias of the tapasvins. But the disciplined regularity of the
performance, described in the classical Indian texts, indeed has a
grandeur of its own. In any case, the yajfias of the grhasthas constitute the basic annadana, that so deeply enriches social living in
India. And this is probably what endows the grhastha with a crucial
centrality in the Indian scheme of things.

Grhasthasrama: Uma-Sankara samvada
There arises many an occasion in Indian classical literature to
celebrate the centrality of the grhasthasrama amongst the four
asramas, the four stages of life that an Indian is expected to follow sequentially in a lifetime. One of the most attractive statements
of this centrality occurs in the anusasanaparvan of Mahabharata,
where Bhisma narrates how in earlier times Srikrsna undertakes
great austerities on the Himalayas, how one day during the practice of these austerities the great rsis gather around him, and how
at the urging of tapasvin SrTkrsna, Narada begins to recall a long
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discussion on different aspects of dharma that takes place between
Sahkara and Uma while they are living the life of a happy man and
wife on the Himalayas, which in the presence of the divine couple
joyously blossom with natural splendour and beauty.
According to Narada's recounting of the events, once Uma,
standing behind Sahkara, playfully covers his eyes with her hands.
Instantly the whole world is enveloped in deep darkness. Soon
Sahkara opens his third-eye that bathes the world in its brilliant
gaze. But the Himalayas, unable to bear the sun-like radiance of
Saiikara's third-eye, catch fire. And Uma, filled with compassion
for the Himalayas, appears in front of Sahkara with folded hands.
Seeing her thus, Sahkara recovers his benign tranquillity. He looks
at the world with a happy gaze. And the world becomes happy too.
It is then that Uma begins to ask Sahkara various questions about
the meaning of his forms and that of the various aspects of dharma.
In the course of this dialogue between the divine husband and wife,
Uma also seeks to know the dharma of asramas, of the way a man
ought to lead his life at different stages during a lifetime. And,
Sahkara begins his answer to Uma's queries with the unequivocal
assertion that of the four asramas the grhasthasrama is indeed the
foremost: grhasthah pravarstesam garhasthyam dharmamasritah.1
Sahkara then briefly describes the discipline of the four asramas,
but his heart seems to be in describing the grhasfhasramadharma
for Uma. Dealing with vanaprasthasrama, the discipline of the
forest-dweller, and the sarhnyasasrama, the discipline of the
renouncer, in just six and a half verses, Sahkara soon returns to
a very detailed description of the grhasthasrama. And the core of
the discipline of grhastha that Sahkara describes is in looking after
and generously providing for the sustenance of all, and especially
of the guests who arrive at the door of the householder. This
opportunity to look after and sustain others is what makes the
gfhasthasrama so great that, as Sahkara says, the severest austerities
of vanaprasthasrama cannot measure up to even the one-sixteenth
part of the merit acquired by properly fulfilled grhasthasrama:
samyak tapascarantiha sraddadhana vanasrame grhasramasya te devi
kaldm ndrhanti sodasim?
1
2
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Sahkara of course also describes in detail the various observances
and fasts that a grhastha is expected to undertake, and even the
rules of personal hygiene and social practice that he is expected
to scrupulously follow. But he reverts again and again to the sustenance that flows from the grhastha in all directions, and concludes
by an expansive listing of the diverse people and other living beings
who keep looking up to the grhastha for their livelihood. Thus, says
Sarikara: 3

W^ld<Hlf^T#41=lRl^F^r: I
yathd mdtaramdsritya sarve jivanti
jantavah
tathd grhasramam prdpya sarve jivanti casramah
Just as all living beings live under the protection of their
mothers, so do all the asramas derive sustenance from the
grhasthasrama.
And further,

TRHi'H^m^li^^^RH: I
°*Jldi^l«rsniTar:^<MHdl<kiqT |
^ T T : tf£fflW: #%AfaP+cU+l: I
^ ^ 5 J T ^ n ^ # m * 4 K H I W: I
rdjdnah sarvapdsandah sarve rangopajivinah
vyalagrahasca dambhasca cord rdjabhatastathd
savidydh sarvas'ilajndh sarve vai vicikitsakdh
durddhvdnam prapanndsca ksinapathyodand
narah
ete cdnye ca bahavah tarkayanti grhasramam
Kings, impostors, artists and acrobats, snake-charmers,
cheats, thieves and officers of the king: all of them look
up to the grhastha for their sustenance; so do the scholars,
the wise, and the sceptics; so do the men on the road, who
have travelled a great deal and have exhausted the victuals
they carried for the journey; and, so do many others.
3
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And further still,

marjara musikah svanah sukaraica sukastatha
kapotaka karkatakah
sansrpanisevanah
aranyavasinascanye sangha ye mrgapaksinam
evarh bahuvidhd devi loke'smin sacaracarah
grhe ksetre bile caiva sataso 'tha sahasrasah
grhasthena krtam karma sarvaistairiha bhujyate
Cats, mice, dogs, pigs, parrots, pigeons, crows, reptiles of all
kinds, the bevies of birds and herds of animals that live in the
forest, and also the hundreds and thousands of moving and
unmoving creatures of diverse kinds that live in the house,
the field or the burrow, all of them, O devi, live off what the
grhastha earns through his karma, his actions.
The merit of the one whose labours sustain so much of life on
earth is of course great. It is no wonder that Saiikara tells Uma:

upayuktam ca yat tesam matiman
nanusocati
dharma ityeva samkalpya yastu tasya phalarh s'rnu
sarvayajnapranitasya
hayamedhena yat phalam
varse sa dvadase devi phalenaitena yujyate
Listen to the virtue earned by the one who does not spare
a second thought for what has been used u p by the men
and other living beings that look u p to him for sustenance,
and who knows that sustaining them is indeed his dharma.
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Such a one, having fulfilled the dharma of grhasthasrama
for twelve years, attains the merit that accrues to those who
perform an asvamedha after having first accomplished all
other yajfias.
Such is the glory of grhasthasrama. And such are the yajhas of
the grhastha, that sustain the whole world day after day.

THE FIVE GREAT YAJNAS OF THE GRHASTHA

Pancaiva mahayajnah
The responsibility of the grhastha to provide for the sustenance of
the daily routine of life around him is celebrated in the Indian classical texts as the pancamahayajna. These are the five great yajfias
that a grhastha is expected to perform everyday. In fact, it is the performance of the pancamahayajna that defines a grhastha: one who
does not undertake these yajhas everyday probably does not even
qualify to be called by the name of a grhastha, a householder. And,
as we shall see, through the performance of the pahcamahayajna,
the householder shares his daily victuals with the representatives
of different aspects of creation, and thus seems to remind himself
afresh everyday of his responsibility towards all creation and rededicate himself to the sustenance of at least as much of creation
as falls within his reach.
Pahcamahayajna is such an important observance for the Indians that references to it are found in all Indian literature: in the
timeless vedas, the ancient itihasas and puranas, and in the smrtis
and dharmasastras of all ages. Amongst the references in the vedas,
the one in the Satapathabrahmana is perhaps the most emphatic.
In its authoritatively resonant phrases, the Satapathabrahmana lays
down thus:
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3^TI^W: I ^ T ^ t t w ^ W : ||
pancaiva mahayajnah. tanyeva mahasatrani
bhutayajno
manusyayajnah pitryajno devayajno brahmayajna 'iti.
aharaharbhutebhyo balim haret. tathaitam
bhutayajnam
samapnotyaharaharddadyddodapatrdttathaitam
manusyayajnam samdpnotyaharahah
svadha
kuryyadodapdtrdttathaitam
pitryajnam
samdpnotyaharahah
svdha kuryyada kasthattathaitam devayajnam
samdpnoti.
atha brahmayajnah.

svddhyayo vai

brahmayajiiah.4

Only five are the mahayajnas. These alone are the
mahasatras. And these are: yajna for the bhutas, all created
beings; yajna for manusyas, the human beings; yajha for
pitrs, the ancestors; yajna for devas, the gods residing in
various aspects of creation; and yajna for Brahman, the font
of all knowledge.
Take out shares for the bhutas everyday. That constitutes
bhutayajha. Give away food everyday till the pot is exhausted.
That constitutes manusyayajha. Give away food for the sake
of the ancestors everyday till the pot is exhausted. That constitutes pitryajha. Give into the fire till the wood is all consumed. That constitutes devayajna.
Here follows the description of brahmayajna: svadhyaya,
reverential and careful study of the branch of knowledge
assigned for oneself, is indeed brahmayajna.
Sayanacarya, the highly respected fourteenth century commentator of the vedas, explaining the various definitional phrases of
the Satapatha prescription says that bhutayajha, etc., are called
paficamahayajna, the five great yajfias, because these are to be undertaken always by everyone: bhutayajnadayo vaksyamanah 'pancaiva
mahayajnah' sarvada sarvairanustheyatvdt.5 And these five are also
the mahasatras, the great sessions, because these are performed
everyday till the end of one's life, by the grhastha himself, without
4
5

Satapatha 11.3.8.1-3, vol. 4 part 2 pp. 157-8.
Sayanacarya on Satapatha 11.3.8.2, vol.4 part 2 p. 157.
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looking for a priest to conduct them: mahamti niscalani satrani
'mahasatrdni' yavajfivamanustheyatvadrtviganapeksatvacca.6 Incidentally, the TaittirTyaranyaka lays down almost exactly the same discipline for the pancamahayajna, insisting that this is an observance
that has to be initiated and accomplished every day: satati pratayante
satati samtisthante.7
Sayanacarya also explains that bhutayajna involves taking out
a portion of food, with the resolve that it reach the bhutas, and
keeping it aside for them. Devayajha involves offering of food to
the fire, for the sake of different devas, with their ritual invocation.
Pitryajha involves the giving away of food till the pot is empty, while
ceremonially invoking the ancestors with the resolve that the food
being given away may propitiate them. And manusyayajna involves
the giving away of food till the pot is empty, without any invocation,
and with the resolve that mankind as a whole may achieve satiation.
Brahmayajha, Sayanacarya says, involves reverential and careful
study, adhyayana, of one's own branch of knowledge, of the knowledge assigned as one's proper domain: svasakhadhyayanam brahmayajna ityarthah.6 And such study is a yajha because it propitiates the
devas, pitrs and rsis — the gods, the ancestors and the seers.

Rnam ha vai jay ate yo'sti
This unqualified insistence of the vedas on the daily undertaking
of an observance, that emphasizes human responsibility towards
the sustenance of all, is of course related to the Indian understanding of human life as a gift that is constituted of and is sustained by
all aspects of creation. Man is thus born in and lives in rna, debt,
to all creation, and it therefore becomes his duty to recognize this
debt and undertake to repay it everyday. Explaining the principle,
the Satapathabrahmana says:

6
7
8

Sayanacarya on Satapatha 11.3.8.1, vol.4 part 2 p. 157.
Taitt Aranyaka 2.10, p. 143.
Sayanacarya on Satapatha 11.3.8.3, vol.4 part 2 p. 158.
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rnam ha vai jayate yo'sti. sa jayamana 'eva devebhya
'rsibhyah pitrbhyo manusyebhyah.
sa yadeva yajeta. tena devebhya 'rnaih jayate taddhyebhya
'etat karoti yadendnyajate yadebhyo juhoti.
atha yadevanubruvita. tena'rsibhya 'rnam jayate
taddhyebhya 'etat karotyarsinam nidhigopa iti
hayanucanamahuh.
atha yadeva prajdmiccheta. tenapitrbhya 'rnam jayate
taddhyebhya 'etatkaroti yadesam santatavyavacchinna
prajd bhavati.
a*ha yadeva vvasayeta. tena manusyebhya 'rnam jayate
taddhyebhya 'etat karoti yadenanvvasayate yadebhyo 'sanam
dMati sa ya 'etani sarvvani karoti sa krtakarma tasya
sdrvvamaptam sarvvam jitam?
Whosoever is, is born in rna. In being born, he is in rna to
the devas, rsis, pitrs and manusyas.
He performs yajha, because he is born in rna to the devas. It
is because of the rna that he does this for them; it is because
of the rna that he performs yajfia for the devas and offers
homa to them.

9

Satapatha 1.5.5.1-5, vol.1 part 1 pp. 250-1.
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And he learns and recites what the rsis have taught, because
he is born in rna to the rsis. It is because of the rna that
he does this for them; learning and reciting thus, he is
acknowledged by the wise as the protector of the treasure of
the learning of the rsis.
And he desires for progeny, because he is born in rna to the
pitrs. It is because of the rna that he does this for them; it is
because of this that he keeps the line of progeny of the pitrs
continuing without a break.
And he offers hospitality, because he is born in rna to the
manusyas. It is because of this rna that he does this for them;
it is because of this that he offers hospitality and food to
others.
He, who does all this, fulfils all his obligations; for him all is
attained and all is conquered.
Pahcamahayajha, thus, is not an observance that is undertaken
for the sake of earning merit or virtue. It is merely a matter of
accepting and endeavouring to repay debts that are incurred by
the fact of being born and living in the world. It is merely being
humanly responsible.

MANU TEACHES THE DISCIPLINE OF PANCAMAHAYAJNA

'

And, in India, the fulfilment of no great human responsibility, observance of no great precept, is left merely to the good sense of
the seeker or the performer. Invariably, what the sruti - the vaidika
sarhhitas, brahmanas, aranyakas and the upanisads — lay down as
the broad precept, the smrtis and dharmasastras of different sects,
communities and groups work out into detailed prescriptive procedures to be followed by the respective groups and communities.
The prescriptions differ from one group to the other, and within a
group the prescription may vary from occasion to occasion, but an
individual in a community always has before him well-defined and
often well-articulated norms that show him the way to be followed
in most matters of significance.
Below, we describe the canonical prescription for the paficamahayajha observance, as it is laid down in the Manusmrti, the
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authentically conservative dharmasastra text known to present-day
India.
Manusmrti is a smrti of the brahmanas: its prescriptions are
meant to be applicable mainly to them. And as is well known, the
responsibility of the brahmana for the material sustenance of the
world is the least of all the varnas. They are legitimately entitled
to pratigraha, to accepting food and material sustenance from the
other varnas, in return for preserving and propagating the traditions of knowledge of the creator and creation, which the Indians
believe are essential for the sustenance of dharma, of order and
balance in the universe. Therefore, if the Manusmrti lays down
a strict discipline for the observance of pahcamahayajna for the
brahmana grhastha, the responsibility of other grhasthas to undertake pancamahayajha can only be greater and stricter.
The classical texts in fact make it clear that the pancamahayajha
observance, and especially the feeding of guests arriving at one's
door, is enjoined upon grhasthas of all varnas. Yajnavalkyasmrti
specifically asserts that a sudra grhastha should never neglect the
performance of pancamahayajha observance, though he may abbreviate the ritual associated with the offerings of food to only
the recitation of namaskara-mantra: namaskarena mantrena pancayajnanna hapayet.10
And in the Mahabharata, Sarikara while telling Uma of the significance of the pancamahayajha performance for grhasthas of all
varnas emphasizes that the sudra-grhasthas should especially offer hospitality to the other three varnas day after day: sarvatithyam
trivargasya yathasakti yatharhatah.11 The Mahabharata also narrates
the story of a nisada dasyu, Kayavya, achieving great merit by propitiating his parents and by ensuring that everybody in the neighbourhood regularly receives food and care at his hands —at the
hands of one who being a nisada is apart from the four varnas and
being a dacoit stands apart from society.12
Conversely, according to the classical texts, guests of all varnas,
including the sudras, are entitled to receive hospitality, even at
the household of a brahmana grhastha. And, as we shall see, even
candalas have to be looked after and propitiated by the performer
10

YSjnavalkya 1.121, p. 54.
Maha anusasana 141, p. 5921.
12
Maha santi 135, pp. 4762-4.
11
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of pancamahayajna. We shall return to this issue of the universality
of the right to receive and the duty to offer sustenance, which is in
fact the most significant aspect of the precept of pancamahayajna.
Let us, however, begin looking at the prescriptions of Manusmrti
for the pancamahayajna performance.

Pancamahayajna begins at marriage
Manu begins his description of grhasthasrama with the advice
that immediately after marriage the householder should set
u p his household around the same fire that has been lit to
receive the homa offerings during the marriage ceremony, and
begin performing pancamahayajna everyday. The five yajhas are
then defined in terms that closely echo their description in the
Satapathabrahmana:

panca klrptd mahayajnah pratyaham
grhamedhinam
adhydpanam brahmayajnah pitryajnastu
tarpanam
homo daivo balirbhauto
nryajno'tithipujanam13
Five are the mahayajhas prescribed to the householder for
daily observance. These are: brahmayajha, instructing others in knowledge; pitryajha, making offerings for the ancestors; devayajha, making offerings to the fire for the devas;
bhutayajna, taking out shares of food for all beings; and
nryajfia, offering reverential hospitality to the guests.
It is probably because Manu is addressing almost exclusively the
brahmana grhastha that brahmayajna here becomes adhyapana, instructing others in sacred knowledge, in place of adhyayana, careful
and meditative study, that the Satapathabrahmana speaks of. How- ever, the essence of grhasthasrama for Manusmrti remains the same
as for the vedas and itihasas —for all of them grhastha is the font of
13

Manu 3.69-70, pp. 84-5.
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sustenance for all created beings. Thus, almost immediately after
defining pahcamahayajna, Manu says:
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yatha vayum samasritya sarve jivanti
jantavah
tatha grhasthamasritya vartante itarasramah
yasmattrayo 'pyasramino jnanenannena
canvaham
grhasthenaiva dharyante tasmajjyesthasramo grham
sa sarhdharyah prayatnena
svargamaksayamicchaia
sukham cehecchatd 'tyantam yo 'dhdryo durbalendriyaih14
Just as all living beings live off air, so do all asramas live
off the grhastha. Because the other three asramas depend
upon the grhastha alone, for food and for instruction in
knowledge, grhasthasrama is said to be the foremost among
the asramas.
Therefore, those who want great luxury in the world and
inexhaustible abode in the heavens hereafter, should strive
carefully to fulfil the responsibilities of the grhasthasrama,
which are in fact beyond the abilities of the weak in senses.
And the smrti goes on to insist that the expectations of the seers,
ancestors, gods and all created beings, as also of the guests and visitors, are all centred around the grhastha. The householder ought
to keep these expectations always in mind, and endeavour to fulfil
them by regular observance of the five mahayajfias.
Pitryajna
After having thus explained the centrality of pancamahayajfia
in the daily routine of a grhastha, the smrti begins to lay down
14

Manu 3.77-79, pp. 92-4.
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the detailed procedure for the five observances. The text takes u p
pitryajha first, and prescribes that a grhastha ought to propitiate
the pitrs by making sraddha offerings of food and water, or of milk,
fruit and roots everyday.
The text further explains that this daily sraddha offering for the
pitrs is accomplished by feeding at least one vipra, one revered person. And in the meticulous style of the smrtis, the text clarifies that
unlike in the more elaborate sraddha observance undertaken at
prescribed times of the year, where besides the vipras representing
the pitrs at least one more vipra must be present to represent the
visvedevas, the gods of the universe, it is riot essential to have a representative of the latter during the daily pitryajha. For the pitryajha
observance, it is enough to feed and propitiate a single vipra alone:

W 4 i}K)feyfcspfTr2^rfti% i

^Ml^r+R3l^^fs^ll
ekamapyasayedviprarh pitrartharh pdncayajnike
na caivatrasayetkamcidvaisvadevamprati
dvijam15
For the sake of pitrs, seek to feed at least one vipra. In this
context it is certainly not necessary to seek another vipra to
take the place of the visvedevas.

Devayajna
Next, Manusmrti describes the procedure for the devayajna component of pahcamahayajha. For this observance, Manusmrti lays
down thus:

15

Manu 3.83, p. 97.
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vaisvadevasya siddhasya grhyegnau
vidhipurvakam
abhyah kuryaddevatabhyo brahmano
homamanvaham
agneh somasya caivddau tayoscaiva samastayoh
visvebhyascaiva devebhyo dhanvantaraya eva ca
kuhvai caivanumatyai ca prajapataya eva ca
saha dyavaprthivyosca tatha
svistakrte'ntatah16
When the food for the visvedevas is ready, the brahmana
householder should make offerings to the household fire
for the devas: for agni, soma, the visvedevas, dhanvantari,
kuhu, anumati, prajapati, dyavaprthivl and, finally, for
svistakrt.
Medhatithi, whose commentary on Manusmrti, the Manubhasya,
is one of the most authoritative, explains that "food for the
visvedevas" literally means the food that has been cooked for the
gods of the universe, but it includes food cooked for all, including
the bhutas and the guests. Manu, known for the rigid conservatism
of his prescriptions, insists that offerings for the gods from this food
have to be made in the grhyagni, the fire that is lit for the marriage
ceremony and is preserved by the householder ever since. Some of
the other dharmasastra texts however allow that if the grhyagni is
not preserved then the devayajha offerings may be offered to the
ordinary fire in the household.
The procedure for the devayajna prescribed in most other texts
is similar to that of the Manusmrti, except that the list of devas for
whom specific offerings are to be made in the fire may vary from
text to text.
Bhutayajna
The next step in the pancamahayajha observance is the offering
of food for the bhutas, all created beings or, perhaps more aptly, to
the elements of which the universe is constituted. Such offerings
are in the form of appropriate shares of food, bali, taken out for
diverse representatives of the bhutas. The process of taking out bali
is baliharana, which is also the bhutayajna. Manusmrti prescribes
the procedure for baliharana thus:
Manu 3.84-86, pp. 98-100.
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ef am samyagghavirhutva sarvadiksu pradaksinam
indrdntakappatindubhyah sdnugebhyo balim haret
marudbhya iti tu dvari ksipedapsvadbhya ityapi
vanaspatibhya ityevam musalolukhale haret
ucchirsake sriyai kuryadbhadrakalyai ca padatah
brahmavastospatibhyam tu vastumadhye balim haret
visvebhyascaiva devebhyo balimakasa utksipet
divacarebhyo bhutebhyo naktancaribhya eva ca
prsthavastuni kurvita balim sarvannabhutaye
pitrbhyo balisesam tu sarvam daksinato haret
sunam ca patitanam ca svapacam paparoginam
vayasanca krminam ca sanakairnirvapedbhuvi
evam yah sarvabhutani brahmano nityamarcati
sa gacchati param sthanam tejomurtih patharjuna17
Having made the proper offerings to the fire for the devas,
make bali offerings in the four directions, in the pradaksina
— clockwise — order. Make offerings for all created beings,
invoking indra and his followers in the east, yama and his
17

Manu 3.87-93, pp. 101-6.
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followers in the south, varuna and his followers in the west
and soma and his followers in the north. Make offerings at
the door of the house while invoking maruts, at the wateringplaces while invoking ap, at the pestle and mortar while
invoking vanaspati. Make offerings at the head and feet of
the vastupurusa, the constructed space, while invoking sri
and bhadrakali respectively. At the centre of the vastupurusa
make offerings while invoking brahma and vastospati. Make
offerings into the air for the beings that move in the day and
the night, while invoking the visvedevas. At the top of the
house make offerings invoking an abundance of food for all.
Finally, make an offering towards the south while invoking
the ancestors.
Then, carefully place a portion of the food on the ground
for the dogs, the birds and the insects, and for the fallen,
the sick-in-isolation, and the candalas.
The brahmana householder who reverentially makes such
offerings for all beings everyday attains a golden form, and
reaches the glorious worlds through the straight path.
Baliharana thus involves making bali offerings for the keepers of
the four directions; for the gods of winds, water and vegetation; for
the deities of the house; for the protectors of all beings that move in
the day or the night; for the gods of abundance; for the ancestors;
and finally for the birds, insects, animals and all of those who by
some misfortune or the other are condemned to live outside the
social domain.
Unlike the devayajna offerings, which are made into the fire,
the baliharana offerings are placed on the ground or offered unto
the air. And, Manusmrti as well as other texts often insist that such
offerings should be placed carefully, making certain that the food
offered does not get mixed with dust and dirt. Apastambadharmasutra insists that the ground should be wiped clean and sprinkled
with water before placing bali offerings on it. 18 And, Manusmrti
urges care especially in the context of bali offerings made for
birds, dogs, candalas and the sick, advising that the food should be

Apastamba 2.3.15, p. 188.
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kept on the ground slowly and carefully without raising any dust:
sanakairnirvapedbhuvi.
Commenting on this verse of Manusmrti, Medhatithi explains
that the prescription to keep bali offerings on the ground does not
imply that these should not be kept in a proper vessel. It only means
that the food should be left on the ground for the recipient, and
not directly offered. Medhatithi also asserts that bali offerings for
the birds should be placed at a spot where they may feed in peace
without being disturbed by dogs and others, and such offerings for
the insects should be placed where the insects usually breed.
Manusyayajna
It is only after having thus provided for and propitiated the pitrs,
devas and bhutas that food becomes fit for consumption within
human society. But, before partaking of this food himself with his
immediate family, a grhastha must first take care of those who come
seeking his hospitality and those whose sustenance depends upon
him. Feeding the guests and dependents thus, with ritual rigour
and thoroughness, is manusyayajna.
Bhiksa
The procedure that Manu lays down for manusyayajna is perhaps
the most elaborate of the five mahayajhas. And the first step in this
yajha, according to Manu, is the offering of bhiksa to the seekers:

i|^ui|i+>-^lillfcl *TT^TTftfc^t: I
krtvaitadbalikarmaivamatiihimpurvamasayet
bhiksam ca bhiksave dadyddvidhivad
brahmacarine
• yatpunyaphalamapnoti
gam dattva vidhivadguroh
tatpunyaphalamapnoti
bhiksam dattva dvijo grht19
After having performed the balikarma, first feed the guests
and offer, in the proper manner, a measure of food each as
19

Manu 3.94-95, pp. 107-8.
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bhiksa to the seekers. To the brahmacarins offer such bhiksa
with proper ceremony and ritual.
The twice-born householder earns the same virtue by such
offerings of food to the seekers as he would earn by gifting
a cow with all proper ceremony to his teacher.
Bhiksa is a small measure of food offered to the seeker at the door.
It is an observance distinct from the feeding of guests: the latter is
performed ceremonially after welcoming the guest into the house
and serving him to his fulfilment, while bhiksa forms only a part
of the meal of the seeker. The brahmacarins and samnyasins are
not expected to accept more than a handful from any household;
and, as Medhatithi says, a handful of food constitutes bhiksa. This,
according to him, is the established practice, well-known amongst
grhastha women. Kulluka, another well-known commentator on
Manusmrti, says that even a single morsel of food may be offered
as bhiksa, but adds that whenever possible larger measures of food
ought to be given.
Medhatithi explains that bhiksa must be offered to all those who
seek. The brahmacarins, the non-grhastha young who are engaged
in disciplined study of their assigned branch of knowledge, are however to be offered bhiksa with proper ceremony and respect—with
proper invocation of welfare for the receiver. Others, even those
who seem to be mere impostors, must also be given bhiksa, except
that the ceremony and ritual associated with the offering of bhiksa
to the brahmacarins may be dispensed with in their case.
The next three verses of Manusmrti lay down the proper procedure for offering bhiksa to the brahmacarins, and warn of the
great disasters that befall those who offer bhiksa to the deserving
carelessly, with contempt and condescension as it were. Offering
bhiksa, says Manu, is like performing homa to the fire that resides
at the mouth of a deserving seeker, and such homa, performed
properly, relieves the giver of all obstacles in the present world and
cleanses him of the effects of all his transgressions such that there
are no obstacles for him in the world beyond.
Atithi
Having thus described the etiquette of offering bhiksa,
Manusmrti moves on to the next step in manusyayajna, the feeding
of the guests. For such feeding, Manu prescribes thus:
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sampraptaya tvatithaye
pradadyadasanodake
annam caiva yathasakti samskrtya
vidhipiirvakam20
To the guest who appears at the door, offer an appropriate
seat to rest upon and water for ablutions, and then with
proper ceremony serve him food, which ought to be made
specially presentable to the best of one's abilities.
Medhatithi explains that an atithi is the one who appears at the
door unasked. Manu, a couple of verses later, elaborates upon the
precept that only an uninvited person qualifies to be called an
atithi. It is such an uninvited and unacquainted one who must be
welcomed with great ceremony and offered food with reverence.
This is a discipline enjoined upon all grhasthas, even those who
live in great austerity themselves. For, as Manu says:

silanapyunchato nityarh pancagninapi
juhvatah
sarvamsukrtamadatte
brahmano'narcito
vasan21
A brahmana guest who does not find reverential welcome
takes away the merit of all other good deeds of the host,
even if the householder be the one who lives by gathering
food left over in the fields and the marketplaces, and who
regularly makes proper offerings to the five fires everyday
in his house.
And, Manu insists, that a warm welcome and hospitality for the
guest would never be lacking in the abode of a householder even
if he happens to have no food to offer:

20
21

Manu 3.99, p. 111.
Manu 3.100, p. 111.
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trndni bhumirudakam vakcaturthi
etdnyapi satdm gehe nocchidyante

ca sunrta
kaddcana22

A stretch of earth to lie down, a bed of straw, a bowl of water,
and pleasing speech, these four are never lacking in the
house of a virtuous person.
Atithi and abhydgata
After having thus prescribed the inviolable discipline of offering
hospitality to the atithi, Manu proceeds to define who is and who is
not an atithi. And, the main qualification of an atithi is that there
is no permanence to his coming and going, and he is someone
who is not even remotely known or related to the host. He comes
unknown, uninvited and unexpected. As Manu puts it:

ekaratram tu nivasannatithirbrahmanah
smrtah
anityam hi sthito
yasmattasmadatithirucyate
naikagraminamatithim
viprarh sdmgatikam tathd
upasthitamgrhe vidyddbhdrydyatrdgnayo'pi
vd23
Atithi is the brahmana who stays only for one night. He is
spoken of as an atithi because his stay is not permanent:
anityam sthitah atithih.
A brahmana from the same locality is not an atithi,
nor someone from the locality from where the wife and
the household-fire of the householder have come, and
nor someone who is a friend and acquaintance of the
householder. These are not said to be atithis, even if they
arrive at the door at the proper time.
Manu here seems to be including only a brahmana in his definition of an atithi. He takes up the issue of the varna of an atithi
more explicitly later, where he prescribes that a non-brahmana is
22
23

Manu 3.101, p. 113.
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not called an atithi in the house of a brahmana, but all those who
arrive at the door of a brahmana household at mealtimes have to
be offered reverential hospitality, whether they be ksatriyas, vaisyas
or sudras. We shall have occasion to discuss this issue further, a little
later.
At this stage the smrti is mainly concerned with laying down
the precept that only an uninvited and unacquainted seeker of
hospitality is an atithi. This seems to be the basic position of the
classical Indian texts: feeding the atithis as part of the manusyayajna
implies feeding the unknown visitor who comes seeking shelter and
food, and not the friends and relatives who have been invited, or
who visit the grhastha out of love and affection.
In the Mahabharata, SrTkrsna, while advising Yudhisthira on the
discipline of annadana, emphasizes this fundamental distinction
between a guest who is already acquainted and the one who comes
unknown and uninvited. The former, SrTkrsna says, is called abhyagata, the latter alone is an atithi: abhyagatojnatapurvo hyajnato 'tithirucyate.24 A grhastha, of course, must offer reverential hospitality to
both the abhyagata and the atithi. But it is the feeding of the atithi
that forms an essential component of manusyayajha. The abhyagata
is like a member of the household and, as Manu would explain later,
he eats after the atithis, along with the family of the host.
T h e coming of an unknown, uninvited and unexpected atithi in the
evening, Manu says, is like a fortune fetched to the householder's
door by the setting sun himself. Such an atithi should be cared for
with the greatest reverence. As Manusmrti puts it:
3Wffatsfrrfa: ^ F T ^ f s t ' J ^ F r T I
apranodyo 'tithih say am suryodho grhamedhina
kalepraptasvakale va nasyanasnangrhe
vaset25
A guest who comes in the evening is brought to the
householder's house by the sun himself. He should never be
turned away. And, he should never be made to stay hungry in
24
26

Maha asvamedhika 92, p. 6329.
Manu 3.105, p. 116.
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the house, whether he comes at the proper or the improper
time.
Medhatithi explains that proper time in this verse means the
coming of a guest at mealtimes, and improper time means his coming after the evening meal is over and the food cooked for the day
is exhausted. Manu would say later that in the latter eventuality,
food should be cooked afresh, but in no case a guest who arrives
after sunset should be turned away or allowed to sleep un-fed.
A guest arriving in the evening it seems is specially auspicious,
probably because his need to find hospitality is the greatest, and
therefore the requirement that a grhastha should never turn away
such a guest is the most stringent. Visnupurana says that the sin of
turning away a guest arriving after sunset is eight times worse than
that earned by turning away a guest during the day.26 Incidentally
the purana also advises that before partaking of his meal a grhastha
should stand outside the house — for at least the time it takes to milk
a cow—waiting for a guest to arrive. 27
Etiquette of feeding
The next three verses of Manu seek to lay down the proper etiquette for feeding the guests. And the first part of the etiquette is:
T%m^fi<IKftfr^#3r^[ I
na vai svayarh tadasniyadatithim yanna bhojayet
dhanyamyasasyamdyusyam
svargyam
vd'tithipujanam28
The householder should not eat anything that has not been
offered to the guest. Offering reverential hospitality to a
guest brings the host wealth, honour, long-life and an abode
in the heavens.
Medhatithi and other commentators explain that the guest
should be offered the best food available in the house. The host
should not partake of superior foods like fine soups, ghee, curds,
sugar, etc., unless these have been offered to the guest also. But
26
27
28

Visnu 3.11.108, p. 237.
Visnu 3.11.58, p. 233.
Manu 3.106, p. 117.
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he may of course enjoy less attractive foods like the gruels that
are cooked for the sick without necessarily forcing these upon the
guest, unless the guest specifically desires them.
The next part of the etiquette laid down by Manu is to offer the
guests the treatment appropriate to their status:

asanavasathau
uttamesuttamam

sayydmanuvrajyamupdsanam
kuryaddhine hinam same samam29

Offer hospitality to the atithis according to their status. Superiors should receive the superior seat, superior place of stay,
superior bed, superior reverence and, while leaving, should
be escorted by the host for longer distances. Equals should
be offered all this in an equal measure; and the inferiors in
an inferior measure.
Medhatithi and Kulluka explain that such discrimination is called
for when there are many guests in the house at the same time.
Treating them all equally in such a situation would be invidious.
The host must therefore be careful to respect the accomplishments
of different guests and ensure that none of them feels slighted.
And then there is the verse, that we have referred to earlier,
advising the grhastha to cook afresh if a guest arrives after the
day's food is over:

vaisvadeve tu nirvrtte yadyanyo 'tithiravrajet
tasydpyannam yathasakti pradadyanna balim haret30
If an atithi arrives after the food from which vaisvadeva offerings — offerings to the visvedevas and others - have been
made is exhausted, then the householder should prepare
food afresh for him to the best of his abilities. Vaisvadeva
offerings, however, need not be repeated from this food.
Manu 3.107, p. 118.
Manu 3.108, p. 119.
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Such is the detailed etiquette that Manu prescribes for treating
the uninvited and unacquainted guests that come to one's door.
But there is an etiquette for the guests also. In a couple of earlier verses, which we have not quoted here, Manu lays down that a
householder should not become habituated to seeking food elsewhere. Such a habit deprives the householder of all his learning
and tapas, and condemns him to be born as a domestic animal
in his later lives. Now Manu prescribes that a guest should not go
about advertising one's ancestry and lineage in order to obtain
hospitality:

^ 5 R T ^ f | ^ " ^ « I H ^ n r J i ^ ^ : II
na bhojanartharh sve viprah kulagotre nivedayet
bhojanartham hi te sarhsanvantdsityucyate
budhaih31
A vipra does not disclose his kula and gotra to seek food.
One who extols his ancestry for the sake of food is known
amongst the wise as vantasl, the partaker of foul food.
The Mahabharata, incidentally, lays down the reverse discipline
in a similar context: it advises the host to refrain from enquiring
about the ancestry, lineage or learning of the guest. We have earlier
heard Srikrsna telling Yudhisthira in the vaisnavadharmaparvan: na
prcched gotracaranam nadhitam va kadacana.32
Non-brahmana atithis
So far Manusmrti has been more or less implicitly implying that
only a brahmana can be an atithi in a brahmana household. In the
following verse Manu states this explicitly:

hm$

W T % f f n < T % 3 # r ^ ii

na brahmanasya tvatithirgrhe rajanya ucyate
vaisyasudrau sakha caiva jnatayo gurureva ca33
Manu 3.109, p. 120.
Maha asvamedhika 92, p. 6355.
Manu 3.110, p. 120.
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In the house of a brahmana, a ksatriya is not called an atithi,
nor a vaisya or a sudra. A friend is also not an atithi, nor
someone who is related to the householder, and not even
the guru of the host.
A friend, a teacher or anyone acquainted to the householder is
of course not an atithi. We have already heard Manu laying down
this precept quite explicitly. Manu's insistence, however, that only
a brahmana guest can be an atithi to a brahmana host seems incongruent with the essence of pancamahayajna, which lies in the
grhastha's responsibility to take care of and provide for all. Manu, in
fact, immediately after having asserted that a brahmana alone is an
atithi to a brahmana grhastha prescribes the inviolable discipline
of feeding guests from all other varnas. For the proper hospitality
to be offered to the guests of non-brahmana varnas, and to the
guests who are known to the grhastha, Manu lays down thus:

S r M c f =T f # f ^ flTrfa >Tto%^ I

yadi tvatithidharmena ksatriyo grhamavrajet
bhuktavatsu ca vipresu kamam tamapi bhojayet
vaisyasudravapiprdptau
kutumbe'tithidharminau
bhojayetsaha bhrtyaistavanrsamsyam
prayojayan
itardnapi sakhyadinsampritya
grhamagatan
prakrtyannamyathasakti
bhojayetsaha bharyaya34
But if a ksatriya arrives at the house as an atithi, he should
also be fed to his heart's content after the brahmanas have
been fed. Similarly, if a vaisya or a sudra arrives at the house,
he too should be fed generously, along with the dependents
of the house.

Manu 3:111-113, pp. 121-2.
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Others, like the friends, etc., who come to the house with
love and affection, should be served upon to the best of his
capabilities by the householder along with his wife.
Medhatithi explains that anyone who arrives from another locality, at mealtimes, and has exhausted his victuals for the journey is an atithi by definition: tatratitherdharmah ksmapathyodanatvam
paragramavaso bhojanakalopasthanam.35 Such a one, whether he be
a ksatriya, vaisya or sudra, has to be fed with all proper reverence.
Manu's prescription is that ksatriyas should be fed after the brahmanas, and vaisya or sudra guests should be fed with the dependents
of the house. The dependents of the grhastha, the bhrtyas, are part of
the grhastha family, the kutumba, and they, according to Medhatithi,
eat after the atithis have been fed, but before the grhastha-dampatl,
the husband and wife, partake of food themselves.
Medhatithi further asserts that the etiquette of offering hospitality to the atithis is the same for all the varnas. The only distinction
to be made is in the order of feeding. Medhatithi in fact specifically
points out that when Manu says that a vaisya or sudra atithi should
be fed along with the dependents, he is merely defining the time
sequence of feeding. The honour and hospitality offered to the
vaisya or sudra atithi however is not affected by this qualification,
and he must be honoured the same as atithis of any other varna.
In elaborating upon Manusmrti thus, Medhatithi seems to be
following what is the classical position on the subject. In referring to an atithi, Indian texts usually do not make a distinction
between different varnas. For most texts a brahmana guest is indeed the most auspicious, but he alone is not an atithi. Anyone
who appears at the door uninvited and unknown at mealtimes
is an atithi. Parasarasmrti, known to be the smrti for the present
times, says that anyone who arrives at the end of vaisvadeva — after
pitryajria, devayajha and bhutayajna have been accomplished —is
an atithi, whether he be a friend or an enemy, and whether he be
wise or ignorant:
Wt ^T ^

WT ipfr JJ#: #5*T r& ^ I

Medhatithi on Manu 3.111, p. 121.
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isto vd yadi vd dvesyo murkhah pandita eva vd
samprdpto vaisvadevdnte so'tithih
svargasamkramah36
And SrTkrsna offers the same advice in almost the same words to
Yudhisthira in the vaisnavadharmaparvan:

hitah priyo vd dvesyo vd murkhah pandita eva vd
prdptoyo vaisvadevdnte so'tithih
svargasamkramah37
Srlkrsna in this context also reminds Yudhisthira that a tired
guest brings gods and ancestors in his wake to the door of the
grhastha. Devas and pitrs follow the guest. When the atithi is honoured, the devas and pitrs are honoured, when he is propitiated
they are propitiated; and when the atithi is turned away, the devas
and pitrs also turn away. Therefore, SrTkrsna advises that even if a
candala comes as an atithi he must be offered reverendal hospitality
by the grhastha:

cdnddlo'pyatithihprdpto
desakdle'nnakdnksayd
abhyudgamyo grhasthena pujaniyasca
sarvadd38
Even if a candala comes seeking food, at the proper place
and time, he should be respectfully welcomed by the grhastha
and offered reverential hospitality.
The image of the atithi followed by agni, the devas and the pitrs
is evoked in the Mahabharata many times; and the command that
such an atithi has to be reverentially honoured, whether he be
a candala or even someone who lives off the flesh of dogs, also
keeps appearing repeatedly. And rsi Markandeya, during his long
discourse on dharma in the vanaparvan of Mahabharata, advises
Parasara 1.40, p. 349.
Maha asvamedhika 92, p. 6330.
Maha asvamedhika 92, p. 6329.
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Yudhisthira that the one who comes seeking hospitality at the door,
whatever be his varna, is indeed a brahmana for the host:

3T^#HIM^TfrHK^Pld: I
^ < ^ r W ^ ^ s f r % f 5 T W ^ : II
adhvani ksinagatrasca pathi
pamsusamanvitah
prcchate hyannadataram grhamdydti casaya
tarn pujayatha yatnena so'tithirbrahmanasca
sah39
Offer reverential hospitality to the one who comes to your
house, tired from his travels and covered with the dust of the
paths he has walked — the one who has reached your house
with great hope, having long searched for a generous host.
Such a one is an atithi; he indeed is a brahmana. Look after
him diligently.
An unknown, tired and hungry person, appearing at the door
thus, ought to be always welcomed and honoured with reverential hospitality and food. This requirement on the grhastha is unconditional, it does not depend upon who the guest is and when
he comes. This is manusyayajna, and this is what Manu prescribes
for the grhastha to perform, in the meticulously well-ordered and
proper manner that probably only he could have taught.
This brings us almost to the end of Manu's prescriptions for
manusyayajna. But, before closing the yajna and allowing the
grhastha to sit down to eat with his wife, Manu, in his usual
meticulous ways, makes an exception to the rule of feeding the
atithis before everyone else:

g^TfM: firtfterftfait# f h few1
3 T f ^ % ^ d M * l ^ k R i k ^ 11
suvasinih kumdrisca rogino garbhinih striyah
40
atithibhyo 'nvagevaitanbhojayedavicarayan

Maha vana 200.60-61, p. 1527.
Manu 3.114, p. 124.
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Young married women, young unwed girls, the sick, and the
pregnant women, ought to be fed, even before the guests.
The householder need have no hesitation in this regard.
Dampati
It is only after such rigorously ordered and careful offering of
food to all — to the pitrs, the devas, the bhutas, the atithis, the dependents and the abhyagatas—that the grhastha, according to Manu,
may rightfully partake of food himself. Failure to follow this rigid
discipline of eating would lead to a fate worse than that of Sveta.
For Sveta at least his own flesh was saved for him because of his
great virtue, but the grhastha who does not follow the discipline
of feeding others before eating for himself would not be granted
even that. As Manu says:

adattva tuya etebhyah purvam
bhunkte'vicaksanah
sa bhunjano najdndti
svagrdhrairjagdhimdtmanah41
A householder who eats before feeding all the others is a
blind man, who while eating does not see that, when the
time comes, his body would be eaten by dogs and vultures.
And, after all have been taken care of, after all have been fed,
it is indeed time for the grhastha-dampatl, the husband and the
wife, to sit down to eat for themselves. Because, the greatness of
the grhastha is in eating what is left after feeding others:

^xMrWf^#f*[%%ftl
gsftmr m T£n^%£ 5 W t 11
bhuktavatsvatha vipresu svesu bhrtyesu caiva hi
bhunjiydtam tatah pascddavasistam tu dampati42
The householder and his wife ought to eat only what
is left after all o t h e r s - f r o m the brahmana guests to the
41
42

Manu 3.115, p. 124.
Manu 3.116, p. 125.
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dependents of the household and all the members of the
family —have been fed.
Medhatithi, while commenting on an earlier verse, refers to the
use of the phrase, avasistam tu dampati, above, and explains that
the time of eating prescribed for the husband and the wife is the
same, there are not two separate mealtimes for them: yo bharturbhojanakalah sa eva bhdrydyd api prthaktasyd bhojanakdlasydbhdvdt.43
Draupadi-Satyabhdmd samvada
Medhatithi here does recall that DraupadT while speaking to
Satyabhama about her daily routine, in the vanaparvan of Mahabharata, tells her that she, Draupadi, eats only after feeding
everyone else, including her husbands. Draupadi, in that context,
says:

nabhuktavati ndsndte nasamviste ca bhartari
na samvisdmi nasnami sadd karmakaresvapi44
Never do I bathe, eat or sleep, until my husbands, and even
their servants, have bathed, eaten and slept.
But DraupadT also tells Satyabhama much else about her daily
routine in Indraprastha. This dialogue between Draupadi and
Satyabhama is probably one of the most powerful descriptions
of the extraordinary character of DraupadT. She, as she herself
tells Satyabhama, seems to have taken the burden of running the
pandava household upon her shoulders, and she almost singlehandedly runs it, leaving Yudhisthira free to pursue his interests.
She accounts for the income and expense of the pandava
household, she looks after and supervises the work of the various
dependents, she performs the pancamahayajha, and while doing
all this she takes care that she does not go beyond the wishes and
desires of the pandava brothers in any of her actions. As she says:

43
44

Medhatithi on Manu 3.113, p. 123.
Maha vana 233.24, p. 1620.
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^3#1^st%TWffif%TI
R^I-tj^TWsk^iHlrHHI f^RTT II
ye ca dharmdh kutumbesu svasrva me kathitah pura
bhiksabalisraddhamiti sthalipakasca parvasu
mdnyanam manasatkara ye cdnye viditd mama
tan sarvdndnuvarte'ham
divaratramatandrita
vinaydn niyamamscaiva sadd sarvdtmana sritd45
I perform bhiksa, bali and sraddha; I undertake sthallpakayajfia, the cooking of special foods at the appropriate occasions; I offer proper hospitality to the venerable ones. I
perform all these dharmas that are followed in the families
and were earlier taught to me by my mother-in-law, and also
others that I know. I observe all these day and night, untiringly. And, I follow yama-niyama, rules of self-control and
hygiene of both body and mind, to the best of my abilities.
3!tTT#5;Hlfrl^|il ^TTrq^^nf^fr I
^ ^ T f t ^ ^ J H R ^ P l d l II
aham patin ndtisaye natyasne ndtibhusaye
ndpi svasrum parivade sarvadd
pariyantritd46
I do not sleep while my husbands are awake; I do not eat
while they have not eaten; and I do not adorn myself beyond
what they find proper. I do not speak ill of my mother-in-law.
I keep myself always under control.
W ^ ^ l l ^ l ^ d l ^ l W #TcT: I
HIsfHwi f ^ K M ^ 4 t ^ H H ^ d I
WFN^lh^HMI^dlPl^l
jftfkWIj^MfVs^pMlRH: |

45
46

Maha vana 233.33-35, p. 1621.
Maha vana 233.38, p. 1621.
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sWWH'Wl: flf M C ^ R T O H % II

satarii dasisahasrani kuntiputrasya
dhimatah
patrihasta divaratramatithin
bhojayantyuta
satamasvasahasrdni dasandgayutdni ca
yudhisthirasydnuydtramindraprasthanivdsinah
etaddsit tada rdjno yanmahim
paryapdlayat
yesam samkhydvidhim caiva pradisdmi srnomi ca
antahpurdndm sarvesdm bhrtyandm caiva sarvasah
dgopdlavipdlebhyah sarvarh veda krtdkrtam
sarvam rdjnah samudayamayam ca vyayameva ca .
ekaham vedmi kalyani pandavdnam yasasvini •
mayi sarvam samdsajya kutumbam
bharatarsabhdh
updsanaratah sarve ghatayanti
vardnane47
Carrying pots of food in their hands, a hundred thousand
women attendants of Yudhisthira, the wise son of KuntI, used
to be engaged in feeding the guests day and night. When
Yudhisthira travelled out of Indraprastha, he was followed
by a hundred thousand horses and a hundred thousand elephants. This is how things were when Yudhisthira, while ruling in Indraprastha, looked after the world. And, I organized
for all these great numbers, listened to their requirements,
and provided for them.
I looked after the inmates of the inner household and all
the dependents of the king, including even the cowherds
and the shepherds. I kept myself informed of all that they
did or did not do.

Maha vana 233.49-54, p. 1622.
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O Satyabhama of great auspiciousness and renown, I alone
knew of the entire incomes and expenses of the king and the
pandava brothers. O Satyabhama of the auspicious visage,
they, the bulls of bharatavarhsa, left the entire responsibility of the household on me, and engaged themselves in
upasana, worship and veneration, and actions proper to that.
DraupadT obviously is performing the functions of the head of
the household, and as such it is not surprising that she eats the
last. Because, the essence of the discipline of eating, according to
the Indian texts, is that those who are responsible for others must
eat after feeding all the others. Usually, the grhastha-dampatl, the
husband and wife both, joindy undertake this responsibility. And,
therefore, as Medhatithi says, their time of eating is the same, at
the end of manusyayajna, after feeding all others.

VighasasT bhavennityam
Manu ends this meticulously detailed description of the discipline of eating with a re-assertion of the precept that a disciplined
grhastha eats only what is left after feeding others. A grhastha does
not cook for himself alone; he cooks for all those who happen
to be within reach of his care; he feeds them all and only afterwards does he and his wife partake of food. Eating the leftovers
of pahcamahayajha is eating according to dharma; eating alone
without first offering it to others, is eating in sin. As Manu says:

^Rlr=llrRT: TOId^W: ^ H p ^ l

<mfl'^^gi'T:

m<^|eH4>Rull<iJ

^ R M 4 H s^cUdHH ft#l% ||
devanrsinmanusyamsca
pitrngrhyasca devatah
pujayitvd tatah pascadgrhasthah
sesabhugbhavet
agham sa kevalarh bhunkte yah
pacatyatmakaranat
yajnasistdsanam hyetatsatamannam
vidhtyate48

48

Manu 3.117-118, pp. 126-7.
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The householder ought to eat only what is left after making
reverential offerings to the devas, rsis, ancestors, the bhutas
and the guests.
A householder who cooks for himself alone does not partake
of food, but partakes merely of sin. For the wise one the leftover of the pancamahayajna alone is proper food:
This does not end Manusmrti's description of pancamahayajha.
There follow another almost two hundred verses concerning the
detailed observance of different aspects of pancamahayajha, at the
end of which Manu offers the following blessing to the disciplined
grhastha:

'forcfr 3^rf 3 w ^ t w ^ 11
vighasasi bhavennityam nityam vd 'mrtabhojanah
vighaso bhuktasesam tu yajnasesam
tathamrtam49
Let you always partake of vighasa and amrta. What is left
after feeding all others is indeed vighasa and what is left
after accomplishing the yajna is amrta.

49

Manu 3.285, p. 280.
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7

abhrtanam bhaved bhartd
Provider of the Unprovided

abhrtanam bhaved bharta

bhrtanamanvaveksahah1

Be the provider of the unprovided. And carefully look after
those who happen to be in your care.
Thus says BhTsma, to Yudhisthira in the santiparvan, while commenting on the actions and attitudes proper to a king; and then
almost immediately, within a couple of chapters, repeats the advice, quoting the nTtisastra, the science of worldly living, created by
Brahma himself.2
The king, for BhTsma, is thus a great grhastha, who is charged
with extraordinary grhastha responsibilities. Like a grhastha he has
the responsibility to provide for the sustenance of all beings, especially the humans, who happen to be in his care. But, unlike an
ordinary grhastha, he also has the responsibility to provide sustenance to those who, though not his direct dependents, happen
to lack sustenance in society. The king is an ordinary grhastha as
far as his own household and those employed under his care are
concerned. For them, his bhrtyas, he is the careful provider, anvaveksaka. But his responsibilities extend beyond them. The whole
of the land is, in a way, part of his grhastha responsibility.
The classical Indian texts speak repeatedly of the responsibility
of the king towards the un-fed and un-cared for. And, as we shall see
below, the texts also insist that the sin of hunger and want anywhere
in the land, even of hunger and want caused by natural causes and
1
2

Maha s'anti 57.19, p. 4565.
Maha s'anti 59.54, p. 4573.
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disasters, lies primarily upon the king. The king being essentially a
great grhastha, he shares as it were in the sin of all grhasthas who
eat without having first fed the hungry.
While laying down detailed rules of kingly action, of rajadharma,
however, the classical texts and especially the dharmasastra texts,
largely concentrate upon prescriptions regarding the proper application of danda and ksatra, bearing of arms against internal
and external disruptions, which are the special responsibilities of
the king. The texts assume that the danda and ksatra are wielded
in order that the rastra, the people, may continue to live as an
extended household within which everyone finds appropriate sustenance. Apastambadharmasutra, in fact, begins its discussion on
rajadharma with what reads like a prescription for the installation
of the king as a great grhastha.

King as great grhastha: Apastambadharmasutra
The Apastambadharmasutra, like other dharmasutra texts, is of
course primarily a text laying down the discipline of ordinary dayto-day living for different varnas and asramas, but especially for the
brahmanas. It is not a text specifically of rajanlti, of the discipline
of the kings. This aspect of dharma is discussed towards the end
of the text after, as the text puts it, the specific and general disciplines of all varnas have been laid down: vyakhyatassarvavamanam
sadhafanavaisesika dharma rajiiastu visesddvaksyamah?
Initiating the discussion, Apastamba advises the king to settle
his capital, with its entrance facing south, and set up his personal
house, vesma, in the centre of the capital. In front of this personal
house, he is advised to build a greater house, avasatha, for welcoming and offering hospitality to all those who would come to his door.
And then, he is advised to build an assembly hall, sabha, where he
would meet with his people and his counsellors, and receive embassies from other lands.
Having built these three houses, the king is asked to light the
household-fire in all three and thus become a householder thrice
over, as it were. As the text says:4
3
4

Apastamba 2.25.1, p. 283.
Apastamba 2.25.6-11, p. 284.
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^ 4 I S s r a T 3 W H 3 , : II
sarvesveva'jasra

agnayassyuh

Let the agni, the household-fire, burn unceasingly at all
places: the vesma, the avasatha and the sabha.

3rf^rr ^ftrTTw ^ik 11
agnipujd ca nitya yathd

grhamedhe

To all the three agnis, offer reverential worship everyday, in
the manner prescribed for a grhastha.

dvasathe srotriyavarardhyanatithin

vasayet

In the avasatha offer hospitality to all atithis, all those who
come, beginning with the srotriyas, the ones who are well
read in the vedas.
rfot W f W W l T : ?MTS^TH ? ft^ 11
tesamyathdgunamdvasathdh

sayyd'nnapdnam

ca videyam

To them, the atithis in the avasatha, offer proper room, bed
and food, and let the offerings be appropriate to the accomplishments of each.

^•M^MJSHlfcl^^ll
gurunamdtydmsca

ndtijivet

Do not indulge in a living superior to that of the elders and
the counsellors.

^^l^f^f^d%T^W4l«ri"^TS=I^^N|<y)fe^
^T^#f^ll
na cdsya visaye ksudhd rogena
vd'vasidedabhdvddbuddhipurvam

himdiapdbhydm
vd kascit

Let no one suffer from hunger and disease, or from extremes
of heat and cold. No one in the kingdom ought to suffer
thus, either because of general scarcity or because of specific design against him.
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For Apastamba thus, as for BhTsma, the king is essentially a
grhastha, except that he looks after not one but three agnis. H e
runs three households, one for his immediate family, the other
for the multitudes to whom he provides personal hospitality, and
the third for the sabha. He lives a life of austerity, never living
beyond what his elders, teachers and counsellors can afford. And
he constantly endeavours to ensure that nobody living in the lands
under his care suffers from hunger or want.

King as great grhastha: Mahabharata
Yudhisthira 's regret in exile
The ideal king of the Mahabharata is, of course, Yudhisthira. And
Yudhisthira, as is well known, has little attachment to the power
and perquisites of kingship. During the long period that he has to
stay away from his capital, it is seldom that he regrets the loss; and
later when he regains the right to enter his capital after winning
the great Mahabharata war, he is so hesitant to do so that it requires
urgent entreaties of long-suffering DraupadT and all of his brothers,
and the enormous persuasive skills of Bhisma and SrTkrsna, to make
him accept the kingly mantle.
The detached and reluctant king Yudhisthira too, however, cannot overlook his grhastha responsibilities of looking after and feeding others, especially his dependents. At the beginning of his exile,
we find him worrying about the complete lack of material resources
to which he has been reduced. This is perhaps the only occasion in
the Mahabharata when Yudhisthira is seen feeling sorry about the
loss of his kingdom. And the loss he laments is not of the power
and prestige of kingship, but of the resources necessary for looking
after others. He says so in so many words to rsi Saunaka and the
other brahmanas who choose to accompany him in exile and who
advise him about the inconsequentiality of mere material wealth.
As he puts it:
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narthopabhogalipsarthamiyamarthepsuta
mama
bharandrtham tu vipranam brahman kankse na lobhatahh
O brahman, this desire for wealth that has arisen in me is
not for the sake of personal enjoyment. I desire wealth, not
to fulfil my greed, but to provide proper care and nurture
to the eminent ones.

w s?ifHfe^fts^r^<fa IH) Tgvft I
katham hyasmadvidho brahman vartamano grhasrame
bharanam palanam capi na
kuryadanuyayinam6
O brahman, how can it be that I, who am bound by the
discipline of grhasthasrama, should fail to provide for even
my followers?
And then he goes on to define the duties of the king as a grhastha,
in words and phrases almost identical to the ones that we have had
occasion to hear while discussing Manu's description of the daily
pahcamahayajha of an ordinary grhastha. Yudhisthira says:

fl'fWfl fe^^n-lt #H*N W& I
samvibhago hi bhutanam sarvesameva drsyate
tathaivapacamanebhyah pradeyam grhamedhina7
There is a share of all bhutas, all beings, in everything. It is
seen everywhere. Therefore, a grhastha must give a proper
share of food to all those who do not cook for themselves.

trnani bhumirudakam vak caturthi ca sunrta
satametani gehesu nocchidyante kadacana8

6
6
7
8

Mate
Maha
Maha
Maha

vana 2.51, p. 952.
vana 2.52, p. 952.
vana 2.53, p. 952.
vana 2.54, p. 952.
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A stretch of earth to lie down, a bed of straw, a bowl of water,
and pleasing s p e e c h - t h e s e four are never lacking in the
house of a virtuous person.

deyamdrtasya sayanam sthitasrantasya
cdsanam
trsitasya capaniyam ksudhitasya ca bhojanam9
To the sick a bed to lie down, to the tired a place to sit, to
the thirsty water to drink, and to the hungry a proper meal,
must always be given.
Yudhisthira continues in the same vein, recalling the responsibility of the grhastha towards others, and especially towards the
atithis and abhyagatas. And, at the end he reminds Saunaka that
for a grhastha such caring for others indeed is the highest dharma,
and enquires whether he, Saunaka, can really recommend otherwise to him:

^ 'ft 3 # ffri ^fifapft" TJ%\WI I
evam yo vartate vrttim vartamano grhasrame
tasya dharmam param prahuh katham va vipra

manyase10

It is said that the dharma of the one who lives like this,
caring and providing for all others, while passing through
the grhasthasrama, is indeed great. O eminent one, what do
you have to say about this?
Yudhisthira's insistence on acquiring the means to provide
proper share of food and sustenance to his followers is so intense
that there seems no way he would leave it unfulfilled. He keeps
worrying about the problem, and finally his kulapurohita, the
family priest, Dhaumya, advises him to seek the blessings of the sun
who, by virtue of his action of gathering and then raining water
over the earth, happens to be the creator of all anna, all food:

9
10

Maha wzna 2.55, p. 952.
Maha varia 2.63, p. 953.
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^^T3iFrii^" : »jrrRtyi u NK IJ i^i
evam bhanumayam hyannam bhutanam
pranadharanam
pitaisa sarvabhutanam tasmat tarn iaranam vraja11
Anna, that sustains life in all bhutas, is bhanumaya, is formed
of the sun. The sun, therefore, is the father of all bhutas. Go
and seek his help.
This understanding of the sun as the cause of all anna occurs
often in the classical Indian texts; we have earlier heard SrTkrsna
explaining how anna arises from the sun, and in the next chapter
we shall hear the upanisad teaching the precept. Let us however
continue with the story of the early days of Yudhisthira's exile.
Yudhisthira accepts Dhaumya's advice and propitiates the sun,
who then offers him an aksayapatra, a pot that will provide him
unending quantities of food for twelve years. The pot, blessed by
the sun, would fill everyday and would exhaust for the day only
after DraupadI and Yudhisthira, having fed all their guests and
dependents, partake of the food themselves.
It is only after obtaining the aksayapatra, and thus the ability
to look after those who are under his care and those who come
seeking his hospitality, that Yudhisthira settles down to the life of an
exile. It seems that though he is willing to forego the power and
privilege of kingship, yet, being the rightful king, he is not willing
to give up his responsibilities as a great grhastha. And for the first
twelve years of his exile he indeed continues to run a more or less
kingly household. Only during the last year of the exile, which the
pandavas spend as the dependents of Virata, does Yudhisthira give
u p the attributes of a great grhastha.
The great grhastha of Indraprastha
Later in the vanaparvan, DraupadI, describing her life in exile
to Satyabhama in a powerful dialogue, parts of which we have
had occasion to recall in the previous chapter, tells her of how
she scrupulously feeds and looks after the dependents and
guests, and endeavours to properly perform sraddha, bhiksa and
bali, the observances that constitute the essential discipline of
11

Maha vana 3.9, p. 955.
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grhasthasrama. And while recalling the times when Yudhisthira
ruled at Indraprastha, she describes the great household where
thousands of brahmanas, snatakas and yatis found permanent
shelter and food; and where a hundred thousand beautiful and
finely bedecked women bustled around, with trays of food in their
hands, to welcome and feed the guests, who arrived at all times of
the day and night. 12
DraupadI, of course, is concerned not only with the running of
a kingly household but also with the attributes of kingly power. She
and Snkrsna, in fact, are probably the only important personages of
the Mahabharata who display no ambivalence about the acquisition
and application of power. And recalling her days in Indraprastha,
DraupadI remembers how thousands of great warrior-kings used to
sit at the feet of Yudhisthira and how a hundred thousand elephants
and a hundred thousand horses used to form his entourage whenever he chose to travel out of Indraprastha. She recalls these attributes of great power especially to BhTmasena, in the virataparvan,
while trying to induce him to somehow save her from the insulting
attentions of Kicaka, the dandyish general of the armies of Virata. 13
But the fondest memories of DraupadI, it seems, are of the great
household where food continued to be served to all comers unceasingly throughout the day and night; and where not only the
scholars and sarhnyasins, but also the old, the young and the handicapped, and indeed all those who had no one else to look after
them, found shelter, food and care. She remembers this care and
feeding that streamed through the great household of Yudhisthira,
the king of Indraprastha, much more than the symbols of his power
and prestige as a cakravartin. And she seems to be emphasizing the
greatness of the householder, rather than the power of the king,
even at a time of great distress and imminent humiliation in the
Virata capital.
Kunti urges Yudhisthira to war
Still later, in the udyogaparvan, we find KuntT sending a message
to Yudhisthira through Snkrsna—who arrives in Hastinapura to
make a last, and unsuccessful, effort at negotiating peace — urging
her son to win back his kingdom through the exercise of his valour.
12
13

Maha vana 233, pp. 1618-22.
Maha virata 18, pp. 1895-99.
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She requests SrTkrsna to convey to Yudhisthira that his insistence
on peace under all circumstances is neither wise nor in accordance
with the rajadharma that his ancestors would have commended to
their progeny. He must reclaim the right to his kingdom like a
warrior.
Yudhisthira must undertake this great effort to win a kingdom
so that he may fulfil his responsibility of looking after the people
and the lands. But this looking after the people, as Kunti describes
it, seems no different than living the life of a great grhastha. Kunti
is urging her son to war in order that he may have the opportunity
to perform the yajfias appropriate to a great grhastha. She asks
SrTkrsna to tell her son:
T ^ d W l R l H T F ^ f ^ ^ ftdW$ I
Wt^H"rPT:?MwT^dH^^I

HW&i *W41^ Ac^wRld W I

<H*1^^H WMPTtlRm^H^I

W ^ F f # ^ gf^RTT: ^rMhTT: I
JM JST: yfria-d *rf: ^s*qf^RW: 11
na hyetdmdsisam pandurna caham na pitamahah
prayuktavantah purvarh te yayd carasi medhayd
yajno danarh tapah sauryam prajnd samtdnameva ca
mdhdtmyam balamojasca nityamdsamsitam mayd
nityam svdhd svadhd nityam dadyurmdnusadevatdh
dirghamdyurdhanarh putrdn samyagdrddhitah subhdh
putresvdsdsate nityam pitaro daivatdni ca
ddnamadhyayanam yajnam prajdndm paripalanam
etad dharmyamadharmyam vd janmanaivdbhyajayathah
te tu vaidydh kulejdtd avrttya tdta piditdh
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yatra danapatim suram ksudhitah
prthivicarah
prapya tustahpratisthante dharmah
ko'bhyadhikastatah14
Neither I, nor your father Pandu, nor your grandfather
Bhlsma, have ever offered our blessings for you to follow
the path that you seem disposed to. I have always wished for
you to perform yajhas, offer dana and undertake great austerities; I have wished for great valour, intellect, and progeny
in you; and I have wished for great repute, strength and
vigour in you. I have wished that auspicious brahmanas,
properly propitiated by you, may always perform yajria and
homa for you, and always bless you with long life, great
wealth and abundant progeny. The devas and pitrs, the gods
and the ancestors, always hope that their descendants shall
engage in dana, adhyayana and yajha, and shall look after
the people with care.
O Srikrsna, you by your very nature know whether what I
am saying is in accordance with dharma or not. But, dear
one, the pandavas, even though they are all of them greatly
learned and are born in a high kula, are stricken with a
lack of disposition to act. And, what can be a higher state
of dharma than that when the hungry of the earth find
a generous and valorous warrior, and through him attain
happiness and contentment?
Yudhisthira assumes headship of the great household
Later still, after the war has been won and Yudhisthira is being
urged to accept the kingly responsibilities, we find the pandava
brothers repeatedly recalling the virtue and glory of a great
grhastha. Draupadi, it is true, seems to have little concern for
the grhastha life at this stage. Seemingly exasperated with the
persistent inclination of Yudhisthira for untimely renunciation, she
challenges his wisdom and valour, and invites him to exercise the
power that he has won with the help of his brothers. She wants to
see him not merely fulfilling his responsibilities towards the world
as the head of a great household, which he must of course do, but

Maha udyoga 132.23-28, p. 2397.
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also asserting and enjoying the privileges and duties of a great king,
before whom the lesser kings of the earth bow in reverence.
His brothers, however, seem content with weaning him away from
the path of renunciation and making him accept the discipline of a
grhastha. They do refer to the duty of the king to exercise his power
in favour of dharma, but they speak much more of his grhastha
responsibility to propitiate the pitrs and devas, to offer hospitality
to the guests and to look after the dependents. Arjuna and Nakula
enter into long expositions on the grhasthadharma, and even the
impetuous Bhlmasena seems to be concerned less with the power
of kingship and more with the opportunity it offers to look after
and care for others. The pandava brothers it seems are inviting
Yudhisthira not so much to the throne of Hastinapura, as to the
headship of the great household of kuruvarhsa. 15
BhTsma 's blessings
BhTsma, during his long discourse on rajadharma, of course,
refers to all aspects of kingship, which together encompass all that
there is to know about dharma, at least about the dharma of worldly
living. But BhTsma, too, keeps on returning to the duties of the king
as a great grhastha, who has to look after not only his dependents,
but also those who have no one else to depend upon. His advice
to Yudhisthira to become a grhastha under whose care the dependents and the otherwise unprovided would find food and shelter,
abhrtanam bhaved bhartd bhrtanamanvavehsakah, with which we have
opened this chapter, appears almost at the very beginning of his
discourse. And at the end of the discourse, which runs through almost the whole of santiparvan and anusasanaparvan, we find him
blessing Yudhisthira thus:

TSTC^r MT: mi: Sfcfr:

HR^IT=N

|

Maha santi 7 to 18, pp. 4435-4463.
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ksatradharmaratah partha pitfn devamsca tarpaya
sreyasd yoksyase caiva vyetu te manaso jvarah
ranjayasva prajah sarvah prakrtih parisantvaya
suhrdah phalasatkdrairarcayasva
yatharhatah
anu tvarh tata jwantu mitrani suhrdastathd
caityasthdne sthitam vrksam phalavantamiva
dvijdh16
O son of Prthu, intently pursue the ksatradharma, and propitiate the devas and pitrs. You shall certainly attain virtue
in the world. Therefore, cleanse yourself of all afflictions of
the mind.
Offer happiness to the people and encouragement to different limbs of the state. And honour your friends with hospitality and gifts appropriate to each.
O dear one, let your friends and well-wishers find livelihood
under your shelter, the way numerous birds find shelter in
the foliage of a great tree blooming in the courtyard of a
temple.

Provider of the

unprovided

The simile of a great fruit-laden tree standing in a place of worship and providing food and shelter to all is a particularly apt summary of the teachings of Bhisma about the grhastha role of the
king. Of course, every grhastha is like a fruit-laden tree providing
food and shelter to many. But the ordinary grhastha is a tree that is
rooted in the family courtyard, while the tree of the kingly grhastha
stands in a public square, welcoming all those who happen to be
in need of care and protection. The grhastha looks after his dependents and atithis, but the king looks after even those who have
none to depend upon, those who have no family courtyard to seek
shelter in.
The weak and the destitute thus become a special responsibility
of the king. BhTsma, while advising Yudhisthira on how to set u p
and maintain the kingly household in the early part of santiparvan,
specifically draws his attention to his responsibilities towards the
weak and the unprovided, saying:
Maha anusasana 166.11-13, p. 6092.
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hrpananathavrddhanam
vidhavanam ca yositam
yogaksemaih ca vrttirh ca nityameva prakalpayet17
Always arrange for the welfare and livelihood of those who
have no resources, those who have no one to look after them,
those who are afflicted by old age, and those who have lost
their husbands.
Agnipurana, Matsyapurana and Visnudharmottarapurana offer
the same advice in almost exactiy the same words in the course of
their discourse on the duties of the king. 18 And Gautamadharmasutra, expressing the same sentiment in somewhat less poetic but
more urgently commanding terms, instructs: bibhryadbrahmanan
srotriydn, provide for brahmanas and the srotriyas; and, nirutsdhdmscdbrdhmandn, provide for the non-brahmanas who lack livelihood. 19
Similar teachings, expressed in different words and phrases, are
found in every Indian text concerned with the discipline of the
kings. Bhisma himself, continuing his instruction to Yudhisthira,
commends to him the same precept again in another form, this
time quoting rsi Utathya's advice to king Mandhata:

samvibhajya yadd bhunkte nrpatirdurbaldn
nardn
tadd bhavanti balinah sa rdjno dharma ucyate20
When the king partakes of all things only after taking out
proper shares for the weak, then the weak become strong,
and this is the dharma of the king.

17

Maha santi 86.24, p. 4648.
Agni225.25,p. 1024; Matsya 215.61, p. 244;Visnudharmottara 2.65.54, p. 221.
Gautama 10.9-10, pp. 159-60.
20
Maha /arafe'91.33, p. 4661.
18
19
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krpananathavrddhanam
yadasru parimarjati
harsam samjanayan nfnam sa rdjno dharma ucyate21
Wiping away tears from the faces of the destitute, the orphaned and the old, and spreading cheer amongst all —this is
known as the dharma of the king.
Utathya's image of the king as the font of strength for the weak
also keeps appearing repeatedly in the Indian classical literature.
Thus, we hear in the Padmapurana:

durbalasya tvandthasya raja bhavati vai balam
acaksuso bhaveccaksuragatau ca gatirbhavet22
The king should become the strength of the weak and the
orphaned. He should become the eyes of those who cannot
see, and legs of those who cannot walk.
Agnipuranaputs this Indian understanding of the kingly responsibility towards the weak and the unprovided in probably the most
eloquent form, advising the king to become like the rain-bearing
clouds that fulfil and suffuse all on earth: ajivyah sarvasattvanam
raja parjanyavadbhavet.23 The simile of the rain-cloud to describe
the righteous king is of course not unique to Agnipurana. This
image appears often in Indian literature; and we hear Vyasasmrti
saying: parjanya iva lokanamadharah prthivipatih. 24
Kalidasa expresses the same thought through a different simile,
comparing king Dilipa to the all providing sun;

prajanameva bhutyartham sa tdbhyo balimagrahit
sahasragunamutsrastumadatte
hi rasam ravih25
21

Maha sand 91.38, p. 4661.
Padma 1.37.88, p. 111.
Agni 239.43, p. 1124; also KamandakI 5.60, p. 129.
24
RajanTti p. 4; also KamandakI 1.13, p. 12.
25
Raghuvamsa 1.18, p. 8.
22
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The way the sun extracts rasa, the life sustaining essence,
from the earth to pour it back a thousand-fold, so does king
Dillpa collect his share only to multiply the welfare of die
people many-fold.

Protector of varta and krsi
If the king is to fulfil his unconditional responsibility to provide
for the unprovided, then he must so arrange affairs that there is an
abundance and plenty all around within his domain of responsibility, and nobody happens to be in want of sustenance. A righteous
king therefore is expected to be especially vigilant in ensuring that
activities related to the earning of livelihood proceed without let
or hindrance.
The Indian term for what are nowadays known as economic
activities is varta. Arthasastra says, krsipasupalye vanijya ca varta,26
agriculture, animal husbandry and trade constitute varta. And the
king, according to the classical texts, is the protector of both varta
and dharma. Thus Yajhavalkyasmrti, lays down that looking after
his subjects is the primary activity of the king, pradhanam ksatriye
karma prajdndm paripalanam, and Vijnanesvara in his commentary,
Mitaksara, explains that this looking after involves protection of
both dharma and livelihood: ksatriyasya prajdpalanam pradhanam
karma dharmartham vrttyartham ca?1
KamandakiyanTtisara conveys the same thought even more explicitly:

3TTW WT *lf§T W f WWl^WT I
ayattam raksanam rajni varta raksanamasrita
vartacchede hi loko'yam svasannapi
najivati28
Raksana, protection and defense, is dependent upon
the king, and varta depends upon raksana. With the
interruption of varta the world is dead, even if it seems to
be breathing.
26

Arthasastra 1.4.1, p. 15.
Yajnavalkya 1.119, p. 53.
28
Kamandaki 1.12, pp. 11-12.
27
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Indian sages, in their instructions to the kings, often seem to be
particularly insistent upon the.protection of varta, and especially
of agriculture. Thus we find BhTsma advising Yudhisthira: .

krsigoraksyavdnijyam

lokanamiha

jivanam29

Agriculture, animal husbandry and trade are the very life of
the people.

sR)ul-dl ^HI^H "ti-HK^dRwr: II
kaccit te vanijo rastre nodvijanti
kararditdh
knnanto bahunalpena
kdntdrakrtavisramah30
Have you ensured that the traders in the country, who have
to pass through many difficult terrains in order to exchange
goods at high and low prices, are never put to trouble under
the burden of oppressive exactions?

5fd%^f.R<MI T P ^ ^ R M f e d l : I
^ ^f% gt W t <i W<ffatHfa I
W t ^ T ^ R l ^ T : fo^luIIW*TTI
Hl^l^K^iRl^Ttf^l^MW^TII
kaccit krsikara rastram na jahatyatipiditdh
ye vahanti dhuram rajndm te bharantitardnapi
ito dattena jivanti devdh pitrgandstathd
mdnusoragaraksdmsi vaydmsi
pasavastathd31
Have you ensured that the cultivators are not reduced to
deserting the country because of the exactions imposed by
you? It is indeed the cultivators who carry the burden of the
king on their shoulders and also provide for the sustenance
of all others. The devas, pitrs and manusyas, as also the reptiles and raksasas, and birds and animals, all of them, live on
what the cultivators provide.
29
30
31

Maha santi 89.7, p. 4655.
Maha santi 89.23, p. 4656.
Maha santi 89.24-25, p. 4656.
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Earlier, when Narada comes to visit Yudhisthira in the sabhaparvan, we find him solicitously enquiring about several aspects of
the state of affairs in the kingdom, but especially about the state of
varta:

kaccinna caurairlubdhairvd kumaraih stnbalena vd
tvayd vd pidyate rastram kaccit tustah krsivaldh
kaccid rastre tadagani purndni ca brhanti ca
bhagaso vinivistdni na krsirdevamatrka
kaccinna bhaktam bijam ca karsakasyavasidati
pratyekarh ca satarh vrddhyd dadasyrnamanugraham
kaccit svanusthita tdta varta te sadhubhirjanaih
vartayam samsritastata loko'yam sukhamedhate32
Have you ensured that the people of the country are not
being oppressed by the thieves, the greedy, the princes or
the women of the kingly household, or even by you yourself?
And, have you ensured that the cultivators are contentedly
at ease?
Have you ensured that in every part of the lands large irrigation tanks have been constructed, that these are brimming
with water, and that agriculture is not left at the mercy of
the gods of rain alone?
Have you ensured that the cultivators have not exhausted
their seed or food; and that, through your generosity, they
are offered loans at the rate of one percent?

32

Maha sabha5.77-80, p. 681.
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O dear one, have you ensured that varta is being carried out
well by men of honour and virtue? Because, happiness and
prosperity in the world are founded in varta.
In the Valmikiyaramayana, when Bharata visits Srirama in
Citrakuta, Srirama questions him about the state of affairs in
Ayodhya in the same vein as we have heard Narada questioning
Yudhisthira above. Srirama asks:

^ 1 1 % : SPTTfasr ?Rl%sftwrfi{W: I

a&WI^+l W: Wit: lR=lf^d: I
4dc*kh1 # : # : ^rf^TS^ftf^T: I

kacciccaityasatairjustah
sunivistajanakulah
devasthanaih prapdbhisca
tatakaiscopasobhitah
prahrstanaranarikah
samajotsavasobhitah
sukrstasimapasuman
himsabhirabhivarjitah
adevamatrko ramyah svapadaih
parivarjitah
parityakto bhayaih sarvaih
khanibhiscopas'obhitah
vivarjito naraih pdpairmama purvaih
suraksitah
kaccijjanapadah sphitah sukharh vasati raghava33
O Bharata of the raghukula, how is our janapada,
Kosaladesa? Kosaladesa—which teems with people; which
is adorned with numerous temples, fountains and tanks;
where men and women are joyously contented; where there
is a continuous glow of social festivity; where there is an
abundance of healthy animals that are good at ploughing;
where all violence is forbidden; where agriculture is not
dependent upon the mercy of rain-gods; where natural
beauty abounds and there are no beasts of prey; where
there is no fear of any kind; where minerals and precious
33

Ramayana ayodhya 100.43-46, p. 446.
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stones are found in plenty; which desa is completely free
of all sin; and which has been carefully looked after by
our ancestors — such Kosaladesa of ours, does it continue
to abound in plenty and prosperity?
And Srirama follows up this intensely solicitous enquiry about
the state of his people, with specific advice about the way Bharata
ought to look after varta, and especially agriculture:

kaccit te dayitdh sarve krsigoraksajivinah
vdrtaydm samsritastdta loko 'yam sukhamedhate
tesdm guptiparihdraih kaccit te bharanam krtam34
Dear Bharata, have you ensured that all those engaged in
agriculture and animal husbandry receive your special care
and attention? This world attains happiness and prosperity
only on the foundation of varta. Therefore, look after those
who are engaged in varta, helping them attain the desirable
and avoid the undesirable.

Protector of the times
It is well that the kings in India have been advised by their illustrious peers and by the august sages to arrange affairs such that varta
is always protected, and to ensure that even the failure of rains and
vitiation of seasons do not lead to want of livelihood for the people.
Because, in the Indian understanding, the failure of rains and vitiation of seasons are also ultimately the responsibility of the king.
Seasons and rains remain orderly in the reign of a righteous king,
and during the reign of an unrighteous one even nature begins to
deviate from its proper course. The king, according to the classical
texts, is the cause of the times, raja kalasya karanam. Bhisma endeavours to make this precept unambiguously clear to Yudhisthira
early in the santiparvan:
Ramayana ayodhya 100.47-48, p. 446.
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=R^t 3T ^T^T WT TMT 3T 3 ^ f i R q ^ I
ffrT <!" w f T ITT ^ J H T 3HWT 3 ^ 1 ^ 11
kalo vd kdranam rdjno raja va kalakaranam
iti te samsayo ma bhud raja kalasya karanam35
Is the king responsible for the times, or are the times responsible for the king? You, Yudhisthira, should entertain no
doubts about this: the king indeed is the cause of the times,
it is he who gives rise to good or bad times.
And BhTsma goes on to elaborate that while a righteous king
rules the earth, the times turn to krtayuga: seasons become salubrious, lands yield an abundance, and men and women all live long,
healthy and happy lives. Conversely, the reign of an unrighteous
king makes the times turn to kaliyuga, when rains become scanty,
lands fail to support the crops, and men and women live sickly lives
and die untimely deaths.
The sin of deprivation and hunger brought on the people by
what are said to be natural causes also thus lies on the head of
the king. The king, according to the Indian understanding, has
the unconditional responsibility of ensuring that everyone within
his domain of responsibility is well-fed and cared for; and failure
to ensure freedom from hunger and want, for whatever reason,
inevitably leads to an ignominious end to his reign. Utathya, in the
context we have quoted earlier, sternly warns king Mandhata that :
hunger of large numbers would consume the king:

yukta yada janapada bhiksante brahmand iva
abhiksnam bhiksurupena rdjdnam ghnanti tddrsah36
When the people of the country adopt the garb of beggars
and go around begging like brahmanas, then they certainly
destroy the king.

Maha santi 69.79, p. 4607.
Maha santi 91.23, p. 4660.
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BhTsma's and Utathya's descriptions, of the times brought on
by the ascendance of an unrighteous king, are in fact similar to
those of yugaksaya, the state of decadence that the world reaches
when the kaliyuga is far advanced. The condition of the world at
such a time is narrated in graphic detail by rsi Markandeya for the
edification of Yudhisthira, in the vanaparvan, thus:

%^5T: f^nfa *rfrarf% 3 ^ 11
attasula janapadah
sivasulascatuspathah
kesasulah striyascapi bhavisyanti
yugaksaye37
When our current cycle of time nears its end, the people
of the country shall be reduced to the selling of food, the
brahmanas to the selling of vedas, and women to the selling
of their bodies.

^3w%ftw^ftrw:#r^rii '"
yugante hutabhuk capi sarvatah prajvalisyati
panlyam bhojanam capi
yacamanastadadhvagah
na lapsyante nivasam ca nirastah pathi serate38
When kaliyuga is about to end, an all consuming fire shall
burn all around. The travellers who seek shall not receive
even food, water or shelter; and, refused from all sides, they
shall be seen lying around on the roads.
Such is the state of affairs, when the kaliyuga reaches its culmination; and such is the condition of the times when an unrighteous
king begins to rule. The king as a great grhastha ought to ensure
that such conditions do not arise, that large numbers do not move
around looking for food and shelter, and the ordinary grhasthas
do not reach such a state of deprivation and want that they refuse
food and shelter to a seeker.

37
38

Maha vana 190.52, p. 1497.
Maha vana 190.83-84, p. 1499.
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On the sword's edge
The role of the king in the Indian perception is indeed difficult. In return for the right to wield ksatra and receive a severely
restricted proportion of the produce, he is expected to take responsibility for the protection of varta and dharma, for the orderliness
of the times and the seasons, and for the elimination of want of all
kinds. He is in fact expected to merge his interest, his happiness,
and probably his very self, with that of the people. As Kautalya
puts it:

prajasukhe suhham rajnah prajanam ca hite hitam
natmapriyam hitam rajnah prajanam tupriyam
hitam39
Happiness of the people is the happiness of the king, their
welfare is his welfare; what is good for the king is not what
pleases him, but what pleases the people.
And in Bhavabhuti's renowned literary classic, the Uttararamacarita, sage Astavakra conveys sage Vasistha's advice to Srirama
on the discipline of the kings, thus:

f^:y^HH^^FTT:WfHlt|^ll^IrqW'^t^ II
yuktah prajanamanuranjane
syah
svasmadyaso yatparamam dhanam

vahi0

Apply yourself to ensuring the happiness of the people; because, for a king, the yasas, virtue, arising from the happiness
of the people is of far greater value than even the preservation of his own self.
To which, Srirama replies:

3HKNHH ^T^^rj^ftTrf^rTT^raTII
39
40

Arthasastra 1.19.43, p. 59.
Uttararamacarita 1.11, p. 10.
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snehaih day am ca saukhyam cayadi vajdnakimapi
aradhanaya lokasya muricato ndsti me vyathd41
If I have to deprive myself of all love, compassion and comfort, and even if I have to give upjanakl, my wife, in order
to please the people, it shall give me no pain.
Such is the living demanded of the kings in classical India.
Bhisma, in a short and extraordinarily intense chapter of
anusasanaparvan, summarizes the hard discipline of the kings thus:

raudram karma ksatriyasya satatam tata vartate
tasya vaitdnikam karma danam caiveha pavanam42
Dear Yudhisthira, the ksatriya has to continuously engage in
violent acts; that defilement is cleansed only by performing
vaidika yajnas, and giving away generously.

f^T^R" W P M fFTFT ^ '
'p"^(J|A-df|Tltlf%'J4RNJiJ

^TT-STf^ ftfa^jjTTft" far 3 TFTErt M: I
Tft ^ rfT^ft TF% % 0 3 ^ ; p TfeyP.I

f^frsNY ^r q^frsf^- % % i ^ w% w i
WT FT faft W- STRTfT: tfr^T spT I
3^ft$ft <Tsntf^r^<M=M{J

41
42

Uttararamacarita 1.12, p. 10.
Maha anusasana 61.4, p. 5661.
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vrddhabaladhanam raksyamandhasya krpanasya ca
na khdtapurvam kurvita na rudanti dhanam haret
hrtam krpanavittam hi rdstram hanti nrpasriyam
dadydcca mahato bhogdn ksudbhayaih pranudet satdm
yesdm svdduni bhojydni samaveksyanti bdlakdh
ndsnanti vidhivat tdni kirk nu pdpataram tatah
yadi te tddrso rdstre vidvdn sidet ksudhd dvijah
bhrunahatyam ca gacchethdh hrtvd pdpamivottamam
dhik tasya jivitam rdjno rdstre yasyavasidati
dvijo 'nyo vd manusyo pi sibirdha vaco yathd
yasya sma visaye rdjiiah sndtakah sidati ksudhd
avrddhimeti tadrdstram vindate sahardjakam
krosantyo yasya vai rdstrdddhriyante tarasd striyah
krosatdmpatiputrdndm mrto'sau na cajivati43
The king must protect the wealth of the old, the young, the
blind and the poor. And he must not take away anything
from the helpless women, nor from the cultivators whose
crops are grown on waters from wells that they have dug
with their own effort.
The wealth that is taken from the poor takes away the prosperity of the king and destroys the country. Therefore, instead of depriving the poor, offer them great comfort and
gratification, and relieve the people of all fear of hunger.
When young children eagerly watch the delicious meals of
others, and are not offered the same food with all ceremony
and care, what indeed can be a sin greater than that?
O king, if even one learned brahmana in your country suffers from the pangs of hunger, then you shall suffer the fate
of those who have committed the sin of killing a child in the
womb, or worse. As raja Sibi has said, if there be a king in
whose kingdom a twice-born or any one else is found suffering from hunger, then the life of such a king is indeed
forfeit.
A king in whose kingdom even one snataka, one person
formally equipped in the learning of his discipline, suffers
Maha anusasana 61.25-31, pp. 5662-3.
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from hunger, that rastra stops prospering and the kingdom
is lost to others.
A king in whose kingdom crying a n d wailing women are
forcibly carried away in front of their sons and husbands
who cry and wail in vain, that king is dead; he indeed is not
alive.
And, BhTsma adds:

araksitaram hartaram
viloptaramanayakam
tarn vai rajakalirh hanyuh prajah sannahya
nirghrnam
aham vo raksitetyuktva yo na raksati bhumipah
sa sarhhatya nihantavyah sveva sonmdda
aturahAi
A king who does not protect the people, who imposes oppressive exactions upon them, who extinguishes the opportunities of livelihood, and who does not lead, such a king
is indeed kali. The people should surround and kill such a
cruel king.
Having given his promise to protect the people, a king who
does not protect, he indeed should be killed by the people
like a sick and mad dog.

44

Maha anusasana 61.32-33, pp. 5663.
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annam brahmeti vyajanat
Anna: the first manifestation of Brahman
kevalagho bhavati

kevaladi

moghamannarh vindate apracetah
satyarh bravimi vadha itsa tasya
naryamanam pusyati no sakhayam
kevalagho bhavati kevaladi1
Food that comes to the one who does not give is indeed a
waste. This is the truth. I, the rsi, say it. The food that such
a one obtains is not only wasted, it in fact comes as his very
death. He feeds neither the devas nor the men who arrive at
his door as atithis, abhyagatas and friends. Eating for himself
alone, he becomes the partaker of sin alone.
So says rsi Bhiksu AngTrasa in the bhiksu-sukta of the tenth mandala
of Rgveda. Bhiksu ArigTrasa's teaching that the one who partakes
of food himself, without sharing it with the rest of creation,
partakes only of sin, kevalagho bhavati kevaladi, is probably the
strongest indictment — to be found anywhere in the classical Indian
literature — of those who dare to violate what classical India takes
to be the inviolable discipline of feeding before eating.
This, the sixth rca of bhiksu-sukta, is perhaps the strongest in
its condemnation, but every one of the nine rcas of the sukta is a
sonorous indictment of those who do not give before eating. Thus,
1

Rksarhhita 10.117.6, p. 739.
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in the first rca we hear the rsi saying that this ksudha, the hunger,
that the gods have created is verily the death itself, of not only
those who do not get enough to eat, but also of those who eat
without first feeding the hungry: na va u devah ksudhamidvadharh
dadurutasitamupa gacchanti mrtyavah? In another rca the rsi says
that one who refuses food to the hungry seeker knows no peace of
mind, finds no rest in his soul: marditaram na vindate.3 And in yet
another rca, the rsi warns that the friends and dependents of the
one, who does not look after them, to leave such a one alone to
himself and seek shelter elsewhere. The house of such a one does
not remain home to anyone. Because, as Sayanacarya commenting
on the rca says, the home is a house that is filled with friends and
dependents: sadanam hi bandhubhih parivrtam.4
Annadevatd teaches the discipline
In the TaittirTyabrahmana of the Krsnayajurveda we hear annadevata, the god residing in food, himself speaking about the importance of food and of the inviolability of the discipline of giving before eating, in words that are often reminiscent of the teachings
of Bhiksu AngTrasa. The eighth anuvaka of the eighth prapathaka
of the second astaka of the brahmana quotes the annadevata proclaiming thus: 5

%JTT^rft-*r^TJlTSS3T: I ^^HH"»W<Tmfel ||
ahamasmi prathamaja rtasya. piirvam devebhyo amrtasya
nabhih. yo ma daddti sa ideva ma' 'vah.
ahamannamannamadantamadmi.
I, the annadevata, am the first progenitor of yajha: the first
yajhawas born of me. It is I who, at the earliest times, become
the nucleus of amrta for the devas.
The one who gives me is in fact the one who obtains me. On
the other hand, the one who does not give is consumed by
me. I am the annadevata, I eat the one who does not give
anna.
2
3
4
5

Rksamhita 10.117.1,p. 737.
Rksarhhita 10.117.2, p. 737.
Sayanacarya on Rksamhita 10.117.4, p. 739.
TaittBr 2.8.8.1-8, pp. 830-4.
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purvamagnerapi dahatyannam.
yattau
ha' 'sate ahamuttaresu. vyattamasya pasavah
pasyanti dhirah pracaranti pakah.

sujambham.

The one who eats before giving is consumed by the food
that he eats, even before the food itself is consumed by the
digestive fires. Between the one who gives before eating and
the one who eats without giving, the former is the worthy
one. I am with him. The other is indeed like an animal. For
such animal-like ones the sharp-toothed jaws of the annadevata are wide open. The wise know this; while the ignorant
continue to indulge in eating without giving.

jahamyanyam na jahdmyanyam.
ahamannam
vasamiccarami. samanamartham paryemi bhunjat.
ko mdmannam manusyo dayeta.
I forsake the one who eats without giving, I never forsake the
one who gives before eating. I am the annadevata. I come
and go according to my own discipline. I nurture the one
for whom giving carries the same significance as eating. To
him I reach in plenty. I remain out of reach of the other,
who eats without giving. Who amongst men can deter me,
the annadevata, from my course?

^ q ^ r ^ N ^ M iijTwftmcFr^^rii
parake annarh nihitam loka etat. visvairdevaih
pitrbhirguptamannam.
yadadyate lupyate yatparopyate.
satatami sd tanurme babhuva.
The food that is offered in this world — for the devas, bhutas,
pitrs, and manusyas —becomes the food set apart for the
giver in the world hereafter. The devas of the world and the
pitrs keep such food securely preserved for the giver. The
food that is eaten, that which decays, and that which is given
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away, does not amount to even a hundredth part of the total
extent of mine: I, annadevata, am much larger than all the
food that is eaten, wasted or given in this world.

mahdntau cam sakrddugdhena paprau. divanca prsni
prthivim ca sakam. tatsampibanto na minanti vedhasah.
naitadbhuyo bhavati no kaniyah.
Just as the cow fills great pots of milk in no time, so does a
little food offered by the giver suffuse both this world and
the world hereafter. The wise, partaking of the food that has
been first offered to the devas, bhutas, pitrs and manusyas,
do no injury to the anna or to themselves. The food consumed by the wise that follow such discipline is neither so
much as to cause indigestion, nor so little as to fail to assuage
hunger.

annam pranamannamapanamahuh.
anharh mrtyurh tamu
jivatumahuh.
annam brahmano jarasam vadanti.
annamahuh prajananam
prajanam.
Anna is said to be both prana and apana, the two forms
of the breath of life that permeate the body. Anna is the
giver of life, and also the extinguisher of it. Those who know
ayurveda, the science of life, know anna to be the cause of
aging. Anna is said to be the progenitor of all progeny.

moghamannam vindate apracetah. satyam bravimi
vadha itsa tasya. ndry'amanam pusyati no sakhdyam.
kevalagho bhavati kevaladi.
Anna that comes to the one who does not give is indeed a
waste. This is the truth. I, the annadevata, say it. The food
that such a one obtains is not only .wasted, it in fact comes as
his very death. He feeds neither the devas nor the men, who
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arrive at his door as atithis, abhyagatas and friends. Eating
for himself alone, he becomes the partaker of sin alone.

3 T ^ * r ^ R f 7 W f t | H<lRri)iaTf?ratcPTf^"||

aham
meghastanayanvarsannasmi.
mdmadantyahamadmyanydn.
aham sadamrto
madadityd adhisarve tapanti.

bhavdmi.

I am the cloud that thunders and pours rain on earth. Those,
who give before eating, eat me; I eat the others, who partake
of me without giving. For the former I become amrta, the
preserver of life. The great fire of the suns of the universe
indeed arises from me.
Vedavakyas are inviolable
Hearing these vedavakyas, authoritative teachings of the vedas,
one begins to understand why the wise grandparent Bhisma is so
solicitous to ensure that his descendants never neglect the giving
of food; why SrTkrsna offers the cryptic advise of dadasvannam
dadasvannam dadasvannam Yudhisthira; why rsi Agastya narrates
the tragic story of king Sveta to SrTrama; why the mongoose of
Kuruksetra reminds Yudhisthira that howsoever great may be the
annadana one performs, the giving can never be enough; why
Manu lays down such a rigorous and detailed discipline of giving
before eating; and, in general, why the grhasthas and kings of
classical India are so persistently advised to make certain that within
their domain of responsibility there remains no hunger and no
want.
Vedas are the font of all knowledge and wisdom. The lives of
the great kings and sages recounted in Indian literature are illustrations of the teachings of the vedas; the teachings of the great
sages are expositions of the teachings of the vedas. No great king,
no great sage, and probably no avatara, would disregard the vedavakya. And since both Bhiksu Arigirasa in the Rgveda and the annadevata in TaittirTyabrahmana lay down the unconditional precept of kevalagho bhavati hevalddi, it is no wonder that all the kings
and sages, and even ordinary grhasthas of India, are so worried
about avoiding the taint of becoming hevalddi, of becoming the
one who eats while others around remain hungry. To the great
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sons of a civilization, that has heard the chillingly definitive pronouncements of the annadevata and equally definitive teachings
of Bhiksu ArigTrasa, it would have indeed seemed an unthinkable
sacrilege to stray, even unwittingly, from the discipline of feeding
others before eating.

ANNA AND BRAHMAVIDYA: TAITTIRIYOPANISAD

Precepts about the importance of food and the giving of food occur
repeatedly throughout the vaidika corpus, including the sarhhitas,
brahmanas and upanisads. The Taittirlyopanisad, in particular,
presents a comprehensive discourse on the place of anna in the
plan of the universe, and in the human efforts to achieve a darsana,
an immediate vision, of the whole.
The upanisads, which form the concluding texts of the vedas,
are concerned with brahmavidya, the knowledge of Brahman, the
creator who at the beginning manifests himself as the universe and
retracts the whole of creation back into himself at the end, only
to begin the process again, at the beginning of another cycle of
creation and dissolution. But the objective of the upanisads is not
merely to narrate the story of creation, or merely to describe the
essential principles through which India understands creation and
the place of man in it. The upanisads do narrate the story and
describe the principles, of course. But their objective is much larger.
Their effort is to help the seeker have an immediate perception of
the reality of the universe, to help him see for himself what has
"been seen by the seers of the upanisads.
Such immediate seeing of the reality of the universe is darsana.
It is also jhana, knowing in its entirety, which is moksa, the ultimate
state of freedom that Indians are taught to always strive for. The
objective of all Indian philosophy is to help man along the path of
such immediate seeing. That is why philosophy in India is called
darsana, the seeing. And upanisads are probably the epitome of the
Indian seers' efforts to clear the path of seeing for others.
Amongst the upanisads, the Taittirlyopanisad undertakes the
task in an especially systematic and orderly manner. The upanisad,
as we shall presently see, holds the seeker by the hand, as it were,
and guides him slowly, one step at a time, through the intricacies of
brahmavidya, towards darsana, jnana and moksa. And in this step
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by step ascent of the seeker under the helpful guidance of the seer,
anna and manifestations of anna keep appearing almost at every
step; and at the end of the path, we find the seer entering into
an intensely worshipful teaching of the greatness of anna, and the
seeker bursting into a joyous celebration of his having become one
with anna, singing thus: ahamannam ahamannam ahamannam.5
For the seer of the Taittiriyopanisad, anna and manifestations of
anna form the entrance to the edifice of brahmavidya; and what is
enshrined at the centre of that edifice is also anna. It is indeed of
great significance that anna should occupy such a primary place
in a venerated text of brahmavidya, a text whose concern is moksa.
There could have been no higher measure of the importance that
Indian civilization places on anna, and on the discipline of obtaining it in plenty and sharing it in plenty.

Preparing the seeker for the search:

siksavalli

The Taittinyopanisad forms a part of the Taittiriya school of
Yajurveda. This reading of the veda consists of a sarhhita and a
brahmana, from which we have taken the annasukta above, arid
whose concluding ten prapathakas form the Taittinyaranyaka. The
seventh, eighth and ninth prapathakas of the Taittinyaranyaka constitute the three lessons of the Taittinyopanisad. The tenth, and the
last prapathaka, is known as the Mahanarayanopanisad.
The first lesson of Taittinyopanisad, siksavalli, the lesson -concerning instruction, seeks to intellectually equip the seeker after
brahmavidya and to properly orient him towards his seeking. Such
equipping and orientation begins with the very first anuvaka —the
unit of instruction enunciated by the teacher and repeated by the
student —of the upanisad. As in all properly ordered texts, the first
anuvaka of the Taittinyopanisad is a santipatha, an invocation for
the quieting of obstacles in the way of the task ahead, which in
this case happens to be the acquisition of learning. And, it is probably to inculcate the attitude of learning in the student, that the
santipatha invokes the pleasure and protection of gods upon the
preceptor and the seeker together. This sentiment of the teacher
and the student being one in their seeking and their achievements
6

TaittUp3.lO,p. 245.
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keeps appearing again and again throughout the Taittinyopanisad,
especially in the siksavalll.
The santipatha
The santipatha of siksavalll begins by calling upon mitra, varuna,
aryama, indra, brhaspati, and visnu of the great strides, to be
pleased upon the world, to bestow their bliss upon us. Then the
seeker pays obeisance to Brahman, the ultimate object of his
seeking, and to vayu, the god of winds, whom the seeker resolves
to regard as the direct and immediate representative of Brahman,
and therefore of rta and satya. Regarding him thus, the seeker
prays for himself and the teacher: May he, vayu who is Brahman,
protect me. May he protect the teacher. May he protect me. May he
protect the teacher. And, may all obstacles be quieted, tanmamavatu
tadvaktaramavatu. avatu mam. avatu vaktaram. Om santih santih
santih.7
Siksa
Immediately following the santipatha, the upanisad takes the
seeker through the essentials of siksa, the science of correcdy comprehending the spoken word, which obviously needs to be mastered
prior to all other learning. In a passage of unsurpassable brevity,
the seer, in the manner of a wise guide pointing out the milestones
on a long path, quickly recounts the six basic constituents of the science: sound, accent, measure, emphasis, euphony and compounding, and concludes with the assertion that the chapter on siksa has
thus been stated: siksam vyakhyasyamah. varnah svarah. matra balam.
sama santanah. ityuktah siksadhyayah.8
This is teaching at its best. There is no imparting of instruction
here; only an invitation to the seeker to recall what is already known,
to open oneself to the knowledge that is ever present.
The mahasarhhitas
The third anuvaka opens with the seeker once again praying
jointly for himself and the teacher, beseeching the gods that the
h o n o u r and glory that come from nearness to Brahman may be
bestowed upon him and the teacher together, at the same time.
7
8

T a i t t U p l . l , p. 21.
TaittUpl.2,p. 25.
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And then the seer invites the seeker to meditate upon the basic
elements of the universe and their coming together in the image
of the elementary sounds and their compounds that are dealt with
in the science of the spoken word, sTksa.
The seer thus draws attention to how the earth and the heavens are joined together in the skies through the agency of vayu to
form the universe of terrestrial worlds; how the fire and sun are
joined together in water through the agency of lightning to form
the universe of celestial objects; how the teacher and the student
are joined together in learning through the agency of instruction
to form the universe of knowledge; how the mother and the father
are joined together in the progeny through the agency of procreation to form the universe of future generations; and how the lower
jaw and the upper jaw are joined together in speech through the
agency of the tongue to form the universe of the self. In these five
mahasarhhitas — the five great comings-together —of different elements of the universe, the first element in the terminology of siksa
is the purvarupa, the first sound; the second, the uttararupa, the
second sound; the third, the compound — sarhdhi — of the two; and
the fourth is the agency of compounding, samdhana.
The seer ends the anuvaka with the blessing that the one who
meditates on these great samhitas of different elements attains
abundant progeny, great wealth in cattle, abundant anna, the glory
that arises from nearness to Brahman, and finally, the great worlds
hereafter.
Avahanti homa
The next, the fourth, anuvaka is a long prayer by the seeker for
agility of body, acuity of senses, and clarity of intellect, necessary
for the proper comprehension of brahmavidya; and for prosperity,
wealth and fame necessary for pursuing the path of darsana. The
prayer begins with an invocation of Brahman through Orh, the first
sound that for an Indian represents the whole of reality. The seeker
addresses his prayers to Orh thus:
"Orh, who is the bull amongst the vaidika sounds, who in its
form encompasses the whole universe, who is born of the immortal
vedas as their very essence, may such as him, who is also indra — the
granter of all desires —bless me with intellect and wisdom. May I
become the bearer of immortality that flows from the knowledge of
Brahman. May my body be fit and agile, may my tongue be suffused
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with sweetness, may I hear well and fully through my ears. May you,
Orh, who are the receptacle of Brahman and who are hidden from
view by the worldly intellect, protect the knowledge I have heard."
After having invoked Orh and sought strength of mind and body
in the pursuit of brahmayidya, the seeker begins a homa, mainly for
prosperity and abundance in worldly attainments. Since a brahmacarin seeker shuns all worldly acquisitions, this homa for physical
wealth and worldly fame as a teacher can only be on behalf of the
preceptor; or perhaps for the sake of the future times, when the
seeker, having had the darsana, would become a preceptor himself.
The prayer of the upanisad, now taking the form of hymns sung at
the homa fire, continues thus:
"And then, having preserved for me the knowledge I have learnt,
bring me sri, the goddess of prosperity, who would bestow upon me
great wealth without delay; and having bestowed, would keep increasing my prosperity: prosperity in ever available food and drink,
prosperity in clothing, prosperity in cows, and prosperity in cattle
and sheep, svaha.
"May the brahmacarins come to me. svaha. May the brahmacarins be unassuming towards me. svaha. May the brahmacarins
attain perfect knowledge, svaha. May the brahmacarins keep their
senses in control, svaha. May the brahmacarins be in control of
their mind, svaha.
"May I attain fame amongst the people, svaha. May I be praised
amongst the wealthy. O Bhagavan, may I enter into you. svaha.
And, may you enter into me. svaha. O Bhagavan of thousands of
manifestations, may I cleanse myself in you. svaha.
"As the water flows towards the lowlands, as the days merge into
the year, so may, O the upholder of all, the brahmacarins come to
me from all directions, svaha.
"May you, who are the resting place for all, be revealed to me;
may I attain you."
The vyahrtis
Having led the seeker through an intense prayer and homa, the
seer now, in the fifth anuvaka, invites him to once again meditate
on the basic elements of the universe. The first such meditation,
presented in the third anuvaka, consisted in imagining the coming
together of the elements of the universe in the way the basic sounds
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come together and join in slksa. In the present meditation, the
universe is to be imagined in the form of a multitude of worlds,
represented by what are called the vyahrtis.
Bhuh, bhuvah, suvah are the three vyahrtis that are well known to
tradition. The seer of Taittirlyopanisad begins by drawing attention
to these three, and then adds that rsi Mahacamasya knows of a
fourth vyahrti, mahah. Mahah, says the seer, is Brahman, who is
the universe, is the self inherent in creation; and all the devas form
his limbs.
Having recalled the vyahrtis, the seer now leads the seeker
through a series of meditations upon different constituents of the
universe by successively associating them with the four vyahrtis in
a definite order. First, the seer says, bhuh is this world; bhuvah is
antariksa, the empty space; suvah is the world beyond; and mahah is
the sun: through the sun indeed do all the worlds flourish. Second,
bhuh is the fire; bhuvah is the wind; suvah is the sun; and mahah
is the moon: from the moon indeed do all the luminescent objects
obtain their brilliance.
Third, says the seer, bhuh is the rgveda; bhuvahjs the samaveda;
suvah is the yajurveda; and mahah is Brahman: from Brahman
indeed do all the vedas arise. Fourth, b h u h is prana, the wind in the
upper body that keeps one breathing; bhuvah is apana, the wind in
the lower body that clears the wastes; suvah is vyana, the wind that
suffuses the body and keeps the diverse limbs moving and alive;
mahah is anna, the food: from food indeed do all the winds of life
obtain nourishment.
Each of the four vyahrtis, says the seer, are thus fourfold; and
together these form four groups of four each. The one who knows
the vyahrtis thus knows Brahman; and the devas endeavour to propitiate such a knowledgeable one.
Meditation on the hrdayakasa
The sixth anuvaka continues the meditation that is initiated in
the fifth, but the seer now makes the seeker turn inwards, makes
him turn his gaze from the Brahman manifest in the external worlds
to Brahman dwelling within. Thus the seer begins:
"In the midst of the heart, there is this akasa, elementary space.
Within this space dwells he, the purusa, the one who suffuses all.
He is manomaya, of the manas, because he is known only through
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manana, meditation on valid knowledge. He is amrta, immortal.
H e is hiranmaya, full of light."
And having introduced the seeker to the dwelling of the Brahman within, the seer leads him through a meditation that begins
from within and moves on to encompass the whole of creation. The
seer says:
"In the middle of the palate, there is this uvula, hanging like a
teat. From here up to the point where the hair part and the skull
is cleft is the indrayoni, the path for the realization of Brahman.
Passing out from this path the indwelling purusa becomes one with
the fire that permeates the world in the form of bhuh-vyahrti; then
with the winds that permeate in the form of bhuvah-vyahrti; then
with the sun that permeates in the form of suvah-vyahrti; and finally
with Brahman that permeates in the form of the mahah-vyahrti.
"Thus the indwelling purusa attains svarajya, becomes his own
master. He attains mastery over the mind, speech, eyes and ears of
all of creation, and over all kinds of knowledge in the world. And
then going beyond all these, he, the purusa, becomes Brahman,
whose body is the akasa, whose self is the truth, who makes the
winds of life move, who fills the mind with ananda, bliss, who is full
of quietude and who is immortal.
"Thus should you worship, O praclnayogya seeker, you who have
been made capable of such a seeking through your efforts of several
lives."
The panktas
The seventh anuvaka invites the seeker to another meditation
on the basic elements of the universe, now presented in the form
of six sequences of five elements each. These sequences of five
are called panktas. Leading the seeker through this meditation
on the universe successively imagined as constituted of a series
of panktas, the seer first draws his attention to the pahkta of the
lokas, consisting of prthivT, the earth; antariksa, the empty space
between the worlds; dyau, the world above; disah, the primary directions; and avantaradisah, the intermediate directions. Next, he
mentions the pahkta of the devas, consisting of agni, the fire; vayu,
the winds; aditya, the sun; candrama, the moon; and naksatrani,
the stars. Third, he points out the pahkta of the bhutas, consisting of apah, the Waters; osadhayah, the herbs; vanaspatayah, the
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vegetation; akasa, the elementary space; and atma, which here
stands for virat, the body of Brahman that encompasses the whole
of physical universe. These three pahktas are the adhibhautikapaiiktas: the universe when looked upon as an entity external to
the viewer seems constituted in the form of these sequences of five.
Next the seer presents a series of three adhyatmikapahktas, the
three sequences that seem to constitute the universe of the individual self. He thus draws the attention of the seeker to the pahkta
of prana, vyana, apana, udana and samana, the five vayus, the winds,
that help the living body perform its various functions; next, to
the pahkta of caksu, srotra, manas, vak and tvak, the five indriyas,
the sense organs connected with seeing, hearing, thinking, speech
and touch, respectively; and finally, to the pahkta of carma, marhsa,
snayu, asthi and majja, the five dhatus — roughly translated as skin,
flesh, muscle, bone and marrow —that constitute the physical body
of the individual self.
Having helped the seeker imagine the universe as constituted of
these six paiiktas, the seer affirms that all that there is, the whole
universe, is indeed constituted of the pahktas. The seeker therefore, says the seer, ought to fill the adhibhautikapahktas with the
adhyatmikapahktas: he ought to so expand his individual self as to
permeate the universe outside, to become one with the universe.
Meditation on Om
In the previous seven anuvakas, the seer has led the seeker
through a series of meditations on the external universe and the
universe of the self, imagined successively in the form of definitely
ordered sequences of the sarhhitas, vyahrtis and pahktas. Now, in
the eighth anuvaka, the seer invites the seeker to pay worshipful
obeisance to the universe in its entirety, represented by O m .
Leading the prayer, the seer sings:
"Orh is Brahman. Om is all that there is. Orh prevails in the world
as the anukrti, the agreed sign of consent amongst the priests conducting a homa; and the preceptors initiate the vaidika recitations
with the command, 'Orh, let us hear.' Those who sing the samans
begin their singing with Orh. Those who recite the sastras begin
their recitation with 'Orh som': 'Om, let all obstacles be quieted.'
The adhvaryu priest conveys his encouragement for each karma at
a yajha with the utterance of Orh. The brahma priest conveys his
consent with the utterance of Orh; and he ordains the beginning
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of agnihotra, the offering to the fire, with Om. A brahmana, before beginning his recitation, utters Orh, and resolves: 'I shall attain
Brahman'. He indeed attains Brahman."
Laying down the discipline for the seeker
Meditation on the universe in its different aspects and different
forms is over with the eighth anuvaka. The next three anuvakas of
stksavalll lay down a rigorous discipline of daily observances, perpetual devotional recitations and scrupulous fulfilment of worldly
obligations for the seeker after brahmavidya.
In the ninth anuvaka, the seer advises the seeker to always observe and practise the following: rta, righteous conduct determined
by careful reflection on what is said in the sastras and what happens to be the proper action in a given context; satya, fulfilling of
rta through speech and bodily actions; tapas, subjecting the body
to severe austerities in the pursuit of brahmavidya; dama, bringing the external sense organs under control; sama, quieting the
cittavrttis, the activities of the mind; agni, keeping the fires burning; agnihotra, making the proper offerings to the fire; atithi, offering proper hospitality to those who arrive at one's door; manusa,
maintaining proper conduct in the society of men; praja, bringing
u p sons and daughters; prajana, engaging in the process of procreation; prajati, looking after the welfare of the future generations;
and svadhyaya and pravacana, disciplined study of the knowledge
ordained for one and propagating such knowledge through disciplined teaching.
In these various observances that the seeker is advised to carefully practise, svadhyaya and pravacana occupy a specially exalted
place. The seer draws the attention of the seeker individually to
each of the observances listed above, and every time he mentions
one of these, he also reminds the seeker of the observance of
svadhyaya and pravacana. The teaching of the seer goes thus: rtaih
ca svadhyayapravacane ca. satyam ca svadhyayapravacane ca. tapasca
svadhyayapravacane ca, and so o n . 9
After reciting the series of observances above in this manner, the
seer recalls that RathTtara's descendant rsi Satyavaca says that practising satya alone is enough; Purusista's descendant rsi Taponitya
9

TaittUpl.9, p. 61.
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says that practising tapas alone is enough; and Mudgala's descendant rsi Naka says that the practice of svadhyaya and pravacana alone
is enough. The seer adds that these, svadhyaya and pravacana, indeed are tapas, these are tapas.
Japamantra for the seeker
The tenth anuvaka presents the seeker with a mantra for repetitive recitation, japa, as another aid to preparation of the mind
for comprehending brahmavidya. This mantra, the seer says, was
first sung by rsi Trisahku after having attained jnana. Following
rsi Trisahku, and imagining himself to have attained oneness with
Brahman, the seeker sings:
"I am the mover of this tree of the universe. My glory rises like
a mountain peak. I am born of the pure Brahman. Like sun, the
source of all anna, bears amrta, so am I the bearer of amrta. I am
the resplendent wealth; I am the pure intellect; I am immersed in
amrta."
Acaryanusasana
The eleventh anuvaka lays down the discipline to be inculcated
in the brahmacarins who have completed their study of the vedas
under a preceptor, and are thus accomplished enough to go out
and live the life of a grhastha. Sri Sahkara, commenting upon
this) anuvaka, says that after being instructed in the learning enshrined in the vedas, a seeker must diligently perform the srautaand smartakarmas, the worldly obligations laid down in the sruti
and smrti, before he attains the realization of unity with Brahman.
Because, as Sri Sahkara says, the discipline enjoined in the sruti and
smrti is for inculcating samskaras, proper dispositions of the mind,
and the one who has acquired the samskaras and has cleansed his
intellect attains jnana, the knowledge, without effort.
Recalling the moment when formal learning at the feet of a preceptor ceases, and the seeker begins his journey into the world, the
seer says:
"Having taught the vedas, the acarya, the preceptor, directs the
students thus:
"Speak the truth. Follow dharma. Never neglect svadhyaya. Having offered abundant wealth to the acarya, make sure that you do
not severe the continuing line of progeny. Never stray from truth.
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Never stray from dharma. Do not be indifferent towards your own
welfare. Never neglect propitious observances. And, never neglect
svadhyaya and pravacana.
"Do not be careless about observance of the pitryajha and devayajna. Let the mother be a goddess unto you. Let the father be a
god unto you. Let the acarya be a god unto you. Let the atithi be a
god unto you.
"Practise the karmas that are above reproach, not the others.
Among the acts of the acaryas, follow those that are commendable,
n o t the others. Comfort, with respectful hospitality, those of the
brahmanas whose repute is higher than ours, the acaryas.
"Make your offerings with sraddha, respectful devotion. Never
make an offering with asraddha, without respect for the receiver.
Make your offerings in a measure that equals your wealth. Make
your offerings with modesty. Make your offerings with a feeling of
awe for the receiver. Make your offerings with a feeling of friendship.
"Whenever you are in doubt about the action or behaviour
proper to any context, then do what the brahmanas there — those
of them who are given to proper deliberation, who are adept in
the performance of their karmas, who are not under the direction
of others, who follow the straight path and who are solicitous for
dharma —do in that context.
"And in the context of those who have been accused of any
violation, act the way the brahmanas there — those of them who are
given to proper deliberation, who are adept in the performance
of their karmas, who are not under the direction of others, who
follow the straight path and who are solicitous for dharma —act
with respect to them."
And, the acarya concludes this rigorous teaching of the discipline
with the emphatic assertion of the inviolability of what has been laid
down, saying:

^3TT^r: | trq-gt^T: | W ^ P l ^ l Hd^lUHJl I
esa adesah. esa upadesah. esa vedopanisat.
etadanusdsanam.
evamupasitavyam. evamu
caitadupasyam.10
TaittUpl.ll,p. 71.
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This is the way. This is my advice to you. This is the essence
of vedas. This is the discipline enjoined upon you. Follow it
worshipfully. And, be steadfast in it.
The santipatha
The twelfth, and the last anuvaka, is a santipatha, which is identical to the one with which the sTksavallT was begun, except that
the verbs in the second part of the santipatha are now changed
to the past tense. Thus what at the beginning was a worshipful
prayer for quieting the obstacles in the path of learning, now, at
the end of slksavalli, becomes an offering of thanks to vayu—who
was addressed as Brahman, rta and satya by the seeker — for having
protected the seeker and preceptor together during the course of
learning encompassed in the slksavalli.
A summary of the teaching so far
The slksavalli has been taught to prepare the seeker, both in intellect and disposition, for his seeking. And the preparation, as we
have seen, is indeed intense. The seeker is first invited to recall
the science of properly comprehending the spoken word, without which no learning is possible. Then he is led through a series
of meditations on the external universe as well as the universe of
the self, imagining these in analogy with the concepts of sarhhita,
vyahrti and parikta, which are supposedly known to the seeker from
his earlier training. And at the end of each meditation on the essential constituents of the universe imagined in the form of either the
sarhhitas, or the groups of vyahrtis, or the pahkta sequences, the
seeker is invited to reflect on the entire universe in its wholeness,
often symbolized in the sound of Om, and to engage in intense
veneration of it.
'
Having accomplished this series of meditations on the essential
constituents, alternated with intense veneration of the unitary
whole, the seeker is prescribed a rigorous discipline of learning,
teaching and self-control; and advised to continually recite the
mantra describing the state of being of the one who has achieved
oneness with Brahman, and thus deeply etch his ultimate goal on
his consciousness. And, then, he is asked to go into the world, live a
disciplined life, scrupulously fulfilling all his worldly obligations and
perpetually engaging in svadhyaya and pravacana, so as to acquire
the samskaras and learning that would make him fit for the darsana.
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All this, as we have said, is preparatory to the acquisition of
brahmavidya. The teaching of brahmavidya -^ of the way Brahman
manifests himself as the universe in successive layers of greater
and greater elaboration, and the way these layers of manifestations begin to successively open u p for the accomplished seeker,
finally revealing the un-manifest unitary Brahman at the core of
all creation — such teaching of brahmavidya is taken up in the next
two lessons, brahmanandavall! and bhrguvalli, of the upanisad.
And, as the instruction in brahmavidya begins to unfold, anna
comes to occupy a central place in the teachings of the seer. So
far, in the sTksavalll, the seer has had only a few occasions to mention anna. The most significant mention is that in the fifth anuvaka
where anna appears as the mahah-vyahrti, which is synonymous
with Brahman. There the seer sings: maha ityannam. annena vava
sarveprdnd mahiyante.11 "Anna is mahah-vyahrti; from anna alone
do all the winds of life obtain their nourishment."
Besides this advise to meditate on anna as one of the synonyms of
Brahman, there are only two other occasions when anna is referred
to in this lesson. First, at the end of the third anuvaka, the seer, offering his blessings to the one who meditates on the coming together
of different elements of the universe in the image of the sarhdhi
in the science of language, says that such a one obtains abundant
progeny, great wealth in cattle, plenty of anna, the glory that arises
from nearness to Brahman, and finally the great worlds hereafter:
samdhiyate prajayd pasubhih. brahmavarcasenannadyena suvargena
lokena.12 Later, in the tenth anuvaka, the sun is referred to as vajini,
the source of vaja, which is another name for anna. And the seeker
perpetually reciting the japamantra of this anuvaka sings: I am born
of pure Brahman. Like the sun, the source of all anna, bears amrta,
so am I the bearer of amrta. I am the resplendent wealth; I am
the pure intellect; I am immersed in amrta. urdhvapavitro vdjiniva
svamrtamasmi drav'inam savarcasam.13
These are the only references to anna in sTksavalll. In the next
two lessons, the lessons concerned with the exposition of brahmavidya, however, anna seems to be everywhere. Anna, as we shall
see, is encountered at the beginning of instruction in brahmavidya
n

T a i t t U p l . 5 , p. 42.
TaittUpl.3, p. 28.
13
TaittUpl.lO, p. 65.
12
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in brahmanandavalll as also at the threshold of realization by the
accomplished seeker in the bhrguvalll. And after the seer leads
the seeker through realization of ananda, the bliss of nearness to
Brahman, in the bhrguvalll, the seer and the seeker begin an extended singing in veneration of anna, which they realize to be the
same as Brahman. And, this is how the upanisad ends.

Instruction in brahmavidya: brahmanandavalll
The santipatha
The teaching of brahmanandavalll begins with a brief santipatha,
with the seer and the seeker together praying for protection, livelihood, strength, brilliance in studies, and freedom from mutual
rancour, and finally for the quieting of all. obstacles in the path of
learning that is to follow. The santipatha reads:

& 3TTf%: ! ?TTf%: ! ^fRf: !
Om saha navavatu. saha nau bhunaktu. saha viryam
karavdvahai. tejasvi navadhitamastu ma vidvisavahai.
Om santih santih santih.14
Orb. May he, the Brahman, protect both of us together. May
he provide for both of us together. May we together acquire
strength. May we together attain brilliance in what we study.
May we never entertain any rancour towards each other.
Orh, may all obstacles be quieted.
Object of the teaching
Immediately following the santipatha, the seer, to help the seeker
concentrate his mind on the object to be achieved, recalls the phala,
the ultimate fruit, of the learning being pursued. In a cryptic formulation of the phala accruing to the one who is well-versed in
brahmavidya, the seer says:

& sr^jf^ratfrr w{ i ^rrgw i w? wwFciwi^^fW
14

TaittUp2.1,p. 94.
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Orii brahmaviddpnoti param. tadesdbhyukta.
satyam jndnamanantam
brahma. yo veda nihitam
guhdydrh parame vyoman. so 'mute sarvdn kamdn
saha brahmand vipasciteti.15
Orh. The one who knows brahmavidya attains paramatma,
the ultimate un-manifest Brahman. About him it is said
that he, Brahman, is satya, truth; jhana, knowledge; ananta,
unbounded, all-pervading and without a beginning or an
end. The one who knows the Brahman dwelling in the
paramakasa, the infinite space of pure intellect and in the
elementary space in the midst of the heart, attains —in
complete unison with the all-knowing Brahman —the
instantaneous fulfilment of all his desires.
Srstikrama
Having stated the phala, the seer begins the teaching of brahmavidya, starting with an exposition of how Brahman creates and
manifests himself in the universe. The seer says:
dfHIAl iWHI<lcHH3TTW: t^:

I 3HI+KII£I^: I =ll4Uf}l:|

,

3#m: 13T^r: ^Mt i jf¥qT3ftwr: i afWr^frs^i
3RI?gW: II
tasamdvd etasmdddtmana akdsah sarhbhutah.
akdsddvdyuh. vdyoragnih. agnerdpah. adbhyah prthivi.
prthivyd osadhayah. osadhibhyo'nnam.
anndtpurusah.16
From that Brahman, who is also this atma, the individual self
of the seeker, was born akasa, the elementary space. From
akasa was born vayu, the elementary winds. From vayu was
born agni, the elementary fire. From agni were born apah,
the elementary waters. From apah were born osadhls, the
elementary vegetation. From osadhls was born anna, the
elementary food. And from anna was born purusa, the man.
The annamayapurusa
The purusa here stands for the man — for the individuated self
— according to Sri SahEara. But since, as has already been said, the
15
TaittUp2.1,p.
16

97.
TaittUp2.1,p. 97.
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self is also the Brahman, the purusa being referred to above and
in the following anuvakas can also Hee thought of as the one that
fills the whole of creation. The seer, however, is keen to make the
seeker realize beyond the possibility of any doubt that the purusa,
that fills the whole of creation and also the individual self, is not
a mere abstraction: this purusa is made of anna, which appears at
the end of the sequence of manifestations of Brahman recounted
above. To emphasize the annamayatva, the attribute of being born
from anna, of the purusa the seer says:

tf^-tfl-g^WflJw i <R^#rftrc: i arc ^ r : w-1
SFTJrn:: W- \WH\rH\ I ^ ^ s r f c m T I ^ ^ T ^ t ^ f t " II
sa vd esa puruso 'nnarasamayah. tasyedameva sirah.
ayam daksinah paksah. ayamuttarah paksah. ayamdtmd.
idam puccharh pratistha. tadapyesa sloko bhavati.17
That, this purusa, is indeed formed of anna and rasa, food
and the vital essences derived from food. Of him, the purusa,
indeed is this head; of him is this right side; this left side; of
him is this middle torso; and of him is this lower torso. It is
about him that the following sloka is said.
Thus does the seer make the seeker concentrate on the annamaya body and see it as the manifestation of Brahman. Thus is
anna encountered, as we have been saying, at the threshold of
brahmavidya, as the first step in comprehending the creation as a
series of manifestations of Brahman. Later, the seer will show how
the annamayapurusa that is encountered here as formed of anna,
is also formed of prana, the vital winds; of manas, the intellect; of
vijnana, the detailed knowledge of action in the manifest world;
and of ananda, the bliss arising from the nearness of Brahman.
But all these other purusas fill the annamayapurusa, and indeed
take their form from it. The perception of these other purusas is
possible only in the form of the annamaya, and therefore these can
be perceived only after having perceived the annamayapurusa as a
manifestation of Brahman.
The seer reveals the annamaya-, pranamaya-, manomaya-,
vijnanamaya- and anandamayapurusa, sequentially, in the manner
TaittUp2.1,p. 97.
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of removing layers of husk to reveal the grain of rice, as Sri Sahkara
puts it. But in the beginning, and providing form to all those others,
is the annamayapurusa. It is this, the annamayapurusa, that the seer
celebrates in the next anuvaka. It is about him, as the seer says, that
the following is said, tadapyesa sloko bhavati.
The greatness of anna
The next, the second, anuvaka begins with the seer singing in
celebration of the greatness of anna, thus:
S R l t 5RT: MT^% I W. ^ W < | M ^ f^RTT: I m[

3f#ft"

annadvai prajah prajayante. yah kasca prthivim sritah. atho
annenaiva jivanti. athainadapi yantyantatah annarh hi
bhutanam jyestham. tasmatsarvausadhamucyate.
sarvarh
vai te'nnamdpnuvantiye'nnam
brahmopdsate. annarh hi
bhutanam jyestham.
tasmatsarvausadhamucyate.
annadbhutani jay ante, jatanyannena
vardhante.
adyate'tti ca bhutani. tasmadannam taducyata iti.ls
All that is born, is born of anna indeed. Whatever exists
on earth is born of anna, lives on anna, and in the end
merges into anna. Annalrideed is the first born amongst all
beings; that is why anna is called sarvausadha, the medicine
that relieves the bodily discomforts of all.
Those who worshipfully venerate anna as Brahman, indeed
attain all anna.
Anna alone is the first-born amongst all beings; that is why
it is known as sarvausadha. All beings are born of anna; and
being born they attain growth from anna.
All beings eat anna; and anna eats them all: at the end all
of them become anna again. Since it is eaten, adyate, and it
eats, atti, that is why it is called anna.
!

Taitt Up 2.2, p. 124.
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The pranamayapurusa
Having thus revealed the annamayapurusa as the first-born
of creation, the seer leads the seeker on to the next step in
brahmavidya, instructing him about the pranamayapurusa, the self
formed of vital winds, that fills the annamayapurusa. The seer says:

tasmadva etasmddannarasamayadanyo
'ntara atma
pranamayah. tenaisa purnah. sa vd esa purusavidha

eva.19

Different from and inside this annarasamayapurusa, there is
another, the pranamaya. This, annarasamayapurusa, is filled
with that, the pranamayapurusa. And that pranamaya is indeed of the same form as this annamaya.
To emphasize the identity in form of the annamaya- and
pranamaya-purusa, the seer repeats that the pranamaya takes the
form of annamaya; the way molten metal filled in a mould takes
the form of the latter, as Sri Sahkara puts it. The pranamaya is
of the same form as the annamaya: like the annamaya it has its
various limbs; and the seer goes on to point out how the various
winds, with their different attributes, form different limbs of the
pranamayapurusa. The seer says:

tasya purusavidhatdmanvayam
purusavidhah.
tasya prdna eva sirah. vyano daksinah paksah. apdna
uttarah paksah. akdsa atma. prthivipuccham
pratisthd.
tadapyesa s'loko bhavati.20
This pranamaya attains its man-like form from the man-like
form of the annamayapurusa. Of that pranamayapurusa,
pranavayu is the head; vyanavayu is the right side; apanavayu
is the left side; akasa is the middle torso; and prthivi is the
TaittUp2.2,p. 124.
TaittUp2.2, p. 124.
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lower torso. It is about him, this pranamayapurusa, that the
following sloka is said.
The manomayapurusa
The next, the third, anuvaka begins with a celebration of prana,
the vital winds. The seer sings thus:
"The devas, the gods that dwell in the various elements of nature,
acquire their activity from prana; and so do all men and animals.
Prana indeed is the life of all beings. That is why prana is called
sarvayusa, the life of all. Those who worshipfully venerate prana as
Brahman, indeed attain to the fullness of age. Prana indeed is the
life of all beings. That is why prana is called sarvayusa."
Having thus revealed the pranamayapurusa that enlivens and
activates the annamaya, the seer takes the seeker to the next
step in brahmavidya, instructing him about the manomaya, the
purusa formed of manas, the intellect, that fills the pranamaya.
The pranamaya, says the seer, is the atma, the self, of the annamaya.
And different from the pranamaya and within it is another, the
manomaya, which fills the pranamaya, and takes its form. Like the
annamaya and pranamaya, the form of manomaya too is defined by
its five limbs: yajus is its head; rk is its right side; sama is its left side;
adesa, the b r a h m a n a p a r t of the vedas, is its middle torso; atharvan
of rsi Atharvangirasa is its lower torso.
The vijnanamayapurusa
The seer begins the fourth anuvaka by recalling the inscrutability
of the Brahman whom the seeker is trying to comprehend. He, the
Brahman, says the seer, is such that vak and manas, words and
intellect, turn back from him without reaching near him; but the
one who knows such Brahman, who is indeed ananda, unqualified
bliss, knows of no fear ever.
And then, continuing with the instruction in brahmavidya,
the seer reveals the vijnanamayapurusa that fills the manomaya.
Of the pranamaya, says the seer, the manomaya is indeed the
atma, the self. And different from this, the manomaya, there is
another, the vijnanamaya, which fills the manomaya and takes its
form. The man-like form of vijhanamaya arises from the man-like
form of manomaya; and like the manomayapurusa, the form of
vijnanamayapurusa is also defined by its five limbs: sraddha is its
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head; rta is its right side; satya is its left side; yoga is its atma, the
middle torso; and mahat is its lower torso.
Vijhana, sraddha, rta, satya, yoga and mahat are some of the basic defining concepts of Indian darsana. Sri Sahkara, commenting
on the above anuvaka, explains vijhana as the intellect that arises
from certitude about the meaning of vedas and leads to corresponding action. Vijhana is thus an attribute of antahkarana — the
Indian term for the entirety of the mental complex — that is characterised by adhyayasaya, engaging in action. In SrT Saiikara's words:
vedarthavisaya buddhirniscayatmikd
vijndnarh taccadhyavasayalaksanamantahkaranasya dharmah.2 J
Sayanacarya commenting on an earlier anuvaka explains
manomaya and vijhanamaya thus: tamomisrah sattvaguno manomayakaranam. ato manomaye tdmasabhagadharma rdgadvesadaya upalabhyante. rajomisrah sattvaguno vijndnamayakaranam. ato vijnanamaye yajnadinam vaidikakriyanam krsyddindrh laukikakriyanam ca
kartrtvamupalabhyate.22
Creation, according to the Indian understanding, is constituted
of three gunas, fundamental attributes: sattva, rajas, tamas; roughly
translated, sattva is knowledge and truth, rajas is action, and tamas,
inertia towards both knowledge and action. Manomayapurusa, says
the acarya, is formed of a mixture of sattva and tamas. That is
why raga, attachment, dvesa, jealousy, and similar other attributes,
which are characteristics of tamas are found in the manomaya.
Vijhanamaya is formed of a mixture of sattva and rajas. That is why
the performing of vaidika yajfias, as also of the worldly activities,
like agriculture, etc., arises from the vijhanamayapurusa.
Sraddha, according to Sayanacarya, is absolute faith in the truths
taught in the sastras and by the teacher. Sri Sahkara says sraddha is
the resolution to act that arises in the one who has attained vijhana.
Rta, as we have explained earlier in slksavallT, following Sri Sahkara,
stands for righteous conduct determined by careful reflection on
what is said in the sastras and what happens to be the proper action
in a given context; and satya is the fulfilling of rta through speech
and bodily actions.
While commenting on the term yoga, Sayanacarya recalls the
samprajnata- and asamprajnatasamadhis, the two ultimate states of
21
22

Sri Sarikara on Taitt Up 2.4, p. 139.
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mind taught in the Yogasutra of Patahjali. SrT Sarikara explains the
meaning of yoga in this context more simply as the accomplishment of action: yogoyuktih samadhanam.23 This meaning of yoga is
of course strongly reminiscent of SrTmadbhagavadgTta's teaching:
yogah karmasu kausalam, yoga is the skill of accomplishing action. 24
Mahat is the first element born of Brahman, according to
sahkhyadarsana, from which are formed all other basic constituent
elements of the universe and which is the source of all distinctness
of .identities of the worldly forms. Mahat thus, says SrT Sarikara, is
the first cause of vijhana.
. . T o summarize then, vijnana is the intellect that leads to action in
•the world; and such action is based in sraddha, rta, satya and mahat.
Vijfianamayapurusa is the atma, the self, that fills the manomaya
and makes man act. Sraddha, rta, satya, yoga and mahat are the
limbs of this vijfianamayapurusa, of the man in action: there cannot
be a valid action that is not informed of these attributes. This is the
fourth anuvaka of brahmanandavallT.
The anandamayapurusa
The fifth anuvaka begins with a celebration of vijhana. Vijhana,
says the seer, leads to the yajhas and the karmas; all the devas worship vijhana as the first-born of Brahman; and the one who knows
vijnana as Brahman, and makes no mistake about it, is indeed freed
of all his bodily errors and attains the complete fulfilment of all his
desires.
Continuing the fifth anuvaka, the seer leads the seeker
through the next and the penultimate step of his instruction
in brahmavidya, revealing the anandamayapurusa that fills the
vijhanamaya. The vijnanamaya, says the seer, is the atma of the
manomaya; and different from this, the vijhanamaya, there is
another, the anandamaya. This anandamaya is the atma of the
vijnanamaya. It fills the vijhanamaya, and takes its form. Like
the purusas spoken of earlier, the anandamayapurusa also has
five limbs: priya, the feeling of pleasure that arises from seeing
desirable objects, is its head; moda, the feeling of pleasure that
arises from obtaining desirable objects, is its right side; pramoda,
the feeling of moda enhanced multi-fold, is its left side; ananda,
SrT Sarikara on Taitt Up 2.4, pp. 139-40.
SrlmadbhagavadgTta 2.50, in Maha bhisma 26.50, p. 2607,
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the undifferentiated feeling of pleasure of which priya, moda and
pramoda are specific instances, is its atma, the upper torso; and
Brahman is its lower torso.
Brahman manifests the world
The seer begins the sixth anuvaka with a celebration of Brahman,
who is ananda, and who is revealed when the layers of annamaya,
pranamaya, mariomaya, vijnanamaya and anandamaya are comprehended and seen through one by one, as the seer has been helping
the seeker to do. The seer sings: asanneva sa bhavati. asadbrahmeti
veda cet. asti brahmeti cedveda. santamenarh tato viduriti. tasyaisa eva
sarira atma yah pilrvasya.25 The one who knows that Brahman is
not, ceases to be; and the one who knows Brahman is, is: so say the
wise. This, Brahman, who is anandamaya, is the sarlra-atma, the
indwelling-self of the preceding one, the vijnanamaya.
' The seer's instruction in brahmavidya through the unravelling
of different layers of reality—all of which are manifestations of
Brahman and all of which must be sequentially seen through in
order to see the un-manifest Brahman dwelling at the core as
ananda —is now complete. The rest of the sixth anuvaka is concerned with the answering of a query that the seeker raises at this
stage about the fate of those who know, and those who do not. Does
the one who does not know, attain Brahman after departing from
this world? And does even the one who knows, attain him? Such
are the questions of the seeker.
The seer does not answer these questions directly. Instead, he
begins a discourse on the nature of Brahman and the creation that
arises from him. It is a long discourse that the seer initiates here;
and it occupies not only the rest of this anuvaka but also the next
two anuvakas of the brahmanandavalll.
He, the one Brahman, says the seer, wished to become the many.
With such a resolve he undertook great tapas. Through such tapas
he created all this that exists. And then, he himself entered the creation. Having entered the creation, he became both the manifest
and the un-manifest, both the say-able and the unsaid, the concrete
and the abstract, the sentient and the insentient, and the true and
the untrue. The Brahman, who is satya, the truth, became all these.
TaittUp2.5, p. 150.
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That is why those who know call all that is there by the name of
satya.
Continuing the discourse initiated above, through the next, the
seventh, anuvaka, the seer says that in the beginning all was asat,
un-manifest; from that asat, un-manifest, did the sat, the manifest
world, arise: the un-manifest Brahman created himself as the manifest creation. That is why he is called sukrta, the one who is created
of oneself.
That sukrta, says the seer, is indeed rasa, the primary joy; the one
who attains it becomes anandi: he is suffused with ananda, bliss. If
this ananda were not dwelling in the elementary space in the midst
of the heart, wonders the seer, then who else would have carried
on the activity of prana? Who would have made the winds ci life
move? He, Brahman, who is the sukrta, indeed spreads ananda,
which makes the winds of life move.
The one who attains to the state of fearlessness, says the st°r, in
the secure knowledge of oneness with the un-manifest, un-seeable,
un-sayable and un-supported Brahman, he alone attains fearlessness; the one who deviates even slighdy from this state of oneness
is immersed in fear. Brahman, says the seer, indeed becomes fearful
for those who do not know of their oneness with him.
Brahmananda
The seer continues with the description of this fearsome aspect of
Brahman in the opening stanza of the eighth anuvaka. It is the fear
of Brahman, says the seer, that makes the winds blow and the sun
rise; it is the fear that makes agni, the fire, and indra, the foremost
amongst gods, work diligently; and it is the fear that makes mrtyu,
the god of death, run.
And then the seer begins a worshipful description of the blissful
aspect of Brahman: of the incomparable ananda that flows from
his nearness. If there be a man, says the seer, in the prime of
youth, who is gentle, who has studied well in his proper discipline
of learning, who is filled with hopes for the future, who is wellbuilt, whose body is brimming with energy, and to whom the earth
has rendered all her wealth — the ananda of such a one may be
taken as the measure of manusa-ananda, the human bliss. Multiply such manusa-ananda a hundredfold, and that, says the seer, is
the measure of manusyagandharva-ananda, the bliss of men who
attain the world of gandharvas, the celestial beings who are known
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to be especially skilled in the fine arts that effuse pleasure and
joy. Multiply such ananda a hundredfold, and that is the measure of devagandharva-ananda, the bliss of those who are born as
gandharvas. Multiply such ananda a hundredfold, and that is the
measure of bliss enjoyed by pitrs, the ancestors, who dwell in the
ciralokas, the worlds of eternity.
Multiply the bliss of pitrs a hundredfold, and that, says the seer, is
the measure of the bliss of ajanajanadevas, the gods that are born
in heavens; a hundredfold of that is the bliss of karmadevas, of
those who attain the world of gods through their actions on earth;
a hundredfold of that is the bliss of devas, the gods who have a
share in the yajhas of men; and a hundredfold of that is the bliss of
indra, the first amongst the devas.
Multiply the bliss of indra a hundredfold, and that, says the
seer, is the measure of the bliss of brhaspati, the preceptor of
devas; multiply that a hundredfold, and that is the bliss of prajapati,
who is Brahman in the aspect of creator; multiply that too a hundredfold, and that is the measure of brahmananda, the bliss of
Brahman.
Such is the bliss of Brahman; it encompasses and exceeds manyfold the bliss that is accessible to manusyas, gandharvas, pitrs, devas
and even the king and the preceptor of devas. The brahmananda,
and also all the lesser anandas, are all available of their own, says
the seer, to the akamahata-srotriya, the one who is well-read in the
vedas and is not even slightly touched by desire.
Having described the fearsome and the blissful aspects of Brahman, the seer brings the seeker back to the thought of the essential
oneness of the whole of creation. He who is here in this h u m a n
body, says the seer, and he who is there in the sun, are one. The
one who knows this transcends this world and attains the annamaya
self; attains the pranamaya self; attains the manomaya self; attains
the vijhanamaya self; and attains the anandamaya self.
In the ninth and the last anuvaka, the seer once again describes
the state of mind of the one who has attained the anandamaya
self, which is Brahman. He, the Brahman, says the seer, is such that
vak and manas, words and intellect, turn back from him without
reaching near him; but the one who knows such Brahman, who is
indeed ananda, unqualified bliss, knows of no fear ever, yato vaco
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nivartante aprdpya manasa saha. anandam brahmano vidvdn na bibheti
kutascaneti.26
And, such a one, who has attained Brahman, is never afflicted
by doubt; he does not have to ask why he failed to perform the
good deeds, or why he indulged in error. For him, the one who
knows both these — the good deeds and the errors — are the same,
both are forms of the self, the indwelling Brahman. Knowing this
he strengthens the self. This, says the seer, is knowledge, this is the
upanisad.

Leading the seeker to darsana: Bhrguvalli
In the slksavalll the seer, as we have seen, has sought to intellectually equip the seeker for the acquisition of brahmavidya,
and to inculcate in him the proper orientation, attitude and discipline for such a seeking. In the brahmanandavalll, he has offered
the seeker complete instruction in brahmavidya: he has revealed
to him the anandamayapurusa, who indeed is Brahman himself,
dwelling at the core of man and the whole of creation, behind layers
of annamaya-, pranamaya-, manomaya-, and vijnanamayapurusas,
who also are, as the seer explains, manifestations of the one unmanifest Brahman. The preparation and the learning are now
accomplished, and the seeker is ready to see for himself, to have
a darsana of, what he has been taught. The bhrguvalli is taught to
lead the seeker to such direct seeing, to darsana. And, as we shall
see, what the seeker sees at the beginning of bhrguvalli is Brahman
in the form of anna, and what he celebrates and worships in the
end is also Brahman in the form of anna.
Bhrgu 's tapas and darsana
The seer begins the bhrguvalli with the story of Bhrgu's quest for
Brahman. Once upon a time, says the seer, the reputable Bhrgu,
son of Varuna, approaches his father and implores him to lead him
to the knowledge of Brahman. Varuna indicates to him the food,
the winds of life, the eyes, the ears, the mind and the speech, which
together constitute the six gateways to the knowledge of Brahman.
Varuna puts this instruction very cryptically: annam pranarh caksuh
26
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srotrarh mano vdcamiti. And, then he advises the son to firmly resolve to know the one of whom all beings are born; having been
born, from whom all of them obtain sustenance for their living; and
having lived, towards whom they proceed and merge into at the
end. Know him well, says Varuna, because he indeed is Brahman:
•yato vd imdni bhutdni jay ante yena jdtdni jivanti. yatprayantyabhisamvisanti. tadvijijndsasva. tad brahmeti.28
Bhrgu accepts the advise, and undertakes tapas to concentrate
his mind and all his senses on the object of his quest. And, having accomplished the tapas, he, first of all, sees anna as verily the
Brahman that his father, Varuna, has advised him to look for. As
the seer puts it:

annarh brahmeti vyajandt. anndddhyeva
khalvimani
bhutdni jay ante, annena jdtdni jivanti. annarh
prayantyabhisamvisantiti.29
He saw anna as Brahman. For, it is of anna indeed that all
beings are born; having been born, it is from anna that they
obtain the necessary sustenance for living; and having lived,
it is into anna that they merge at the end.
Having seen thus, Bhrgu goes to Varuna again and repeats the
request to be led to the knowledge of Brahman. And Varuna advises
him to resolve to know of him through tapas, because tapas indeed
is Brahman. Bhrgu, accepting the advice, undertakes tapas again,
and this time he sees prana, the winds of life, as Brahman:

awr sr^ftr<*MHi<jjyiuii£^N<=tPwiPi>j?rrfrsrFr%i
5n^^n^«ft^rijnnfa*i*TMf*i*iRs}i*Ti1Ri n
prdno brahmeti vyajandt. prandddhyeva
bhutdni jdyante. prdnena jdtdni jivanti.
prayantyabhisamvisantiti.30
TaittUp3.1,p. 214.
TaittUp3.1,p. 214.
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H e saw prana as Brahman. For, it is of prana indeed that
all beings are born; having been born, it is from prana that
they obtain the necessary sustenance for living; and having
lived, it is into prana that they merge at the end.
Having seen thus, Bhrgu goes to Varuna again and repeats his
request; and Varuna again advises him to undertake tapas, because
tapas indeed is Brahman. Bhrgu undertakes tapas again, and now
he sees manas as Brahman:

mano brahmeti vyajanat. manaso hyeva khalvimani
jay ante, manasa jatani jivanti.
manah
prayantyabhisamvisantiti.31

bhutani

He saw manas as Brahman. For, it is of manas indeed that
all beings are born; having been born, it is from manas that
they obtain the necessary sustenance for living; and having
lived, it is into manas that they merge at the end.
Having seen thus, he goes to Varuna again, again makes the same
request, and is again advised to undertake tapas. And at the end of
his tapas he sees vijhana as Brahman:

%Fft"^RTTft"#ff% I

ftfTFTM^TfM^?Fcftft"||

vijnanam brahmeti vyajanat. vijnanaddhyeva
khalvimani
bhutani jay ante, vijndnena jatani jivanti.
vijnanam
prayantyabhisamvisantiti?2
He saw vijhana as Brahman. For, it is of vijhana indeed that
all beings are born; having been born, it is from vijhana that
they obtain the necessary sustenance for living; and having
lived, it is into vijhana that they merge at the end.

31
32
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Having seen thus, Bhrgu goes to Varuna again, repeats his request, and is again advised to undertake tapas; and having accomplished the tapas, he, finally now, sees ananda as Brahman:

anando brahmeti vyajanat. anandaddhyeva
bhutani jay ante, anandena jatani jivanti.
prayantyabhisamvisantiti33

khalvimdni
anandam

He saw ananda as Brahman. For, it is of ananda indeed that
all beings are born; having been born, it is from ananda that
they obtain the necessary sustenance for living; and having
lived, it is into ananda that they merge at the end.
Bhrgu thus directly sees all that the seer has taught in the
brahmanandavalli about the un-manifest Brahman and the way
he manifests as creation. Bhrgu sequentially sees, just as the seer
has instructed, Brahman manifesting as anna, as prana, as manas,
as vijnana, and finally, as ananda, which is perhaps the nearest
approach to the one un-manifest Brahman.
With such seeing, with the darsana of Brahman in his varied
manifest forms and as the un-manifest ananda that dwells within,
the quest of Bhrgu is accomplished. The seer signals the completion
and recites the phala, the ultimate beneficence, accruing to the one
who attains such vidya, thus:

^fasf^H-^H I W^tctf II
saisd bhargavT varum vidya parame vyoman pratisthita.
ya evam veda pratitisthati. annavanannado
bhavati.
mahdn bhavati prajayd
pasubhirbrahmavarcasena.
mahdn kirtya.34

sa

This is the vidya, knowledge, of which Bhrgu is the seer and
Varuna the preceptor. It, this vidya, resides in the elementary
Taitt Up 3.6, p. 223.
Taitt Up 3.6, p. 223.
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space within the heart. Anyone who realizes it becomes securely established in Brahman. He attains anna and enjoys
anna. He attains greatness, greatness that arises from cattle,
children and grandchildren, and from nearness to Brahman.
And, he becomes great in his glory.

Recalling the primacy of anna
The completion of Bhrgu's quest is also in away the completion
of the teaching of the upanisad. The seeker has been equipped, disciplined, and instructed; and finally the path of darsana, of directly
seeing for oneself, has been illuminated for him through the illustration of the path taken by the reputable Bhrgu. And now, in the last
four anuvakas of the upanisad, the seer begins to instruct the seeker
afresh in the rigorous discipline of food and eating; the discipline
of respecting and caring for anna; and of producing, collecting and
distributing anna in great quantities. And along with this discipline,
the seer teaches another meditation: meditation on anna manifesting as diverse elements of the universe and the human body.
It indeed is greatly meaningful that this discipline and the meditation are being taught to a seeker, who has already been led
through such elaborate and intense training and instruction, who
has been shown the path of darsana, and who probably already
has become the seer himself. Sri Sahkara says that this teaching
of the discipline of anna and the veneration of anna is begun at
this stage because anna is the gateway to Brahman: Brahman is
known through anna, kim cannena dvarabhutena brahma vijnatam.35
And Sayanacarya says the same: yasmadannena dvarabhutenopasitena
brahmajnanam labhate.36
annam na nindydt
The seer begins his teaching of the rigorous discipline of anna,
from the beginning of the seventh anuvaka of bhrguvalli, with the
advice that anna should never be looked down upon; and then leads
the seeker through a meditation on anna manifesting as both the
body and the winds that breathe life in it:
35
36

Sn Sarikara on Taitt Up 3.7, p. 226.
Sayanacarya on Taitt Up 3.7, in Taitt Aranyaka 9.7, p. 680.
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tf*TlW<*Hhljrftfai^

5rfrrf^lf^|3T^PM[^"^frri

annarh na nindydt. tadvratam. prano vd annam.
sariramannddam. prdne sartram pratisthitam.
satireprdnah pratisthitah.
tadetadannamannepratisthitam.
sa ya etadannamanne pratisthitam veda pratitisthati.
annavdnannado
bhavati. mahdn bhavati prajayd
pasubhirbrahmavarcasena.
mahdnkirtyd.37
Do not look down upon anna, the food. That is the inviolable discipline for the one who knows. Prana, the winds of
life, are indeed anna, and sarira, the body, is the partaker
of anna. Sarira is secured in prana, and prana is enshrined
in sarira. Being dependent on each other, the two are anna
for each other, and thus it is indeed anna itself that is secured and enshrined in anna. The one who knows this, that
it is anna that is enshrined in anna, is securely established
in his repute. Such a one becomes annavan and annada —is
blessed with anna and the opportunity and capacity to partake of anna. He attains greatness, greatness that arises from
cattle, children and grandchildren, and from nearness to
Brahman. And, he becomes great in his glory.
annam na paricaksita
The next anuvaka continues the teaching of the discipline of
anna, with the seer advising the seeker never to neglect anna; and
then leading him through a meditation on anna manifesting as the
elementary water and fire:

arsf^qfcrsfar i CT^SRPTJ STNT^SWTJ ^fcVwi<4j wg
^TtfrT: yfdtedJJJ ^TtfrRTT: Jl [cited I: I d ^ d < M ^ yfclted^l

^THd<^yfciteci^;yfcifcmfd |3WH-Hi<|i^rf<n
J T ^ ^ f c t M ^ T I ^ ^ ^ ^ H I ^ l ~ M ||

Taitt Up 3.7, p. 226.
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annam na paricaksita. tadvratam. dpo vd annam.
jyotirannddam. apsu jyotih pratisthitam. jyotisydpah
pratisthitah. tadetadannamanne pratisthitam. sa ya
etadannamanne pratisthitam veda pratitisthati.
annavanannado bhavati. mahan bhavati prajaya
pasubhirbrahmavarcasena. mahankirtya.38
Do not neglect food. That is the inviolable discipline for
the one who knows. Because, water indeed is anna, and
jyoti, fire, is the partaker of anna. Fire is enshrined in water, and water in fire. Thus, it is anna itself that is enshrined
in anna. The one who knows this, that it is anna that is enshrined in anna, is securely established in his repute. Such
a one becomes annavan and annada — is blessed with anna
and the opportunity and capacity to partake of anna. He
attains greatness, greatness that arises from cattle, children
and grandchildren, and from nearness to Brahman. And,
he becomes great in his glory.
annam bahu kurvita
The ninth anuvaka begins with the unconditional advice to ensure an abundance of anna all around; and continueswith a meditation on anna manifesting as the elementary earth and space:
Sr^f^ff^TI d^dJJJ'jfMt^srsprj 3THI$l)s*lT$ | :
^^IHI+l}l:srfM^:|3TT^'jMyfdfedl I d^K-HH^l
HfdterHJ ^ H d ^ - H ^ yfrlted ^yfdfdiifd I 3H=H-HI<£l
annam bahu kurvita. tadvratam. prthivi vd annam.
dkas'o 'nnddah. prthivydmdkasah pratisthitah. dkdse
prthivipratisthitd. tadetadannamanne pratisthitam.
sa ya etadannamanne pratisthitam veda pratitisthati.
annavanannado bhavati. mahan bhavati prajaya
pasubhirbrahmavarcasena. mahankirtya.^

38
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Taitt Up 3.8, p. 228.
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Multiply anna many-fold. That is the inviolable discipline
for the one who knows. Because, prthivT, the earth, indeed
is anna, and akasa, the sky, is the partaker of anna. Akasa is
secured in prthivT, and prthivT is secured in akasa. Thus, it
is anna itself that is enshrined in anna. The one who knows
this, that it is anna that is enshrined in anna, is securely
established in his repute. Such a one becomes annavan and
annada, is blessed with anna and the opportunity and capacity to partake of anna. He attains greatness, greatness that
arises from cattle, children and grandchildren, and from
nearness to Brahman. And, he becomes great in his glory.
na karkcana vasatau pratyacaksita
The next and the last anuvaka of the upanisad is resplendent with
respect for anna, with the discipline of offering anna to all those
who arrive at the door, and with descriptions of the joy and bliss
of the one who follows the discipline, realizing the crucial place of
anna in the universe and seeing anna as Brahman. The anuvaka is
so laden with these sentiments and is so emphatically expressive of
the greatness of anna and annadana that quotations from it have
kept appearing in the earlier chapters.
The anuvaka begins by, further elaborating the discipline of anna
with the injunction that a guest should never be turned away from
the door. And the seer continues with the insistence that a seeker
ought to obtain a plenty of food somehow or the other, so that no
guest ever needs to return un-sated from his door:

3T5T^Trsi%l ^r5T3FrraTS5r^^ra?^l 3PWte5PTT.3T^r^^FEq^ll
na kamcana vasatau pratyacaksita. tadvratam. tasmadyaya
kayd ca vidhayd bahvannam prapnuydt.
drddhyasmd
annamityacaksate. etadvai mukhato 'nnam raddham.
mukhato 'smd annam radhyate. etadvai madhyato 'nnam
raddham. madhyato 'smd annam radhyate. etadva
antato'nnam raddham. antato'sma annam radhyate.40
TaittUp3.10,p. 230.
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Do not turn away anyone who comes seeking your hospitality. This is the inviolable discipline for the one who knows.
Therefore, obtain a great abundance of anna, exert all your
efforts to ensure such abundance; and welcome the guests
with the announcement that the food is ready. Because the
one who prepares and gives food in abundance, with high
care and veneration, obtains food in abundance with the
same high care and veneration; the one who prepares and
gives food in a moderate measure, with moderate care and
veneration, obtains food in the same moderate measure and
with similarly moderate care and veneration; and one who
prepares and gives food in a small measure, with low care
and veneration, obtains food in.the same small measure and
with similar indifference.
The concluding meditation
The seer concludes this intense teaching of the discipline of anna
and annadana with another prayer and meditation in veneration
of Brahman in his diverse forms. Leading the seeker through this
final meditation and prayer the seer sings:
f>tT^i

s^r^-sTTfa i *fff%R"?ftryiijiNH4l: i^^ffa

, l^nft: j 'ifdRfd TT^fr: I R^RtiRRl TFTt I ifrTTT^
W\m: I 3W%ft: I dJMfd fgt Mtffllfd %frT II
Wffa^^fdRfd^T^i^ifd^dHH^?^^!
^ M l + I ^ l I ddfdi^Hltlld I yfdaHl^^fcT I d-H^HRfld I
W ^ ^ ^ I ^ T ^ I ^ d

MHdl-iJ^II

^ W ^ l i f l d I ^ F ^ S ^ ^ m T : I d ^ r p ^ d I WK{
^frTld«i5l^ , J|:TftqT^4l^d I # T f^Rt ffcft

W^\: I

TftStefanVl^sqT! I tf TOFPJ^TOWMllV) 3 " ^ : II
ya evam veda. ksema iti vdci. yogahsema iti pranapanayoh.
karmeti hastayoh. gatiriti padayoh. vimuktiriti payau. iti
mdnusih samdjnah. atha daivih. trptiriti vrstau. balamiti
vidyuti.
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yasa iti pasusu jyotiriti naksatresu.
prajatiramrtamananda
ityupasthe. sarvamityakase.
tatpratisthetyupdsita.
pratisthavan bhavati. tanmaha ityupasita. mahan bhavati.
tanmana ityupasita. manavan bhavati.
tannama ityupasita. namyante'smai
kamah.
tadbrahmetyupasita. brahmavan bhavati.
tadbrahmanah parimara ityupasita.
paryenam mriyante dvisantah sapatnah. pari ye'priya
bhratrvyah. sa yascdyam puruse yascasavdditye sa ekah.41
The one who knows such discipline and glory of anna attains
his seeking; such a one meditates on Brahman thus:
He, Brahman, resides in speech as ksema, as the disposition
to preserve what has been attained. He resides in prana and
apana as yoga and ksema, as the disposition to acquire and
to preserve what has been attained. He resides as karma,
the disposition to act, in the hands. He resides as gati, the
disposition to move, in the feet. And, he resides as vimukti,
the disposition to relieve, in the excretory organs.
This is the meditation on Brahman manifesting in the human body. Here begins meditation on Brahman manifesting
in the natural elements:
He, Brahman, resides as trpti, the disposition to satiate, in
the rain; and as energy in the lightning. He is there as the
splendour of the animals, and fire of the stars. He resides as
the disposition to progeny, immortality and ananda in the
procreative organs. And, he resides in space as all that is.
Offer veneration to him as the foundation on whom all that
is is founded; and you shall be securely anchored. Offer
veneration to him as the mahah-vyahrti; and you shall attain
mahattva, greatness. Offer veneration to him as manas, the
faculty of thought; and you shall attain facility of thinking.
Offer veneration to him as namah, the disposition to humility; and all desirable objects shall humbly present themselves before you. Offer veneration to him as Brahman; and
you shall attain Brahman. Offer veneration to him as the
parimara of Brahman, as that into which Brahman dissolves
Taitt Up 3.10, pp. 230-1.
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himself; and all your envious adversaries and all the kin
whom you dislike shall dissolve away.
He who is in this purusa, the human person, and the one
who is in the aditya, the sun, are one. He is one.

Ahamannam
And then the seer recounts the phala, the consequence, of this
final meditation; which, apparently, is also the ultimate phala that
accrues to the seeker at the end of all the phases of preparation,
instruction, meditation and disciplined observance through which
he has been led this far. The seer says:

TO^3^5

II.

sa ya evarhvit. asmdllokdtpretya.
etamannamayamdtmdnamupasarhkramya.
etarh
prdnamayamdtmdnamupsamkramya.
etarh
manomayamdtmdnamupasarhkramya.
etarh
vijndnamayamdtmdnamupasamkramya.
etamdndndamayamdtmdnamupasarhkramya.
imallokdnkdmdnni
kdmarupyanusarhcaran.
etatsdma
gayanndste. hd3vu hd3vu
hd3vu.42
H e who thus knows Brahman, leaves behind this physical
world, to attain and transcend the annamaya self, the pranamaya self, the manomaya self, the vijhanamaya self, and the
anandamaya self. Having attained and seen these different
selves, he becomes kamannT and kamarupa, the one who
has attained command over all anna and all forms. And thus
he moves around these diverse worlds, singing the saman:
hd3vu, hd3vu, hd3vu.
TaittUp3.10, p. 241.
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And finally in the last stanza of the tenth anuvaka and of the
upanisad the seer speaks of the saman that such a seeker, who has
passed through this great teaching of brahmavidya and has seen the
diverse manifestations of the one Brahman as the several worlds
and the several selves, and has transcended them all, sings. And
the song the seeker who has thus become the seer sings is almost
exactly the same song that we, at the beginning of this chapter, have
heard annadevata, the god residing in anna, himself singing in the
Taittiriyabrahmana. The seeker sings thus:

ahamannamahamannamahamannam.
ahamannado3 'hamannddo3 'hamannadah.
aham
slokakrdaham slokakrdaham slokakrt.
ahamasmiprathamaja
rta3sya. purvam devebhyo'mrtasya na3bhayi. yo ma daddti
sa ideva ma3vah. ahamannamannamadantamd3dnii.
aham
visvam bhuvanamabhyabhavd3m.
suvarna jyotih ya evam
veda. ityupanisat.43
I am anna, I am anna, I am anna. I am annada, the partaker
of anna, I am the partaker, I am the partaker. I am slokakrt,
I bring anna and annada together, I bring them together, I
bring them together.
I am the first progenitor of yajna: the first yajfia was born of
me. It is I who, at the earliest times, become the nucleus of
amrta for the devas.
The one who gives me is in fact the one who obtains me.
The one who does not give is consumed by me. I am anna,
I eat the one who does not give anna.
I bring this whole world to dissoludon; and in my brightness,
I shine like the sun.
Taitt Up 3.10, p. 245.
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. The one who knows thus, attains his seeking. This is the
upanisad.
The seeker who attains his seeking thus becomes one with anna,
who is also Brahman. Such is the greatness of anna that the
Taittinyopanisad teaches.
Om sam no mitrah sam varunah.
sam no bhavatvaryama. sam na indro brhaspatih. sam no
visnururukramah. namo brahmane. namaste vayo. tvameva
pratyaksam brahmasi. tvameva pratyaksam brahmavadisam.
rtamavadisam. satyamavddisam. tanmamdvit.
tadvaktdramavit. dvinmdm. avidvahtaram.
Om sdntih sdntih sdntih.

d^WI<=f)<JJ d£-*K^I=fl<lJ ^ l = f l ^ l ^ l <Hl=flsW>KHJI
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annam bahu kurvita
India follows the Discipline
The discipline of having a plenty of food and sharing it in plenty
before partaking of it oneself, that was taught by the rsis and practised by the kings, tapasvins and the ordinary grhasthas of classical
India, became an indelible part of our lore and polity. India, for
long ages, from the ancient times up to almost the present, and in
all her multifarious regions and cultures, continued to follow the
discipline of sharing before eating, both in thought and practice.
Literature from different regions continued to tell the stories of
great sacrifices and great yajhas undertaken to assuage the hunger
of all, and the kings throughout history continued to organize the
polity around the central theme of producing and sharing in abundance.

The tapas of Aputran
Thus, Manimekalai, the Tamil Buddhist epic, tells the story of
Aputran, who preferred to die of hunger rather than eat alone from
the inexhaustible pot that he held in his hands. 1 Manimekalai is
an epic from an age far removed from that of the vedas, upanisads
and itihasas. And unlike its great twin, Silappadikaram, it is an intently sectarian epic: the author, Sattanar, consciously and persistently tries to distance himself from the vaidika tradition, from the
people whom he contemptuously refers to as nanmarai makkal,2
the beasts of the four secrets, and by similar other epithets. Yet,
Aputran of Manimekalai seems to have imbibed the discipline of
1
2

Manimekalai, chapters 13-14, pp. 274-296.
Manimekalai 13.69, p. 275.
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sharing before eating so deeply that his tapas can be compared only
with that of the uhchavrtti brahmana and the dharmika pigeon of
the Mahabharata.
Aputran, according to the story told in the epic, was the son of
Sali, the wife of a brahmana of Varanasl. Sali had left her. husband's house in Varanasl, and was on a pilgrimage to Kumari, on
the southern end of Bharatavarsa. While she was on the road, her
pregnancy came to term, and she was delivered of a child, a son,
in the darkness of night, near a village in the deep south. Since
she had nowhere to return, she abandoned the child in an isolated
meadow and continued on her pilgrimage.
A cow heard the cries of the abandoned child. She came Up
to the child, comforted him by licking him with her tongue, snd
nursed him with her sweet milk. The cow thus protected and looked
after the child for seven days. That is how he came to be known as
Aputran, the son of a cow.
At the end of seven days, the child was sighted by a brahmana
from a nearby village. The brahmana and his wife adopted the child
as their own, and prayerfully announced the birth of a male heir.
The child grew up amongst the brahmana kinsmen, and was duly
trained in vaidika learning.
However, one day Aputran came into conflictwith the brahmanas
of the village over a cow. Amidst the accusations and recriminations
that followed, the events of his birth and abandonment were
revealed by another brahmana who had heard the story from Sali
herself, whom he met while she was grieving for her son on the way
back from her pilgrimage. The brahmana had heard the story, but
had kept quiet till then.
Aputran left the home and the village of his adoptive parents,
and went to the city of Madurai, renowned for its great wealth. He
took shelter in the front courtyard of the temple of the goddess
of learning, CintadevT, which is another name for Sarasvati. While
living there, he used to take his begging bowl and visit the excellent
and generous houses of that great southern city. Returning to the
temple after collecting alms, he would call out to the blind, the
deaf, the lame, the sick, and all those who had none else to look
after them; he would lovingly feed them with what he had begged;
and would himself eat only what was left after all the others had
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had their fill. And then he, the protector of dharma, would sleep
using the begging bowl as his pillow.
One day, late in the night, when Aputran was sleeping thus, there
arrived some travellers, hungry and exhausted from a difficultjourney. Aputran, who begged everyday for his own food, obviously
had nothing to feed his guests at that odd hour. He was greatly
distressed. And seeing him in such distress, the goddess CintadevT
herself appeared and gave him an inexhaustible bowl, saying that
even if the whole land were to be famished, the bowl would never
be exhausted, and that the hands of the receivers of food from that
bowl might begin to hurt from the receiving, but the food in the
bowl would never come to an end.
Aputran worshipfully received the bowl from the goddess, and
fed the travellers who had arrived at his abode. From then onwards, he began to use the bowl to eliminate hunger all around.
Men, animals and birds flocked around him, and their happy noises
sounded like the chirping of birds on a fruit-laden tree. He assuaged the hunger of all.
Aputran's feeding of the hungry was so great that indra, the
king of gods, began to feel jealous. He appeared before Aputran
in the form of a feeble old man, and offered to fulfil all his wishes.
But Aputran laughed at him, saying: "This divine bowl removes all
hunger, and brings happiness on faces racked with pain. Compared
to this joy of giving, what can the king of gods offer me? Food to
eat? Clothes to wear? Or, young maidens for company?" 3
Thus scoffed at by Aputran, indra resolved to bless the earth
with a great plenty, so that there might be none anywhere in want
of food, and thus none to receive food from the hands of Aputran.
With indra's blessings, it began to rain plentifully, the lands flourished, and people forgot what it was to be hungry. And, therefore
none came to the temple courtyard anymore to partake of food
from the divine vessel.
Aputran took his bowl, and went from town to town in search of
hungry people, to whom he might offer food. But he could find
none. People everywhere mocked at him: they had so litde need
of food from the divine bowl.
Then, some sailors, who had come from across the seas, told him
that rains had failed in the land of Savaka, and people there were
3

Manimekalai 14.44-48, p. 295.
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dying of hunger. Aputran immediately joined them and embarked
on the ship going to Savaka, which is probably the Java of today.
On the way, weather turned bad, and the ship dropped anchor at
the island of Manipallavam. Aputran got off the ship and began to
wander around on the island. Later, in the dark of the night, the
sailors, assuming that he had already boarded the ship, sailed away.
Aputran was left alone on that uninhabited island. He had his
inexhaustible bowl with him, but there was none there with whom
he could share his food; and without first giving food to others,
how could he eat himself from that divine bowl? He said to himself,
"This bowl was meant to nourish people, I cannot possibly nourish
myself alone from it. The fruits of my tapas are indeed exhausted.
What then is the good of carrying this bowl?" 4
He dropped the bowl into the pure waters of a lake, called Gomukhl, and taking u p the vow of fasting, gave u p his life on the
island of Manipallavam.
That divine bowl later came into the hands of Manimekalai, the
heroine of the epic, and she too gained great fame as the assuager
of the hunger of all. Aputran was reborn in the womb of a cow
belonging to the king of Savaka, and ruled Savaka as the wise king
Punyarajan.
Aputran obviously knew the terrible fate awaiting those who, even
when blessed by the gods with an abundance, fail to share it with
others, and eat alone. Left alone on an uninhabited island with
the inexhaustible bowl in his hands, he chose to die rather than
partake of the abundance of the bowl for himself alone.

The Yajna of Harsavardhana
The discipline of sharing was not merely enshrined in the literary
epics of the period following the classical ages, it was also at the
core of the polity and guided the practice of the kings. Amongst
the great kings that have ruled India in this period, one of the
most revered is Harsavardhana, partly because we know the most
about his reign, mainly from the detailed records of the Chinese
scholar, Hiuen-Tsiang, who visited India during his time. And what
is most widely known about Harsavardhana is that every few years
4

Manimekalai 14.87-90, p. 296.
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he emptied his treasury and distributed all the accumulated riches
of the empire amongst the people.
The biography of Hiuen-Tsiang compiled by his disciples,
Sramanas Hwui Li and Yen-Tsung, narrates in minute detail the
great yajha of Harsavardhana that took place during the visit
of Hiuen-Tsiang, which the revered scholar himself attended on
the personal invitation of Harsavardhana. And what Hiuen-Tsiang
describes seems no different from the descriptions of the yajhas
of the great kings of the classical times. Below, we reproduce the
description of the yajha of Harsavardhana, who is referred to here
as Siladitya-raja, from a nineteenth century english translation of
the Chinese work: 5
"The Master of the Law [Hiuen-Tsiang], first taking leave of the
priests from the Nalanda convent, having taken his books and images, on the 19th day, the conference being ended, paid his respects
to the king [Siladitya-raja] with a view to his departure home.
"The king said: 'Your disciple, succeeding to the royal authority,
has been lord of India for thirty years and more: I have constantly
regretted the small increase to my religious merit, resulting from a
want of previous good deeds. In consequence of this I have accumulated every kind of treasure and precious substance in the kingdom
of Prayaga, and between the banks of the two rivers, (i.e., the J u m n a
and Ganges), I have established a great religious convocation every
five years, to attend which all the Sramans and Brahmans of the five
Indies are invited, and besides these the poor and the orphans and
the destitute; on this occasion during seventy-five days the great distribution of alms called the Moksa is attended to; I have completed
five of these assemblies and am now about to celebrate the sixth:
why does not the Master delay his departure till then, and so, by
witnessing the spectacle, rejoice with us?'
"The Master answered, 'Bodhisattva by meritorious conduct and
by wisdom prepared himself {for enlightenment); the wise man having
obtained the fruit (of his conduct), does not forget the root {of his
happiness); if your Majesty does not grudge his treasure for the
good of others, how can Hiuen-Tsiang grudge a short delay (in his
departure). I ask leave, therefore, to accompany your Majesty to your
journey.'
5

Hiuen-Tsiang, pp. 183-7.
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"The king hearing this was delighted, and on the twenty-first day
he went forward, conducting him to the kingdom of Po-lo-ye-kia
(Prayaga), and proceeded to the great-distribution arena. This was
bounded on the north by Ganges {King-kid), and on the south by
the J u m n a (Yen-mu-na). These two rivers coming from the northwest and flowing eastward, unite their streams in this kingdom.
" O n the west of the place ofjunction of the two rivers there is a
great plain some fourteen or fifteen li in circuit. It is flat and even
like a mirror. From days of old the various kings have frequented
this spot for the purpose of practising charity: and hence the name
given to it, the 'Arena of Charitable Offerings.' There is a tradition
which says that it is more advantageous to give one mite in charity
in this place than a thousand in any other place: and therefore
from old times this place has been held in honour.
"The king directed them to portion out on this space a square
enclosure for distributing the charitable offerings, enclosed by a
bamboo hedge 1000 paces each side, and in the middle to erect
many scores of thatched buildings in which to deposit all the treasures (intended for distribution); to wit, gold, silver, fine pearls, red
glass, the precious substance called the Ti-tsing-chu (the Indranila
pearl), the Ta-tsing-chu (the Mahanila pearl), & c. He constructed,
moreover, by the side of these, several hundred store-houses {long
buildings) in which to place the silk and cotton garments, the gold
and silver money, and so on.
"Outside the enclosing hedge, he caused to be made places for
partaking of food. In front of the various depositories for treasure, he, moreover, erected some hundred or so long buildings arranged like the marketplaces of our capital, in which some thousand people might sit down for rest.
"Some time before these preparations the king had summoned
by decree, through the five Indies, the Sramans, heretics, Nirgranthas, the poor, the orphans, and the solitary (bereaved), to come
together to the Arena of Charity, to receive the prepared gifts.
"As the Master of the Law had not yet returned from the assembly
at Kanyakubja, he now hastened to the place of the distribution of
charity. The kings of eighteen kingdoms, moreover, followed in the
suite of the royal monarch with a like purpose. Arrived at the spot
they found a body of people amounting to 500,000, or so, already
arrived.
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"Siladitya-raja pitched his tent on the north bank of the
Ganges. The king of South India, Tu-lu-^po-pa-cha (Dhruvabatta or
Dhruvabhata), located himself on the west of the junction of the
rivers. Kumara-raja occupied the south side of the river Jumna, by
the side of a flowering grove. All the recipients of bounty occupied
the ground to the west of the position of Dhruvabatta-raja.
" O n the morrow, morning, the military followers of Siladityaraja, and of Kumara-raja, embarked in ships, and the attendants
of Dhruvabatta-raja mounted their elephants, and so, arranged in
an imposing order, they proceeded to the place of the appointed
assembly. The kings of the eighteen countries joined the cortege
according to arrangement.
" O n the first day of the first period, they installed the image
of Buddha within one of the thatched buildings on the field of
charity. They then distributed precious articles of the first quality,
and clothing of the same character, and offered exquisite meats,
whilst they scattered flowers to the sound of music. At the close Of
the day they retired to their tents.
"The second day they installed the image of Aditya-deva, and distributed precious things and clothing in charity, to half the amount
of the previous day.
"The third day they installed the image of Isvara-deva, and distributed gifts as on the day before.
" O n the fourth day they gave gifts to 10,000 of the religious
community, arranged in a hundred ranks. Each received 100 pieces
of gold, one pearl, one cotton garment, various drinks and meats;
flowers and perfumes. After the distribution they retired.
"The fifth arrangement was the bestowal of gifts to the Brahmans, which lasted for twenty days.
"The sixth turn related to the heretics, which lasted ten days.
"The next occasion was the bestowal of alms on those who came
from distant spots to ask for charity: this lasted for ten days.
"The eighth distribution was to the poor and the orphans and
destitute, which occupied a month.
"By this time the accumulation of five years was exhausted. Except the horses, elephants, and military accoutrements which were
necessary for maintaining order and protecting the royal estate,
nothing remained. Besides these the king freely gave away his gems
and goods, his clothing and necklaces, ear-rings, bracelets, chaplets,
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neck-jewel and bright head-jewel, all these he freely gave without
stint.
"All being given away, he begged from his sister an ordinary
second-hand garment, and having put it on he paid worship to the
Buddhas of the ten regions, and as he exulted with joy with his
hands closed in adoration, he said: 'In amassing all this wealth and
treasure I ever feared that it was not safely stored in a strong place;
but now having bestowed this treasure in the field of religious merit,
I can safely say it is well bestowed. Oh that I (Sildditya) may in all
my future births ever thus religiously give in charity to mankind my
stores of wealth, and thus complete in myself the ten independent
powers (dasabalas) [of a B u d d h a ] . ' "
Almost every aspect of this description of the great distribution that
Harsavardhana undertook every five years recalls to memory the
descriptions of the great yajhas of the kings of classical antiquity.
Like them, Harsavardhana chooses yajna grounds at a sacred place
outside his capital: his choice is Prayaga on the greatly sanctified
confluence of the Gahga and Yamuna, which by his time had come
to be known as the "Arena of Charity". Like them he invites all
people to his yajha and sends urgent summons "through the five
Indies" inviting "the Sramans, heretics, Nirgranthas, the poor, the
orphans, and the solitary (bereaved), to come together to the Arena
of Charity, to receive the prepared gifts." Like the classical kings
he makes arrangements for the stay and feeding of great multitudes. And, after all this preparation, when he proceeds to the
yajha grounds, he, like the great kings of the classical ages, is accompanied by all the great kings of India: eighteen of them follow
him. And finally, as the yajna proceeds, the feeding and the giving
continues unendingly, till all have been satiated and all the riches
of the empire have been exhausted.
Thus did the kings of historical times emulate the discipline followed by the kings of classical antiquity. Thus did India follow the
discipline of sharing. The fact that this description of the great
yajha of Harsavardhana, that reads so much like the yajnas of the
Ramayana and Mahabharata, is provided by a Chinese scholar and
a great teacher of Buddhism, who is referred to by his disciples as
the Master of the Law and who refers to the non-Buddhist people
he encounters as the heretics, makes it especially impressive.
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The Chatrams of Thanjavur
The kings and the people of India, it seems, continued to follow
the discipline of sharing up to the recent times. The accounts of
early British administrators, from the late-eighteenth century onwards, repeatedly mention the institutions of hospitality and sharing that they found flourishing throughout India, from Kedaranath
in the north, to Jaipur and Udaipur in the west, to Puri in the east,
and to Thanjavur and Ramesvaram in the deep south. These institutions are a matter of concern to the British, especially because
they find a substantial part of the public revenues committed to the
running of such institutions. The British administrators are under
pressure to curtail the expenditure on these institutions and to abrogate the resources thus freed to the revenues of the British state.
That is why they keep fretting about these institutions for almost
half a century, and in the process leave a record of how strongly the
discipline of sharing had been institutionalized in the traditional
Indian polity, and how vigorously these institutions functioned till
they were uprooted by the alien rulers.
One of the more detailed accounts of the way such institutions
were run comes from Thanjavur. A large part of the coastal lands.
and port-duties in Thanjavur, it seems, was assigned to chatrams and
mathams, the institutions of hospitality and learning prevalent in
the Tamil lands, which were managed by the queens of the royal
household. The British who, after annexing Thanjavur in 1799,
were engaged in recording and resuming the revenues assigned for
different functions and individuals, undertook an enquiry into the
circumstances under which the coastal lands and revenues from the
ports had come to be assigned to the queens. In response to such
enquiry the Raja of Thanjavur, Sarafojee Maharaja, wrote a letter
to the British resident apprising him in detail of the functioning of
the chatrams and the importance he attached to these institutions.
The letter, in its graphic detail, constitutes an important document
of the times. Sarafojee Maharaja writes: 6
6

Letter of the Raja of Thanjavur to Benjamin Torin, resident at Thanjavur, dated
20.1.1801, Tamilnadu State Archives, Proceedings of the Board of Revenue, 2.2.1801,
vol. 271C, pp. 1151-7. T h e proceedings record an english translation of the letter.
We have retained the spellings and punctuation of the original. We are indebted
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"From the first of my ancestors regular Grants, with the seal
attached to them were made of the Lands whether in Servamanium
or Serotrium, which were assigned to Individuals for charitable
purposes; except when Chetrums or other donations for charitable
uses have been given to the Queens of the royal family. In these
cases grants have not been made: The reason appears to be that
the reigning Rajah was very certain that none of his own ministers,
or those of his Sons or successors, would require to see the grants by
which the Queens possessed the Land which had been assigned to
them for charitable purposes, and consequently these possessions
have always been held by perwangy alone.
"The ground along the Sea shore where these charitable institutions are the most numerous, is of a very inferior quality. But it
is also the road to Ramiseram and forty thousand persons from all
parts of India from Banaras, Oude, Delhe, Arungabad and Poona
pass and repass every year; for the accommodation of these travellers principally, the Chetrams have been established, and to each
of them a Pagoda, Choultries, and Schools are annexed; I will now
explain to you the nature and extent of the Charities dispensed by
them —all travellors from the Bramin to the Pariar inclusive, Pilgrims of every description, including Jogues, Jungums, Ateets and
Byragies are fed with boiled Rice, those who do not chuse to eat the
boiled Rice receive it unboiled with spices & c, these distributions
continue till midnight when a bell is rung and proclamation made
requiring all those who have not been fed to appear and take the
Rice prepared for them.
"The travellers who may be unable to proceed on their journey
are fed as long as they remain at the Chetrum.
"In each Chetrum a teacher to each of the four vedums is appointed, and a Schoolmaster, and Doctors, skillfull in the cure of
diseases, swellings, and the poison of reptiles; all the orphans of
strangers, who may come to the Chetrum are placed under the care
of the Schoolmaster —they are also fed three times a day, and once
in four days, they are annointed with oil — they receive medicine
when they require it, cloths also are given to them and the utmost attention paid to them. They are instructed in the sciences to
which they may express a preference, and after having obtained a
to Sri Dharampal for acquainting us with this and similar material concerning
eighteenth century India.
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competent knowledge of them the expences of their marriage are
defrayed.
"Travellers who fall sick at the Chetrum or before their arrival,
receive medicines, and the diet proper for them, and are attended
with respect and kindness until their recovery.
"The obsequies of those who die during their residence at the
Chetrum are performed according to the rites of their cast.
"Milk is provided for infants; pregnant women are entertained
with kindness; and if they h a p p e n t o be delivered at the Chetrum,
their expences are defrayed, medicines are given to them and they
are permitted to remain in the Chetrum three months after their
delivery.
"Those who apply to the Chetrum and state their inability to
defray the expence of receiving the Braminical thread, of their
marriage, or of the performance of ceremonies, subsequent to
their father's death, receive a sum of money proportionate to the
occasion.
"As the land annexed to these Chetrums is in general very poor,
it happens frequently from a deficiency of rain, that they do not
produce sufficient for the expences; when this is the case my anxiety to prevent any diminution of these excellent charities, which
I consider as the most honorable appendage of my dignity, has always induced me to send to them from the Circar both grain and
money sufficient to make up the deficiency. After Mr. Harris was
appointed to the management of that Soubah, he must remember that I applied to him for a considerable quantity of paddy at
different times for the use of the Chetrums.
"These Chetrums are not of recent foundation, the Chetrum
of Munmalegoody and some others were founded by my ancestor
Pretaubsing above forty years ago, and have continued to distribute
their Charities ever since. My father, the late Tuljagee Rajah, twenty
five or thirty years ago founded the Chetrums of Minmushall,
Salutchenah Capoor, and Rajyamul — none of these Chetrums
were founded in the Reign of Ameersing or by me since my
accession — although these Charitable institutions did not originate
with me, I consider them as attached to my house, and essential to
my reputation and happiness. The Tanjore country is celebrated
over all the world for its Charities, it is called Dherm Raje, and
I consider the reputation which reverts upon me through all
countries from the appellation, as the most honorable distinction
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of my Rank. The Revenues appropriated to the support of these
Charities by my Ancestors, and my Father Tuljagee Rajah, have
never been included in the public Revenue of the Country. They
invariably cherished and supported the Charities; It is my earnest
wish to do the same. The superintendence of them has always
descended from the elder to the younger Queen. It has remained
in the hands of the Senior until her death, and then descended to
the wife of the reigning Rajah; I have a perfect confidence that this
custom of my ancestors will not be deviated from, and that I shall
not suffer the disgrace of seeing it abolished in my Reign.
"The perwangys issued by Pretaupsing and Tuljagee Rajahs previous to the capture of the Fort cannot be found. After the capture
of the Fort the Nabob plundered the palace, and carried off all the
records in the dufter, from this circumstance no records prior to
that date remain: After the Restoration of the Fort, the late Tulljagee Rajah issued a new perwangees for all the ancient Charitable
institutions as well as for those established by himself. These are in
my possession.
"There'is a regular Grant also for Chetoobaba Chetrum. 7
"What can I write more."
After having read the description of Harsavardhana's yajha
recorded by Hiuen-Tsiang, it does not perhaps surprise any more to
know that not only the broad concepts but also many of the specific
phrases of this letter of the Raja of Thanjavur seem to belong to
the vedas and itihasas. Even in the relatively powerless tone of the
letter, he sounds almost like Yudhisthira at the beginning of his
exile, willing to forego all the privileges of kingship, but not the
h o n o u r of feeding and providing for others.
Like the kings of classical India, the Raja of Thanjavur insists
that the charitable institutions are an extension of his household:
"I consider them as attached to my house, and essential to my
7
This and the other four chatrams mentioned in this letter lie on the coastal
road from Pattukottai to Ramesvaram. All the five are identifiable even today,
though almost every one of these is in ruins. Munmalegoody refers to what is
known as Draupadambalpuram Chatram at Manamerkudi; Minmushall refers to
Rajakumarambalpuram Chatram at Minamesal; Salutchenah Capoor refers to
Sulakshanambalpuram Chatram at Ammani Chatram; Rajyamul to Mohanambalpuram Chatram at Raja Matham and Chetoobaba Chetrum to the Setubava Chatram at the place of the same name.
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reputation and happiness." In times of scarcity, when the lands
attached to the institutions do not produce enough, he provides
for these from his own resources: "...my anxiety to prevent any
diminution of these excellent charities, which I consider as the
most honorable appendage of my dignity, has always induced me
to send to them from the Circar both grain and money sufficient
to make up the deficiency." Like the kings of classical antiquity, he
insists that it is the running of these institutions of hospitality and
learning that entitles his country to be called dharmarajya, the land
where dharma rules, which appellation he values the most: "The
Tanjore country is celebrated over all the world for its Charities, it
is called Dherm Raje, and I consider the reputation which reverts
upon me through all countries from the appellation, as the most
honorable distinction of my Rank." Like them, he is fully convinced
that the reputation, dignity, distinction and happiness of being a
raja, all flow from the opportunity to give food and look after others
that the position offers.
The description of feeding and caring at the chatrams that the
Raja provides is strongly reminiscent of the feeding and caring that
used to take place at Indraprastha when Yudhisthira ruled there,
and which Draupadl recalls so nostalgically in her conversation with
Satyabhama. And, when the Raja of Thanjavur speaks of the bells
that were rung at the chatrams at midnight inviting all those who
might have remained un-fed to come and take "the Rice prepared
for them", one cannot but be reminded of the feasting that took
place in Yudhisthira's rajasuyayajha, where drums heralding the
feeding kept sounding continuously.
And, the Raja was writing this letter less then two hundred years
ago, in January 1801.

Ghengalpattu: The polity of sharing
But the specific institutions of hospitality, that the Raja of Thanjavur was trying almost desperately to save, were not the only expressions of the discipline of sharing practised in India then. It
seems that the entire polity of eighteenth century India was organized around the principle of sharing. Growing an abundance on
the lands and sharing it widely, such as to effectively provide for
all the households and institutions associated with the locality and
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the region, seems to have formed the basic premise, and also the
major instrument, of political, economic and moral organization
of the period.
We happen to know in detail about the way such polity of sharing
operated in practice in the late eighteenth century, in the region
around Madras. This region, referred to as the Jaghire in the early
British records and later constituted as the Chengalpattu district,
was one of the first parts of the country to come under British subjugation. And the British, being new to the governance of India,
tried to investigate how the region was being administered till then
before beginning to set u p their own detailed administrative structures here. The investigations involved an intensive survey, undertaken from 1767 to 1774, of all aspects of life in some two thousand
localities of the region. The records of this survey, of which both
the original accounts in Tamil and their English summaries have
fortuitously been preserved, present a fascinating picture of the
functioning of a polity organized around the principle of sharing. 8
At the time of the harvest, every locality of the region, it seems,
undertook an elaborate exercise in sharing. The survey records
list about a hundred distinct services and institutions for which
shares were taken out from the produce of different localities,
and on an average each of the localities took out shares for about
thirty of these. The beneficiaries of such sharing, of course, included temples, mathams, chatrams, scholars, teachers, musicians
and dancers; but these also included economic services like irrigation and the measurement of corn, and administrative services like
registry and militia. Some of these institutions and services were entirely local: the village temple, or the barber and the washerman,
functioned for and received shares from a single locality or at most a
neighbouring group of two or three; others, like the great temples,
the high scholars and the more important of the militia leaders,
some of whom received shares from hundreds of localities in the
8
Information about the eighteenth century polity of Chengalpattu is based on
work in progress at the Centre for Policy Studies, Madras. Summary records of the
survey in English are available in the Tamilnadu State Archives at Madras, and the
original accounts in Tamil are lodged in the Department of Palm-leaf Manuscripts,
Tamil University, Thanjavur.
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region, obviously functioned at a level that extended far beyond
the locality.
According to the survey records, the shares were taken out at four
different, stages of harvesting. The first sharing was done before
threshing of the harvest, and the second after threshing but before
measurement of the grain. These two shares were together called
the svatantram, and as is obvious, what was given out as svatantram
was not even counted as part of the harvest. For every bundle of
the crop harvested, certain pre-determined fractions of a bundle
were set aside for the various recipients of the svatantram shares,
and similarly for every kalam of grain measured, a certain number
of marakkals and padis were taken out for them. 9 The measured
harvest thus consisted of what was left after the svatantram shares
had already been given out.
The third and fourth sharing was done from the threshed and
measured grain. The third share was taken out from the whole of
the measured produce, while the fourth was deducted from the
revenue part of the produce alone. These two shares, called merai,
seem to have constituted a different set of rights from those established by the svatantram. The svatantram shares in a locality were
generally given out to institutions and functionaries concerned essentially with the locality. The merai shares on the other hand were
generally drawn for beneficiaries who performed functions and
held interests that transcended the locality. The larger temples,
the great scholars, the district level administrative officers and the
representatives of regional political authority received shares usually in the form of merai, and not svatantram. The locality temple,
the resident astronomer, the school teacher, the doctor, the barber,
the washerman and others, received svatantram. Administrative
;
and political functionaries of the locality, like the kanakkuppillai,
the village registrar, the palayakkarar, the militia leader, and the
kaniyatcikkarar, the leading inhabitants, received both svatantram
and merai. The artificers of a locality also often received shares of
both types.
9

Grain in the region was measured in volume measures: padi is die basic volume
unit; 8 padis constitute a marakkal and 12 marakkals a kalam in Chengalpattu. A
padi of Chengalpattu of that period held about 1.3 kg of paddy. See, -Tables of Weights
and Measures & c. and Correct Batty Tables made use of at the Different Ports ofEast Indies,
London 1778; also Madras Almanac, Madras 1795.
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This sharing was not merely nominal. O n the average about 30
percent of the produce of a locality was taken out through such
sharing, and the shares of different services and institutions were
such as would provide for their proper maintenance and upkeep.
The sharing arrangement in its elaboration in fact seems akin to
the budgeting mechanism of a state: through such sharing the locality allocated resources for different functions essential to itself,
as well as provided for the larger polity of the region around it.
But such budgeting through sharing created a very special kind of
polity. In this polity, the locality within itself was indeed the state
that arranged and provided for all its internal cultural, political,
economic and administrative functions; and at levels of polity beyond itself, the locality was not only the basic constituent unit, but
also the constituting authority as it were. By setting aside shares for
the trans-locality institutions and services, the localities together
both provided for and created the larger levels of polity.
Besides the sharing of the produce of the lands, through
the svatantram and merai deductions, there was another kind
of sharing practised widely in eighteenth century Chengalpattu.
This consisted in assignment of revenue from specified parts of
the cultivated lands of a locality to essentially the same set of
institutions and services which received shares from the produce.
Such assignments, called manyams, were very common, and almost
a quarter of the cultivated lands in the region were classified as
manyam lands. But since about one-third of the produce of a
locality was already taken out as shares of different institutions
and individuals, the fraction of the produce that the lands paid
as revenue could not have been very significant, and therefore,
unlike the share in the produce, this share in the revenue of the
lands perhaps was of no great economic value to the recipient.
The manyam arrangement was probably designed for quite another kind of sharing: to have a share in the right to receive revenue after all is to have a share in the sovereignty. And sharing
of sovereignty among many was a cherished ideal of the classical
Indian polity. Ramarajya for the Indians is always the period when
rajakulas, the sharers of sovereignty, blossom and flourish. Through
the manyam arrangements, the Chengalpattu polity, it seems, conferred a share of sovereignty upon a surprisingly large number of
institutions and households in the region.
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These arrangements of sharing, of the produce and the revenue,
in fact covered all institutions of the polity and all households,
except those of the direct producers of wealth — the cultivators, the
traders and the weavers. These bearers of the varta, and especially
the cultivators, of course, provided for themselves as well as for all
the others, and thus were sovereign in themselves. This is how the
classical ideas of sharing and providing for all were incorporated
into a functioning polity.

Producing the plenty to share
Such generous sharing could have been practised only in a polity
thi^c produced in plenty. And the Chengalpattu survey records
indeed offer a picture of abundant agricultural prosperity. From
the data available in the survey, it is possible to estimate production
for some 200,000 kanis of land, which together produced more
than 20,00,000 kalams of paddy and other grains for about
46,000 households. A kani measured about half a hectare of
land and a kalam about 125 kilograms of paddy or other grains.
The total produce of the land thus amounted to about 5.5 tons
of foodgrains per household per year, which represents a very
high level of prosperity, not merely by the Indian standards of
today—which unfortunately happen to be abysmally low —but also
by the standards of the most prosperous in the world.
Average productivity of cultivated lands in the region at that
period was, however, notvery high. The overall average of 10 kalams
per kani, or about 2.5 tons per hectare, is indeed somewhat higher
than the average productivity in India today, which remains below
2 tons per hectare. But, the lands in India are known to have produced'a great abundance. Inscriptions from the Thanjavur region
In Tamilnadu from 900 to 1200 A.D. speak of lands paying revenue
of the order of 100 kalams per veli and sometimes even 120 kalams
per veli. A veli of Thanjavur equalled 5 kanis of Chengalpattu; the
kalam of Thanjavur was relatively small, and is usually estimated
to be around half of the Chengalpattu kalam. Most historians estimate the rate of tax during that period at no more than 25 percent
of the gross produce, but going by the injunctions of the classical
texts the tax rate is more likely to have been one-sixth of the produce. The production was thus between 600 to 720 kalams per veli
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by the Thanjavur measure, or between 60 to 72 kalams per kani by
the Chengalpattu measure, which amounts to around 15 to 18 tons
per hectare. w
There are also a few inscriptions of this period from regions
contiguous to Thanjavur that record not the revenue, but the actual
gross produce of the lands. For example an inscription of around
1100 A.D. records that lands in a village of South Arcot produced
around 580 kalams per veli, or about 14.5 tons of paddy per hectare.
Another inscription of 1325 A.D. from Ramanathapuram records
as high a production as 800 kalams per veli, or 20 tons per hetvare,
of paddy. 11
Similarly high levels of productivity were reported by early.British
observers from many parts of the country. Thus, for productivity of
foodgrains in the region around Allahabad, an European obsei Jer
in 1803 reported a value of 111 bushels a year per acre, amounting
to about 7.5 tons per hectare; 12 and for paddy in Coimbatore, a
British administrator reported yields of 13.0 tons per hectare in
1807. 13
The relatively better lands in the eighteenth century Chengalpattu also showed a level of productivity which was much higher
than the region's average of 10 kalams per kani, or 2.5 tons per
hectare. Best of the lands in the region produced as much as 35
kalams to a kani, or about 9 tons per hectare. And, average productivity for 63 localities of relatively intense agriculture, which
produced more than 5000 kalams of grains each, and accounted
for one-sixth of the total cultivation and about a third of the total
produce, amounted to 18 kalams per kani, or 4.5 tons per hectare.
Thus did India follow the discipline of producing a plenty and of
sharing it in plenty. Indians, it seems, sustained the discipline and
until very recendy lived up to the classical injunctions: annam ba/ru
kurvita. tadvratam. And, nakamcanavasataupratyacaksita. tadvratd,
10
Taking the rate of revenue at 25%, and reducing the kalam to the smallest
measure tfiat might be supported by historical evidence, the estimate of productivity can be reduced to between 4 to 5 tons per hectare. See, for instance, L.B. Alaev
in The Cambridge Economic History of India, vol. 1, Delhi 1984, pp. 231-2.
i 1 L.B. Alaev, above, p. 232.
12
Dr. Tenant, Indian Recreations, 1803; cited in the Edinburgh Review, vol. 4
no! 8, July 1804, p. 323.
13
See, R. Ratnam, Agricultural Development in Madras State prior to 1900, Madras
1966, p. 87.
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attasuld janapadah
Straying from the Discipline
The memory abides
Not so long ago, when mother would sit down to prepare rotls,
we, the children of the house, gathered around the hearth and
watched. She would take the first ball of dough, touch it with a
little ghee, and give it to one of us, to run into the street, find a cow
and put the ball of dough in her mouth. Only then would mother
put the griddle on the fire; and next she would take a rather small
bit of dough, dip it in ghee, wipe the griddle with it, and leave it on
the side, to be offered to the ants or the crows later. The next full
ball of dough was rolled into a roti and put onto the griddle. But
this first roti mother would cook only on one side, touch it with a
little mustard oil, and then it was the turn of another one of us to
run and offer it to a dog. The next two rotls were cooked and kept
aside for the gurudvara along with a bowl of the day's vegetable
curry or dal. Later, the wife of the gurudvara priest would come
and collect her share. She collected such offerings from perhaps
forty houses, and that would have probably sufficed for her family
as well as the occasional guest who sought shelter in the gurudvara.
We were young then, and our appetite used to be sharp. But howsoever hungry we might have been, we had to wait for mother to
take out the share of the cow, the crow, the dog and the gurudvara,
before being served. And, in. spite of the gnawing feeling of hunger in our stomachs, it somehow felt good to wait. The touch of the
warm and wet tongue of the cow as she slurped the ball of dough
out of our young hands felt distinctly like a blessing. Offering a specially cooked roti to a stray dog filled us with a satisfying feeling of
warmth. And when the wife of the gurudvara priest came to collect
her share, the food and the house seemed to have been sanctified.
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This was not the only food thatwas shared outfrom our otherwise
simple home, where lunch or dinner almost invariably consisted of
a single dal or a vegetable curry to go with the rotls. But the beggars,
of whom about four or five used to call at our door everyday, were
always given a handful of flour each. This too was a j o b for us,
the children, and taking out a handful from the pot of flour and
pouring it into the cloth bag of the beggar, thoroughly soiling the
h a n d with the flour in the process, used to be a pleasure in itself.
Like the wife of the gurudvara priest, the cleaning lady also came
and collected her share of rotls and occasionally a small serving of
curry or dal. And it seemed as if food was flowing all day: mother
considered it to be an unimaginably bad omen for the vessel of
flour or'the box of rotls to get completely empty. At night, when all
food was exhausted, mother would make it a point to leave a small
bit of rotl in the box.
As we began to grow older, this flow of food began to ebb. The
wife of the gurudvara priest began to feel shy about going around
collecting food: she preferred the gurudvara's share to be offered
in money. The rotT for the lady who cleaned the streets began to
seem too expensive: it was replaced with a substantial increase in
our share of her monthly wages, which of course remained much
below the price of a rotl a day even after the increase. The handful
of flour for the beggars was substituted with a five or ten paisa
bit, and later even this inconsequential bit of money came to be
grudged, and the beggars more or less stopped coming. And as we
began to get educated, and learnt about the hew ways, the rotl for
the cow and the dog began to look like wanton waste of good food.
And the insistence on keeping the pot flowing seemed like some
silly superstition.
Times seem to have changed thus in the last thirty or forty years.
What mother used to do was of course a highly abbreviated version of what Indians of a more affluent period would have done.
She was not performing pahcamahayajha as Manu would have prescribed it, nor taking out substantial shares for all, as the people of
Chengalpattu did in the eighteenth century. Most Indians, as we
shall see, had probably lost the prosperity and plenty essential for
undertaking the kind of observance that encompasses the whole
of creation in its generosity. Yet she was keeping the memory alive.
And perhaps till very recently many of the Indians, though not the
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relatively resourceful ones, were trying to somehow keep to at least
the form of the discipline of sharing before eating that seems to be
such an essential characteristic of being Indian. They were in no
position to follow what they remembered to be the discipline. But
they cherished the memory. The memory remained sacred.

The British break the discipline
Deprecating the Indian manners
Early European observers and British administrators in India
repeatedly came across the Indian habit of offering food and hospitality to all those who happen to come to their door or the village,
and they often wrote about it in rather deprecating terms. O n e of
the better known among such observers is Abbe J A . Dubois, the
French missionary who arrived in India in 1792 and spent 31 years
enjoying the fabled Indian hospitality in the villages of Mysore,
pretending all the while to live as one amongst the villagers. The
Abbe is revered as the first sociologist of India for his observations
on what he calls the "Hindu manners, customs and ceremonies".
And while documenting the manners of the Indians, he writes extensively about the strict discipline that Indians followed in the
matter of eating and sharing their food.
The Abbe writes about the elaborate ceremony associated with
the meal of a grhastha: about the scrupulous attention that the
grhastha paid to hygiene and piety in the matter of eating; about
the way he took out shares for the gods, the ancestors and the
bhutas before beginning to eat; and about the way he desired to
have as many guests as possible at mealtimes. He particularly notices the care that was exercised in feeding the dependents. "The
remains of food", says the Abbe, "are never put aside..., nor are
they given to the servants. .. .to be a servant is no degradation. A
servant generally eats with his.master, and what he left could not be
offered to the poor, . . . Rice that is to be given away to the p o o r . . .
is boiled separately." 1
The Abbe, of course, does not approve of any of this, and much
of what he writes reads like an extended spoof on the ways of the
1

Abbe J.A. Dubois, Hindu Manners, Customs and Ceremonies, 3rd edition, Oxford
1906, p. 184.
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Indians. The good Abbe was probably distracted by the usual prejudice of a foreigner against the ways of an alien people. He was also
concerned that such adherence to strict discipline in matters of
day-to-day living made the Indians look upon others, especially the
Europeans, as uncouth barbarians, and rendered them immune
to the blandishments of what to the Abbe seemed to be the infinitely superior civilization and religion of Europe. It was probably this strict and elaborate discipline that the Indian grhastha
anchored in his civilization followed, that made the Abbe come to
the despairing conclusion that Indians would rather be reduced to
barbarism than accept the religion of the conquering Europeans.
To the great discomfiture of his fellow christian missionaries, he
asserts that, "Should the intercourse between individuals of both
nations, by becoming more intimate and more friendly, produce a
change in the religion and usage of the country, it will not be to
turn Christians that they will forsake their own religion, but rather
(which in my opinion is a thousand times worse than idolatry) to
become mere atheists. .. ." 2
Disrupting the polity
The early British administrators harboured similar civilizational
antipathy towards the Indian ways. They, however, also had a more
mundane objection to the Indian tradition of offering food and
hospitality to all comers. As we have seen in the preceding chapter,
in the traditional Indian polity that the British encountered here,
the precept of caring for others before eating was not left to the
whims of mere individuals, but was enshrined in concrete institutional forms. Most localities, thus, assigned specific and substantial
shares of their produce to the maintenance of institutions that provided food, shelter and other hospitality to the seeker. A fairly large
proportion of the production was thus committed to such institutions, and similar other functions. This put severe strains on the
revenue that the British could extract from the lands that came
under their control; and therefore the hospitality of the Indians
came to be seen as a serious vice.
This, for the early British administrators, was such a serious problem that Richard Wellesely, the British governor-general at the time
of the conquest of Mysore, while instructing the British resident
2

Cited in the editor's introduction to the above, p. xxvi.
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at Mysore about the affairs of the newly conquered state, was compelled to specifically warn him about this aspect of the Indian polity.
In the detailed instructions issued in 1799 and conveyed to the resident by the military secretary, the governor-general writes: 3
"But though Hindoo princes are for the most part sufficiently
frugal in their immediate personal expences, and though the same
spirit of parsimony usually pervades all departments of their Governments, there is one kind of profusion which they are but too
apt to practice to an extent that does not unfrequentiy involve their
affairs in general embarrassment, namely the alienation of land in
favour of individuals (most commonly Bramins) and of pagodas.
His lordship observes that Purniah has already proposed, and obtained the sanction of the late commissioners in Mysore for every
considerable endowment of the latter description. His lordship is
aware that these are stated to fall very short of what they amounted
to before the usurpation of Hyder Alii Khan, but he is also inclined
to think that they are at least as liberal as the circumstances of
the country will admit of. You must therefore be extremely careful
how far you allow any augmentation of these establishments, or any
other alienations of the sircar lands on whatever account. It will be
proper that you should come to a very explicit understanding with
Purniah on this head; letting him plainly know that no grants of the
nature in question must ever be made without your approbation,
and that there is no instance of mismanagement which would be
more likely to alarm his lordship or to impress him with the necessity of enforcing the stipulations of the 4th article of the treaty of
Seringapatam than any departure either open or secret from his
lordship's injunction in this particular."
The 4th article of the treaty of Srirarigapattanam, referred to
above, gave the British governor-general the right to issue regulations and ordinances for the internal management of any branch
of the government of Mysore, or to bring it, as the terms of the
treaty said, "under the direct management of the servants of the
said Company Bahadur".
3
Letter from W. Kirkpatrick, military secretary to the governor-general, to Col.
Barry Close, British resident at Mysore, 4.9.1799, in Weltesely Papers, British Museum,
Add Ms 13669. Extracts reproduced here are from papers kindly made available
by Sri Dharampal.
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Bowing to such undisguised threats, Diwan Purniah—who was
re-installed as the chief minister of the newly conquered state of
Mysore, and who administered the state in the name of the king
but on behalf of the British — brought down the resources assigned
to what we have been calling the institutions of hospitality and
learning from 2,33,954 to 56,993 controy pagodas, in the very first
year of the new administration. 4
The amount of 2,33,954 controy pagodas, which was assigned
to temples, mathams and muslim institutions during the reign of
Hyder Ali Khan was itself, as the British governor-general acknowledges, far below what would have been allowed under more traditional Indian arrangements, that prevailed before Hyder Ali Khan's
accession to power.
Polluting the minds
Such contempt for the ways of the. Indians and vigorous exertions to limit the money spent on the institutions of hospitality had
their impact. Most of the institutions of hospitality, like all other institutions of Indian polity, began to fall into disuse within a couple
of decades of the onset of British rule in any area. Individual adherence to the discipline of sharing before eating of course continued
till much later, but it seems that those of the Indians who came in
closer contact with the Europeans had begun to imbibe the contempt that the Europeans felt for the ways of the Indians, so that
already in 1829, William Bentinck, the then governor-general of
the east-India company, could write: 5
"Recent events, and the occurrences now passing under our eyes,
still more clearlyjustify the pursuasion, that whatever change would
be beneficial for our native subjects, we may hope to see adopted,
in part at least, at no distant period, if adequate means and motives be presented. I need scarcely mention the increasing demand
which almost all who possess the means evince, for various articles
of convenience and luxury purely European. It is, in many cases,
4
See, Major M. Wilks, Report on the Interior Administration, Resources and Expenditure of the Government of Mysore, Fort William, Calcutta 1805; reprint, Bangalore
1864, para 185, p. 34.
5
Minute of William Bentinck, 30.5.1829. Extracts reproduced here are from papers kindly made available by Sri Dharampal.
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very remarkable. Even in the celebration of their most sacred festivals, a great change is said to be perceptible in Calcutta. Much
of what used, in old times, to be distributed among beggars and
Brahmins, is now, in many instances, devoted to the ostentatious
entertainment of Europeans; and generally, the amount expended
in useless alms is stated to have been greatly curtailed. . . . "
William Bentinck was probably overstating the case. Though the
institutionalized sharing of the earlier Indian polity had largely
been curbed by then, and though some of the highly resourceful Indians in Calcutta and also perhaps in Delhi and Agra, which
by then had been under British domination for more than half
a century, had indeed begun to hanker after the European ways,
yet avoidance of what he calls useless alms could not have been
too widespread: there were hardly many Indians who would have
had the means and the temerity to engage in social intercourse
with the Europeans or to covet their luxuries. William Bentinck in
fact recorded his minute of May 1829, from which we have quoted
above, partly to make a case for a greater presence in India of "intelligent and respectable Europeans" to enhance the possibilities
of "a more general intercourse" with the "native subjects".
Those of the Indians who came under the cultural sway of the Europeans, however, did find the hospitality of the Indians amongst
one of the many evils of the Indian society that needed to be combated and eliminated: the fight against the evil formed part of their
agenda of reform. Thus, the very first issue of Keshub Chandra
Sen's Sulabh Samachar, dated November 15, 1870, carried an article against the evil of giving alms. "Giving alms to beggars is not
an act of kindness," the article proclaimed, "because it is wrong
to live on another's charity." And the article went on to suggest
that incapacitated beggars should instead be trained to do "useful
things for society." 6 This attitude of demanding work of those who
do not have enough to eat has over time become a cliche amongst
the relatively well-off Indians, especially among those who claim to
have acquired a modern and rational consciousness.

6

Cited in David Kopf, The Brahmosamaj and the Shaping of the Modern Indian Mind,
Princeton 1979, pp. 107-8.
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Institutionalizing callousness
But, even after almost a hundred years of efforts by the British
administrators and the Indian reformers to curb the Indian's
disposition to share food before partaking of it oneself, the
habit remained strong and widespread enough for the famine
commission of 1880 to take it into account while deliberating on
ways of providing efficient relief in situations of famine. The British
administration in India and its revenues were by then fairly secure,
and there was no further need for the urgent dismissiveness of
a Wellesely or a Bentinck. The famine commissioners, therefore,
could dispassionately weigh the advantages and disadvantages
of the Indian disposition to look after others. However, the
conclusions they arrived at were not much different: for them too
this disposition was essentially an evil that could be countenanced
in relatively normal times, but which had to be controlled if not
entirely eliminated in times of real distress. Thus, in their report
ofJuly 7, 1880, the commissioners observe: 7
"Native society in.India is justly famous for its charity. It is owing
to the profound sense which is felt by all classes of the religious duty
of succouring, according to their means, the indigent and helpless
who have claims on them as members of the family, the caste, or the
town or village, that in ordinary times no State measures of relief
are needed. Native charity, however, does not work according to the
English pattern. It does not tend to organization or co-operation
among those who bestow it; it consists too much in giving a small
dole to numerous applicants rather than in providing completely
for the wants of a few applicants
Such charity is to be encouraged
at the beginning of distress;.. .but when famine has once set in with
severity it may become a serious evil unless it can be brought under
some systematic control. .. .When once Government has taken the
matter thoroughly in hand and provided relief in one shape or
another for all who need it, and a proper inclosed place of residence
for all casuals and beggars, street-begging and public distribution of
alms to unknown applicants should be discouraged, and if possible
entirely stopped."

7
Report of the Indian Famine Commission, London 1880; reprint, Agricole, New
Delhi 1989, para 187, pp. 60-1.
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Once the state came into the picture, the commissioners wanted
the individuals with their spontaneous charitable impulses to simply get out of the way. And even their contributions to the relief
effort of the state were unwelcome. Thus, the commissioners go on
to recommend that: 8
"Under the system of Government relief which recognises the
responsibility of the State to provide for all who really require relief,
there does not appear to be any reason for making an appeal to
the public to aid the Government by their contributions. This is a
relic surviving from a past state of things, and is unsuitable where
efficient relief measures are carried out on a uniform plan designed
to give security to the whole population, at the public cost, and on
the responsibility of the Government. . . . "
Incidentally, the relief that the commissioners recommended
consisted in providing a survival wage, "sufficient for the purposes
of maintenance but not more", 9 in return for a day's hard labour at
specially organized work sites. For those whose health had deteriorated beyond the possibility of work, the commissioners recommended provision of "dole" after due examination by inspecting
officers, and the dole was to be withdrawn as soon as a person,
in the eyes of the inspecting officer, began to look fit enough for
work. Even from women "who by national custom" were "unable to
appear in public", the commissioners expected work, in the form
of spinning cotton for the state, in return for the dole of grains
provided to them and their children. 10
Such was the horror that the British administrators felt for the
"gratuitous" giving out of food, which for the Indians is the very
essence of being human. Giving food without demanding work in
return seemed to somehow violate the British sense of ethics and
morality: they insisted on elaborate controls on the distribution
8

Report of the Indian Famine Commission, above, para 188, p. 61.
Report of the Indian Famine Commission, above, para 111, p. 36. The imperative
of providing a wage that does not exceed the requirements of bare survival is
mentioned and discussed again and again in the report. See, especially, para 131,
p. 43 and para 184, p. 50.
10
Report of the Indian Famine Commission, above, para 144, p. 47. The organization
of work sites, etc., for the able-bodied is discussed in paras 126-136, pp. 41-5; and
provision of gratuitous relief u n d e r the supervision of health inspectors, etc., in
paras 137-46, pp. 45-8.
9
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of food in times of great distress, even though they noticed "the
reluctance which the people exhibit to accept public charity, and
the eagerness with which at the earliest opportunity they recur to
their own unaided labour for support, .. . " n
The famine commissioners report of 1880 became the basis for
the creation of an elaborate bureaucracy for the management of
relief and distress, and the judgments and sensibilities of the British
thus became institutionalized into state-controlled mechanisms of
commanding the supply arid distribution of food, that remain with
us till today.

Scarcity takes the place of plenty
The Indian discipline of sharing was thus subjected, by the alien
rulers and their Indian followers, to a concerted stream of ridicule,
contempt and control that began with the coming of the British and
did not abate till their departure. In time, the discipline began to
weaken, and the will to flounder. But, it is not only the will to share
food with others that came under stress during the British period,
the capacity to share itself dwindled rapidly.
Decline in productivity of lands
The abundance of food began to turn into a state of acute scarcity
within decades of the onset of British rule. As the British began to
dismantle the elaborate arrangements of the Indian society and
began to extract unprecedented amounts of revenue from the
produce of lands; vast areas began to fall out of cultivation and
the productivity of lands began to decline precipitously. In the
Chengalpattu region where the lands had yielded at least 2.5 tons
of paddy per hectare on the average in the 1760's, and where average yields according to the British administrative records had
remained around that figure up to 1788 in spite of the devastating
wars of the period, productivity had declined to a mere 630 kg per
hectare by 1798. 12
Lionel Place, the British collector of the district at that time, was
in fact greatly worried about the decline in productivity and the
11

Report of the Indian Famine Commission, above, para 108, p. 35.
See, R. Ratnaffi, Agricultural Development in Madras State prior to 1900, Madras
1966, p. 11.
12
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consequent difficulty of raising sufficiently large revenues from
the land. 13 He believed that part of the reason for the loss of
productivity was to be found in the decrease in the availability
of manure, resulting from a sharp decline in the number of
sheep, which were being consumed in such large numbers by the
Europeans as to "threaten an extermination of the breed". H e
also felt that the proximity of the region to the fast expanding city
of Madras was depriving the land of straw and dung. But perhaps
the most important factor was that under the British dispensation,
agriculture had become so un-remunerative that cultivators were
loath to cultivate their lands; and Lionel Place often had to use
force in order to make them take to the plough. 1 4
There is not much information available on the yield and
production of lands in different parts of India during the
nineteenth century. But, on the basis of scattered reports from
various regions, most economic historians seem to conclude that
the yield of lands in India continued to either decline or stagnate
at a low level throughout the century. From around 1890 statistical
information on agriculture began to be collected regularly. Experts
have indulged in many debates about the extent to which the data
collected for this period can be relied upon; but the data, as they
are, show a continuing decline. Thus Indian agriculture seems to
have suffered a decline throughout the long period extending from
late eighteenth century up to the time of independence in 1947.
At the end of this period, the average yield of paddy in India was
around one ton per hectare, of wheat around 700 kg per hectare,
and of coarse grains much below that figure.15
Decline in availability of food
Though there was some increase in the area u n d e r cultivation
during this period, from the level it had been reduced to by the
early nineteenth century, it was hardly enough to offset the effects
of decline in yields and the increase in population. Availability of
food per capita therefore came down. The decline was seen most
13
See, Lionel Place, Report on the Settlement for Fuslis 1202-4, dated 6.10.1795,
Tamilnadu State Archives, Chengalpattu District Records, vol. 492, para 25.
14
See, Letter of Lionel Place to the Madras Board of Revenue, dated 22.1.1797,
Tamilnadu State Archives, Proceedings of the Board of Revenue, 25.1.1797, vol. 172.
15
See, J.K. Bajaj, Green Revolution in the Historical Perspective, PPST Bulletin,
Madras, Nov. 1982, p. 104.
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visibly and tragically in the unending series of famines that stalked
some part of India or the other from the very beginning of British
rule to its end.
The famine commission of 1880 estimated "the ordinary outturn of food" for what was called "British India" to be around 51
million tons, on a food crop area of around 66 million hectares,
for a population of 181 million heads. 1 6 Productivity had thus declined to less than 800 kg per hectare; and production of food per
capita had come down to around 280 kg per year, from around
5.5 tons per household in the Chengalpattu of eighteenth century.
The Chengalpattu household, according to the estimates of Lionel
Place, the collector quoted above, comprised of between 4 to 5
persons each. 17 Eighteenth century Chengalpattu thus produced
around a ton of food per capita per year.
From the 51 million tons of estimated gross produce in 1880,
the famine commission allow about 3 million tons as cattle-feed,
make the usual allowance for seed and wastage, and provide about
5 million tons of surplus for difficult years, leaving only around 38
million tons for direct human consumption. Average consumption
per capita was thus estimated to be around 210 kg per year, which,
accordingthe calculation of the commission, was just sufficient to
keep the Indian population above the famine level: throughout the
report the commission assume that in a famine-stricken region it
would be necessary to ensure the availability of a ton of food for
every five, or at most six, people.
Estimates of production of food in the 1890's, when the first
systematic data were collected, turned out to be much less than
280 kg per capita estimated by the famine commission, and was
reported to be around 200 kg. 18 Around the time of independence
the production per capita had declined further. In the early fifties,
for which fairly reliable data are available, total production of foodgrains in India was around 53 million tons for a population of 360

16

Report of the Indian Famine Commission, above, para 156, p. 50.
See, Lionel Place, Report on the Settlement ofJaghire for Fuslis 1205-7, dated
6.6.1799, Tamilnadu State Archives, Board's Miscellaneous Volumes, Chengalpattu,
vol.45, para 326, p. 300.
18
See, George Blyn, Agricultural Trends in India': 1891-194 7, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia 1966.
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million heads, giving an average production of food of around 150
kg per capita per year.19

Independent India fails to reverse the decline
The years immediately before and following independence were
particularly bad in terms of production and productivity of food.
The situation began to somewhat improve almost immediately afterwards. By the early 1960's production of foo*dgrains per capita
had increased to around 180 kg per year, and by the 1970's to
around 190 kg per capita per year. Today, we produce around 180
million tons of foodgrains for a population of around 900 millions,
implying an average of 200 kg per capita per year.
Thus after about half a century of efforts to u n d o the effects of
the British rule, production of food per capita remains at about
one-fifth of what it was in the eighteenth century Chengalpattu,
and about the same as the estimates made a hundred years ago, in
1890.
Of the gross production of about 200 kg of foodgrains per capita
per year, allowance has to be made for seed and wastage, even if it is
assumed that little need be fed to the animals. Taking into account
these deductions, it is estimated that the amount of foodgrains
available for direct human consumption in 1990 was around 180
kg per capita per year, which is no better than what the famine
commission of 1880 had estimated to be the bare minimum to
avoid starvation deaths, and is lower than almost anywhere else in
the world.
Indian consumption is among the lowest
On a rough reckoning, consumption of staple foods — cereals,
pulses, edible roots, flesh and fish — adds up to around 300 kg per
capita per year in most countries of the world. 20 Of this about
100 kg consists of flesh and fish in Europe and other parts of the
world inhabited by people of European stock. In Asia and Africa,
consumption of flesh and fish is much less, around 30 kg per capita
per year on the average, and grains and roots therefore make u p
19

See, J. K. Bajaj, above, p. 104.
Figures on food availability in different countries of the world here and in the
discussion below are taken from the data compiled by the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations for 1990.
20
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the rest. And in those parts of Africa where edible roots constitute
a major part of the staple basket, the total staple consumption is
in fact much higher: Nigeria, the most populous country of Africa
consumes about 420 kg per capita per year of staple foods, of which
about 320 kg comprises of edible roots.
Foodgrains, cereals and pulses together, constitute almost the
whole of the staple food of the Indians. There is little flesh or fish
consumed in India, and there is also not much consumption of
starchy roots, which constitute a fairly large proportion of the staple
food in much of Africa and parts of Europe. Average consumption
of flesh and fish in India for 1990 was estimated to be 7.5 kg per
capita per year, and if we also count about 20.5 kg per capita per
year of potatoes, total staple consumption would amount to a little
above 200 kg.
Average Indian consumption of staple foods thus falls below the
ordinary standards of the world by at least one third. There are
only a few countries in the world outside the Indian sub-continent,
where average staple consumption is at this level. Countries like Sudan, Ethiopia and Somalia in Africa, and Guatemala, Haiti and Peru
in Central and South America are perhaps the only ones — except a
couple others that we mention below—where staple consumption
happens to be as low as ours; most of these countries are known to
have been in great political stress for long periods. And, in many of
these countries low availability of what we have called staple foods
is often alleviated by a rather large availability of some other food,
which happens to be more or less staple there. Thus, diets in Sudan
and Somalia are supplemented by large quantities of milk, amounting to 116 kg per capita per year in Sudan and 226 kg in Somalia;
and in other countries of Africa as also in Central and South America large quantities of plantains, bananas and other fruit often make
substantially large contributions to the staple basket.
Countries functioning with a reasonable level of stability seem
to be almost always able to provide for a consumption level near
the norm of 300 kg per capita per year, even if it involves undertaking large scale imports of food. The only exceptions to this rule
outside the Indian sub-continent seem to be Thailand in Asia and
Kenya in Africa, both of which have a level of staple consumption
as low as ours, and both of which seem to have persisted with the
ways that came to govern the public life during the times of British
domination.
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Within the Indian sub-continent, Nepal with average staple consumption of around 260 kg per capita per year seems not too badly
off, and Bangladesh with average annual staple consumption of
230 kg per capita is at least better than us. In Sri Lanka, staple
consumption of around 200 kg per capita per year is to an extent
supplemented by the availability of almost 70 kg of coconuts per
capita per year. Only Pakistan and Afghanistan have a staple consumption lower than ours in the sub-continent.
The situation of India, and some of our neighbours on the subcontinent, is thus extraordinary. We are living at an average level
of consumption that would be unacceptable anywhere else in the
world, and which is no better than the level of famine diets recommended by the British administrators of the late nineteenth
century.
And there is little food for the animal
This is the situation with respect to the food available for direct
human consumption. When we take into account the total supply
of foodgrains and roots for both direct and indirect consumption,
the Indian situation, in comparison with the rest of the world, seems
to be even worse. As we have seen, the supply of foodgrains and edible roots together in India amounts to oniy about 230 kg per capita
per year, of which 210 kg constitute direct human food—which is
almost the whole of the available supply after allowance is made
for seed and waste —thus leaving nothing for the animals. In most
other countries a considerable amount is often produced or imported for the cattle: the average supply of foodgrains and roots in
the world is nearly twice the amount of foodgrains and roots used
for direct, human consumption; much of the other half is fed to
the animals. The average supply of foodgrains and roots in Europe
for both direct and indirect consumption adds up to around 700
kg per capita per year. The figure for the United States of America is around 900 kg—which incidentally is nearly the same as the
production in the Chengalpattu of eighteenth century — and China
has a supply of about 450 kg per capita per year.
Total supply of foodgrains in India is thus less than half of what
would be required if we were to feed our animal population the
way animals are fed in the rest of the world. Since we produce so
little of food, we leave almost no foodgrains for our population of
around 270 million heads of cattle and buffaloes. Europe feeds 170
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million tons of foodgrains —which is near our total production of
foodgrains — and 54 million tons of edible roots to its cattle population of only 124 million heads. And China feeds 63 million tons of
foodgrains and 60 million tons of roots to about 100 million heads
of cattle and buffaloes and 300 million heads of pigs.
Production of foodgrains in India is thus at a level that leaves
both our people and our animals hungry.

Scarcity and callousness have become the norm
The figures for availability of food in India clearly point towards
widespread hunger of people and animals in India. And every available statistical indicator confirms the prevalence of hunger. Thus,
according to generally accepted statistics, 40 percent of the Indian
people do not have access to the bare minimum number of calories
required for survival, 63 percent of children under the age of five
are malnourished and 88 percent of pregnant women suffer from
anemia. 2 1
But one does not need to look at figures to see the hunger that
prevails. In every city and town of India one can see cows and dogs
roaming the streets searching for bits of food amongst heaps of
dirt. And, in the larger cities, one can see an occasional child or
even an adult competing with the cows and dogs for a share of
the edible waste. But nowadays there is hardly anything edible in
the waste from Indian households; and the cows are often content
with filling their bellies with mere paper and plastic, the dogs howl
through the night in hunger, and the human children and adults
stand and lie on the streets crazed by sheer starvation.
A journey through any part of India in the great railway trains,
that criss-cross the country heralding the arrival of modernity here,
brings one in even closer contact with hunger and starvation. Young
children, with their eyes glimmering with the sharp intellect of early
age, sweep the floors of the trains to earn a bellyful, and fight with
the passengers, with the waiters and with each other for the right
to the left-overs of food. Their less adventurous and less energetic
brothers wait on the platforms silently watching the passengers eat,
21
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and almost cry with gratitude for the gift of a single slice of dry
bread or a stale roti or idli.
The scenes of hunger and starvation become even grimmer as
one heads towards the great pilgrimage centres of India, the roads
to which, as we have seen, used to be dotted with chatrams where
bells were rung at midnight to invite the laggard seeker to come
and receive his food, and where orphaned children of the passersby were provided shelter, food, education and care till they were
ready to face the world on their own. The persisting image that the
pilgrim centres and the trains leading to them now leave on the
mind is that of immense hunger and starvation. One of the most
unfortunate images that comes to mind is that of a child of five
soothing a younger child of two with a rubber nipple at the end
of an empty bottle of milk on the main street of the great city of
Tirupati, where a vast stream of pilgrims converges everyday.
The statistical figures and the day-to-day images on the streets all
speak of a great hunger stalking the lands of India. But, we insist
that we have sufficient food for ourselves. The economists and the
policy planners have been claiming such sufficiency of food in India
at least since the early seventies. They have now begun to claim that
the food available in India is not only sufficient, it is a little too much
for our needs, and we should make efforts to export some food and
shift some of the foodgrain lands to more exportable cash-crops.
The claim of sufficiency is based on the fact that the food that we
produce cannot all be sold within the country at economic prices.
There is no dearth of food, it is said, for those who can afford to
buy; and those who cannot buy probably do not deserve to be fed.
Lack of foodgrains for the animals is explained through a similar
argument: Those who feed good food to the animals, it is said, also
eat their flesh; we do not rear animals for economic exploitation, so
we do not need to allocate foodgrains for them. Thus we condone
both the scarcity and the hunger.
But, the essence of the Indian position on food, and perhaps the
position of all societies on the question of food, is that all those
who are born deserve to eat. Others would perhaps expect some
economic returns from the feeding, Indians believe that feeding is
its own reward. But perhaps no society in the world believes that
people or animals can be left to starve if they cannot be put to use.
Healthy animals and healthy men are useful in themselves.
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We, who as a people, used to be so scrupulous about caring for all
creation, have become callous about the hunger and starvation of
people and animals. We know of the hunger around us, and we fail
to care. We, all of us together, all the resourceful people of India,
bear this terrible sin in common.

The sin must be expiated
But we cannot continue to live in sin. No nation with such a sin
on its head can possibly come into itself without first expiating it.
We shall be liberated from the sin only when we begin to take the
classical injunction of annarh bahu kurvita seriously, and begin to
grow a great abundance of food again. We have so far not taken to
the task with proper application. It is true that during the last fifty
years, productivity of foodgrains has improved sufficiently to lift
the national average to about 2 tons per hectare. But this average
is quite below what was achieved in the eighteenth century in a
relatively difficult and dry coastal terrain like that of Chengalpattu,
and it is far below the level of productivity today in almost any other
region of the world. And, in any case, all increase in productivity
has taken place on about 30 percent of the Indian lands, which
have high resources of capital and modern technology and which
produce for the market. The remaining about 70 percent of the
lands, large parts of which lie in the fertile plains of the bounteous
Indian rivers, continue in the state of deprivation and neglect to
which they were reduced during the British rule, and continue to
produce barely one indifferent crop a year.
With care and application these lands can produce the abundance that classical India cherished, and in the process can enliven
large numbers of Indians who have been forced into economic
idleness because of the idleness of the lands. Much is said about
the growing population of India that has made it difficult for the
lands to feed them all. But India is a country endowed with rare
natural abundance. Unlike almost any other major region of the
world, India is a country, where more than half of the geographical
area is potentially cultivable, where almost every major geographical region is traversed by a great perennial river, and where the
climate is so fecund that crops can grow throughout the year in
almost every part. And, notwithstanding her density of population,
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arable land per capita in India is still twice that in China and only
marginally less than that in Europe.
The sin of scarcity shall be wiped off the face of India only when
the idle lands begin to be looked after with care and attention
once again, and the bounty that nature has bestowed upon India
is converted into an abundance of food. We have of course been
paying some attention to the lands and agriculture. But so far our
concern has been to somehow achieve an average growth of around
2.5 percent per year in the total production of foodgrains to keep
pace with the growth in population. We have not attempted to
reach a level of growth that would remove the scarcity of the last
two centuries, and make India a country of plenty. Achieving such
plenty would probably require re-orienting all our resources a n d
all our thinking towards the land. And once the Indian lands begin
to yield a plenty, and the blocked varta of the Indian people begins
to flow again, other attributes of prosperity, which we have been
trying so hard to acquire, will also arrive in abundant measure.
We should begin to pay attention to the lands and to the fulfilling
of the inviolable discipline of annam bahu kurvita. But we cannot
continue to be indifferent to the hunger around us until the abund?>ice arrives. Because, as classical India has taught with such insistence, hungry men and animals exhaust all virtue of a people. Such
a nation is forsaken by the devas, and n o great effort can possibly
be undertaken by a nation that has been so forsaken. In fact, n o t
only t«e nation in the abstract, but every individual grhastha bears
the sin of hunger around him. We have been instructed, in the authoritative injunctions of the vedas, that anyone who eats without
sharing, eats in sin, kevalagho bhavati kevaladi.
Therefore, even before we begin to undertake the great task of
bringing the abundance back to the Indian lands, we have to bring
ourselves back to the inviolable discipline of sharing. We have to
make a national resolve to care for the hunger of our people a n d
animals. There is not enough food in the country to fully assuage
the hunger of all; but, even in times of great scarcity, a virtuous
grhastha and a disciplined nation would share the litde they have
with the hungry. We have to begin such sharing immediately, if the
task of achieving an abundance is to succeed.
To us, Indians, sharing of food comes naturally. We do not have
to be taught how to share, how to perform annadana. Because,
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we have been taught the greatness of anna and of annadana by
our ancestors, and we have practised the discipline of growing and
sharing in abundance for ages. For such a nation to obliterate the
memory of a mere two centuries of scarcity and error is a simple
matter. Let us recall the inviolable discipline of sharing that defines
the essence of being Indian. Let a great annadana begin again
through the whole of this sanctified land. Let a stream of anna
begin to flow through every locality of the country. The abundance
will surely arrive in the wake of such annadana.
May we have the strength of mind and body to be Indians again,
and fulfil the vrata of growing and sharing a plenty.
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